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Abstract 
. S '2 57 The evolution of attitudes towards the enviroiunent has culminated in-the 
1 
qq (::; entr~~chmerit ofenvirotimental concern as a. characteristic of Western society. Overs~as-
. . . . . . 
research has found young; well educated, urban individuals are most likely t~ express . -- . 
concern:-for the environment- However, the featiir~s of environmentally co~cerned New 
Zealanders have largely failed-to attractthe attentionofre~earchers. In a ~ample of__:- _ 
. . . . . . . . . . . ' 
:University ofCanterbur}r Commerce:students, aspects of environmental con~em; arid.salie~t­
issues, were identified. As expected, indivi~uals raised· in urban ce~ti~s were more-likely to-
- : -express environmental concern, aithough the expected influence of age and education were 
·not observed. -Women were more concerned abouphe environment; as were Nev,TZealarid;. 
.-_raised and New Zealarid-:-ethnic respondents.- It wa~ c-oncluded that the erivironmentai 
. . . . . . .·. . . - . . . . .- . . . 
concern of_this popuhition has many similarities to populations in.other Western nations in -
_ the salience of issues, the issues of concern, and the levels of concern sijown. As the 
respondents in thls study we~~ not representative ofthe New Zealand public, tlie. -
- sugges#ons for further research focus on theneed ~0 investigate· environmental concern in a 
representative ~ample. -_A need-was also suggested for resefl:rch into areas of specific_ 
conce~s; actual behaviour, commitment, and knowledge in the New Zealand. population: 
.. ~ 
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·cHAPTERl 
· . Introduction 
"The second half of the twentieth century has seen the emergence of . 
. . , ... · . . . . 
I1~merous social ·movements in . the United States.. Most of ·those 
. . - . . . . . . . 
. movements have faded away with little discernible impact,. but history 
.. Will surely Tecord the envirorup.ental movemep.t. as among the few that 
. significantly ch~nged our·sodety.''. 
Riley E. Dunlap & Angela G. Mertig . 
. . . . . . . ·. . . . 
American Environmentalism (1992) · 
1 
. The ·.draiilatic'-rise of public interest and cmicern with environmental issues has been . 
well re~orded. in polls and research,. especially in the United States aniEurop_e; since the 
begiimi1lg of:thelatesfwave of concern in the l&te 1960s .. New Zealand, however;wasriot 
. . -
so quick to monitor_ public _opinion on tlw subject; and there is little hi academic literature ~0 
indicate the extent to·which New Zealander~_ have followed·· the trend. ofincreasingly · 
·· entrenchedenvin>rimerttal concern. In. retrospect, much can be inferred about our attitudes 
to the environme~t from the-public actidns ofNew Zealanders thr9tighout thelastthirty .. · 
. - . ' -. . .. 
yea~s. 
· This. ~hapter outlines the origins of environrrierttal co~cem from ~arliest times · 
through.to the waves.ofmodern envircinmenfal con~ern_that ha~e been identified.· Thls is 
followed by an analysis ofenvirorimental cqncern in New Zealand based on the activities of 
New Zealanders in their p~blic and private lives, and· the activities ofsuccessive 
~.governments as ·a result ·of public pressure. 
. . . . 
·. 1.1 Environmental Concern and the. Environmental · 
Movement 
"What people do about their ecology depends on what they think about 
. . . 
. . . . . 
themselves in relation to things around them." . 
White Jr., L. The Historical Roots 
· of Our Ecologic Crisis (1967) 
'Ll.l The Origins· of Environmental Concern 
2 
' .. 
. . Enviroiunyritalco~cernh~s been p~obably existed in humanp·opulatio11s for _aslo~g · 
· as environmental· degradation and pollution have affected those populations ~ause i 993) .• 
Nearly 3700 years ago, Sumerian ~iti.es we;e being abandoned as the irrigated lands that 
. prod~ced the world's first agricultUral surpluses became increasingly saline and w.aterlogged. 
{McCoimick 1989). Crop failure and soii erosiou plagued first century_Rome; over-
. . '· 
population spelled the demise of.the tenth century Mayan civilisation; by the early 1660s ·· 
. . . . . ' . . . . . . ' 
··medieval England, particula~ly London, was living under a thick pall ofcoal sm~g 
(M~Cormick 1989). However; to underst~mdthe· characteristics of:modern enViro~~~tal . 
concern,.it helps to have an understanding of the evolution.ofWeste~ soCiety's attitudes to 
the. environment. 
·In pre~ Hellenistic times (pre;.300 BC), when religi~n was pantheistic a~d anintistic 
. . - ·, . . . . : ' 
nat~rerepresentedthe divine, t~ be respected ancJ.obeyed (Glacken i990, White.1967).· 
The rise ofthe civilisations of.. ancient Egypt,' Rome, and Gteece.(323BC .. 30B __ C), ~th th~ 
corresponding deveiopmeht ofartisanship and. agriculture, saw a n~w concept ofnature . 
emerge .. As people gairied in~reasing cont~ol_of their environment, they view~d themselves. · 
. as finishers ·of creation (Glacken t'990, White 1.967). With t~e declin~ ofGr~ece and Rome, . 
. and the development of Christianity, people also began ~o envisage themselves in~reasingiy. 
as separ~te from nature, ·created in the image of God, and g~ven dominion ove~ a creation. 
which was designed spe~ifically for them (Glacken ~990, Nash 19$9, White 1967). This 
percei~ed superiority spa\¥ned the idea th~t peopl~ were somehow immune fro~ or above 
the ecological. constraints that applied to other animals(Albrecht ·et a/.1982). In addition 
- ' . . . . ' 
Christianj.ty encouraged a faith in progress (white .1967), and a belief that_ nature had no · 
. . . ·. . . 
rights (Nash 1989). · 
"3 
!he idea· of a designed earth persisted through the middle ages when the widesp.read 
domestication of obviously strong animais w~s taken as pro_of of God's intention that. 
. . . . . . . . . . 
people should_ use and control ~atur.e (Glacken 1990). By earlymodern times, the ideas of 
. . 
Descartes,: that nature was mechanical and animal~ were soul-less, non-sentient automata, · 
rationalised the treatment of animals, slaves, and women. Indeed,· Des.cartes' s explicit aim 
' . •· . 
·w~s to make people "the lords and possessors ofnature"{Nas~ 1989, Thomas 1983). This· 
.· . . . 
led to more purposive control.ofnatme through applied sCience, and later through the . 
. - ' . . . - . 
marriage of science and technology (Glacken 1990, Thomas 1983} ·The ascendancy of 
. . . . . . . . - .-
people over nature became the ~oalofhuman endeavours, a p"ositiop morally upheld by 
theology (Thomas·I983). However, by this time.the evidence of ~areless rather than 
purposive destruction of the environment was increasing and becoming increa~ingly visible". 
. . . . . -. . . -
. . . . . . . 
Exposureto "primitive peoples", who wen~ assumedtobe living in harmony with their : . 
environment, succeeded in further emphasising the role ofWestem people outside ~ature . 
(Glacken 1990}" · 
By the lat~_17th ceitt1,1ry, how.ever, the ant]:tropocentric tr~dition was beginning to b~· 
eroded, and the idea that the world ~,clsted for people alone bega~ to be rejected as· the .. 
- . . - . . . . 
Epicureans, ~c~ptics, and cynic~ had done in ancient times (Glacken i990, Thomas 1983). 
The discovery ofbactena, protozoa, vast tracts of wilderness in the New World, and eoris 
. - . . . . - . . . - -. . 
offoss~lised pre.:lllstocy indicate? creatures and worlds for which people had no appatent 
use, and on whichtheyhad no apparent effect (Nash 19~9, Thomas 1983). 
The ideas of Thomas Hobbes, that people and-animals were entitle~ t~ ~se nature 
only for their preservation and.subsiste~2e,.beganto gairi prominence (Nash·1969, Thomas 
. . 
1983): Concern for. animal welfare f9ll<~~ed,and in-l82.4the Royal Society .for the· .. 
Pre~e~tion of Cruelty ~o Animals was founded (Nash 1969; 1989; Th~mas.1983), although_ 
tllls-concern developed .in parallel to a decreased. dependence on animal labour .due to the· 
. . . . .. . . . .. 
increased industrialisation of production processes (Thomas 1983)". 
. . . 
A similar but so~ewhat separate.concern for the environment, particularly· 
. . 
wilderness, began to deyelop as the size of cities ~md levels of pollution increased, and as . · 
agriculture encroached. on the last truly wild areas in Europe(Thomas 1983) ... Wiideiness 
. . . . . . . . 
. . 
became a source.ofspidtual renewal a~ p~ople vacationed away from the malaise and. 
pollution of city life~ The era of the Romantics, who held thatmiture 'improved'. was nature 
. . . . . . . . . 
destroyed, led to thebegihnings of the preservationist andprotectionist groups of the 1860s. 
in Britain. However, as Britain had no remaining wilderness areas, and the United States . 
had so much wilderness that it was viewed as an obstacle to civilised living that had to:be 
. . . . 
. . 
c'onq~ered, the predomil).arit focus for such orgapisatiohs was on humanitarian and animal 
issues {Nash 1~89). In the United States, slavery·was initially cop.sidered an issue ~ar more 
deserving of concern than environmental issues when the latter was first brought to p.ublic 
~ . ~ . 
attention(Nash 1989). 
It was not until the after the Ind~sirial Revolution, in the late ~nete~nth century, 
. - . . . . . 
that environmental concern actually took on the qu~lities of a .:'movement" (McCormick 
4 
.1989,_Pawson pers. c?m.). 1 Three 'waves' ofthe enviroiunerital ~ovemerit havebeen 
identitied (Pawson, pers. com., Nash l969, 1989). ·As discussed above, th~ first wave 
.began as early as the 1860s in Britain with the establishment of the first prqtectionist g~o1;1ps 
{McCormick 19~9, Na13li 1989). This was emulated in the United States with such people 
~ . . . . . 
as Heiuy David Tlioieau, George Perkins Marsh,.and John Muir supporting the · 
• • • 0 • • • • • 
. . 
preservation of rapidly disappearing areas ofwilderness and· predator spe~ies (Nash .1969 ~--. 
. . . . . . . 
1989) . 
. This encmirage(i an increa,sing emphasis on P!Otecting unique l_andscapes, and· 
ultimately this resulted in the creation of the world's first N~tional Park at Yellowstone in 
1872 (Dunlap & Mertig 1992, McCormick 1989; Nash 1969) .. This example was followed 
by New Zealand with the creation ofTmtg~riro National Park in.1894 (McCormick 19,89Y 
Initially the purpose of creating National Par~s in the United States was utilitarian i~ focus, . 
~s administr~t~rs saw the need 'to protectwatei supplies and game species ha,bitat ~ash 
1989). 
Nash describes this as a time when "sufficient change had occurred in American life 
and thought to make possible a widespread tea.ction against the previous condemnation· of 
V/ildern~ss .... The average c.itizen couid ~p~roach wilderne~s with the viewpoint of the 
vacationer rather than the conqueror" (l969, ·p.143). He goes onto ·suggest that Americans 
began .to realise that wilderness and "the Frontier" were factors shaping their "~ational . 
character';, and that this was b~i~g rapidly lost (Nash 1969, p.145} The same could be said. 
ofthe ielat~onship _betWeen New Zealanders and thei~ environment; since the so-called . 
I One definition of ;·e1lvironrriental movement' suggested by Morrison, Hornbeck, andW~er (1972, 'cited . 
iti Waghorne 1977:3) was: "a greatly increased level of general societal concein·withproblems iri the . ' 
relationship of man (sic) and his environment". In addition, the environmental movement was· described by 
Wilson (i973, cited in Waghorne 1977:24) as a ~general' movement, as opposed to a· 'specific' movement. 
This was defined as "changing opinions, attitudes, self conceptions and ideas in which a ne~ Geist or· 
conseious~ess is· aroused or disseminated". · · · · 
"Kiwi ingenuity" is widely recognised as having evolved from the isolation and resultant 
. ' . - . . ' . . . . -
self-reliance of the early settlers in the Ne~ Zealand 'wilderness'. In addition, the influence . 
·of science played its part in changing the public's perception of their relationship to the . 
natural world. When Datwin published The Origin ojSpecies (1859) and The Descent of 
Man ( 1871 ), Nash claims· it "too1:<: the conceit out ofhumamty by putting humans back into 
natu-re~'- (19~9~ 'p:42). . . 
With the onset of the World Wars and the Great Depression, ·ho~ever,the 
movement's following qedined (McCoftnick 1989, Nash 1989). The second wave of. 
. . 
environmental concern, in the 1930s arid 1940s, was spurred on by the-expansion of . 
. . . . . .- •. . ' ·. 
ecological res~arch, a~d was more deeply moted. Iffocused on the ecologicai impacts o~ 
p~o4uction_processes, p-articularly agricultu-ral processes (Nash_ 1989). In the United States 
the Dust Bowl ecologic~l disaster, which threatened the productivity of vast. areas of the 
·-·-. . . . ' . -. . -
Great Plains,·was ofnational concern and directly affected more than six states (Dunlap & . 
Mertig i992, McCormickJ989; Paws.mi pers. coin} However, the focus was still 
. .. . . . . . . . 
predominantly utilitarian as Americans~ still living 'in the shadow ofthe Great J?epression, · 
~~pressed their concern and need for a secure and sustained fo~d supply {Nash 1989). 
. . . . _. 
· The establishment. of the Tennessee Valley A~th~rity in 193 3, the Civil Works· _· 
Program oftheArmy .Corps ofE~gineers, arid the Bureau ofReclamation served some of 
. . . . . .' . . . -
these concerns .. The multi-purpose prbjects thes~ agencie.s adniinistered were developed· 
primarily for, among other thirigs; flooa control, irrigation,' and water supply (Brockman & 
. - . -... · ) .- -
Merriam 1979, Dunlap & Mertig 1992). In NewZealand similar concerns led tothe . 
. . 
creation of local Catchment' Authorities to ma~age the effects of envirorimental damage on 
agr:Icultimtl productivity (Britton eta/..1992):. 
Th~ third wave of environmental concerti; which continue; to this day; beg~n in the 
. . . . - . 
htte 1960s with what McCormick called ''the true erivironin.ental revolution" (1989:vii). 
. . - . ' . . . 
Many writers (Dunlap & Mertig 1992, Freudenberg & Steinsapir ·1992, Krause 1993, 
'Mi,tchell eta!. 1992, Sale & Fo~er 1993)have attrlbuteq th~triggeri~g of this so-called 
. . 
. . 
revolution in the United States to the publishing o~Rachel Carson~ s book, Silent Spring, in 
1962.. Over the next decade, the public ha~ increasing access to the ideas of such writers· as 
Paul Erhlich with The, Population Bomb· and Ecoscience, Barry Commoner with The 
Closing Circle, and Edward· Golclsmit~ with Blueprtntf.ot SuliJival(Cronlfl. 1988). · 
6 
. . . . 
By 1970. environmental concern had beeome a ·passionate cause, eliciting vocal · 
protests, petitions, and demonstrations~ of which the largest was Earth Day; held in April 
1970~which attracted over 300 000 demonstrators in Washington D.C. alone (Kra~se 1993, 
McCormick 1989): EarthDay has been described as'th~ beginning of the eirvironmental 
. . . . . .. . . 
movement in: its role·as a major soCial movement (Dunlap .1993,. Dunlap & Scarce 1991; 
... . . . 
~gliotti J992, Murc4 1971). This was ~ack~dbya sympathetic mass media, then as now_ 
regularly reporting the· latest aspects ofenvironmentai d~gradation (Arcury& Joliriso~ 
. . . . . . . 
1987, Dunlap 1~92, D~lllap & Sca:r.ce 1991, Johnson & Gardiner 1991, Mason 1972). 
Na.sh (1989) suggests that envir~nmentalism quickly took oil the characteristics of a· . 
. religion, with supporters displaying an intensity of commitment and.a tendency to 
·coriceptualise the issues in. terms of fight and wrong. 
• • • • • • . • c 
.: 
. . . . 
. - . . ' . . . 
. :Sacked by increas"jng sCientific eVidence of ecological damage, pre.dictions of the 
. catastrophi~ effec~s ofo~erpopulation, and major. con~em over the implication~ ofnuclea~. 
weapons and the effe.cts of radioactive fallout, the environment became a supremely 
importantpublic policy issue (Mannion & Bowlb.y 1992, McCo~ck~989).' The 
Stockholm Coirference ·on the Physical Environment of 1912 brought the issue.intb the 
global arena for the first time, and r~sulted in the creati~n of the United Nations 
Envjronmept Progr:amme (McCoirnick 1989). 
Subsequently the number of environmental groups skyrocketed, ~s did their 
memberships. · The number of coillerences dealing .exclusi~ely with ~nviroiunental concerns, 
the number of state al),d federal environmental miriistries or administrations,. and the number · 
of environmental regulations or laws all increased dramaticallythfoughouf.the 1970s arid 
well into the 1980s (McCormick 198~, Sale &~oner 1993). This reflected the considerable 
popularity of environmental protection amo~g the general-public. (Sal~ & Foiier 1993), and,: 
. ' . .. . 
as· described by poll results in Chapte~ ?, the public. had ·indeed tak(m the erivironment~l . 
revolution to heart (Durilap 1993)to the extent that smrie writers considered it had become · 
an integral part of Amefic~~ cult~~e(Sale& Foner 1993): · 
But was this "environmental revolution" mirrored in New .Zealand?. 
Li.2 ·EnvironnientalCQ.ncern in New Zealand 
New Zealand's early history. of resource use, _as in ~any other New World countries; 
was defined. by the apparently unthi~ng exploitation and waste of natural resources .. 
Initially whales and seals ~ere .brought to the brink of extinction by-transient Europeans. 
became increasingly important.. Vast areas of lowland forests were slashed and burnt to 
make way for the. green pastures required for· agricultural production. . ·' ·. 
Memon describes New_Zealand's European settlers as.having "utilitarian values · 
$hared by a majority ofthe·population, underpinned by a· strong belief in the unfettered· 
ri~ht~ of the private property owner and a virtually unquestion~d faith in the ability of the 
·aoverninent (with the assistance of scientific understanding (lhd technical ingenuity) to 
. manipulate the environment in ordedo promote growth" (1993, p~18). It seems'that.these 
. . . . . .· . . 
attitu~es ~ere not co~~~d to early settlers since, in t~e mid_;1960s, people who spoke out 
in defence ~f the ·env~ronmerit ~ere seen as potentially revolutiopary, 'to the extent that 
. . . .. 
~ohle lost their jobs (Waghorne 1977r 
·As New Zealand grew as a·natiori, the growth and development seen ~s·necessary 
for the survival of our young nation by successive gov_ernments was manifested in. large 
developrne~t projects which required th~ input of vast sums of money ~rid resources. Thi~ · 
culniinated in the "Think B.ig" projects ofth~ 1.970s and l980s which epitomised New. 
Zeaiand'iiap.parent lack ofconcemfor efficientuse of resources ~s economic development 
. . . '- . . . - . . . -- . . 
took'priofity(Palmer 1995). T.his is not ~o s_ay that New Zealanders.were not concerned for 
the environnient, but simplythat()ur history is inextricablyirit~itwined withthe.develop-
m~nt .and progress that resulted in the extensive exploitation ofnaturat' resources. The 
suggestion by Wall that"Canadhms historicallyidentifiedtheir economic interests with 
resource exploitation, and ... this, (J.ccompanied by a historically d~veloped expectation o,f 
-limi~iess reso~r~e avaihibility,, may have tem~ered 'support for.environmental protection in. 
Canada.in th.e pasf'(1995,-p.300, italics added) would-appear to apply equailyto New 
Zealanders. 
. New Zealand's history of early .envi~onmental concern certainly se~rrts tp reflt-ict . · 
W~ll' s suggestion, arid aspects of the waves of envirorunental·con6ern .described earlier, · 
. . ·. . . . . . 
were evident despite our predominantly utilitarian view oft~e ·~nvironment.' ·In the 1930s. 
and _1940s, most ofNewZealand's environmental concern centred on the problems offlood 
management and .soil erosion, both of which were. a major barrier to continUed p~oductivity 
. . . . - - . 
for increasing numbers of farmers. As ·a. result, as previously mentioned, local Catchment 
. . . . •. 
Authorities w~re set up in an attempt to manage th¢se problems (Britton eta!. 1992): 
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·New Zealimd also had a high proportion of its hind (almost 20%) protected under 
the conservation estate as National Parks or reserves (Britton et al. 1992, Sheevin 1993). 
Alth~ugh this is o~e of the highest proportions or protected land in the world, it is estimated 
that less than0.5% of this was protected in preference tci putting it to 'productive use' 
. . . . . . - - : . . . . 
(Britton eiaf. 1992) .. Most ofNew Zealand's·p~otected land ismounta~nous and relatively . 
. i~accessible; making it unsuitable.foragricultural or forestry use, as wa~ irutially considered 
to be the case for the world's first.National·Park, Yellowstorte (Nash 1969}: 
Similarly the reduction in the logging of native forests, and the recent series of . 
For est Accords and agreements, are pr:obably more a result of ext~inal factors (i.e. high . · 
. . . -
costs of logging the remaining inacc~ssible native forests, ·low costs and increasing 
. . . . . . . . 
availability of exotic. plantations, increase~. shareholder resistance) than any genuine concern . 
,. . 
of logging· companies for: protectin& the_ en:vironment (Britton et al. J ~92), 
. Despite this perhaps cynical approach to the history ofNew Zealand's environ., 
. . - . . . 
me~tal concern, New Zealanders have in fact been very vocal over the environmental issues · 
that concern them for reasons other thanth~ir productive or utilitarian capacity (Bell 1994). · 
In fact, environme~tal issues i_n general have a hig~ profile in New Zealand (Bell 1994). · 
As previously mentioned, the p~blishing of Silent Spring was hailed· ·as the beginning 
. . - - . . - . . .. _, 
. . 
ofthe modern ~nvironmental movement in the.United States. In New Zealand, the propo~al 
to raise Lake Manap~uri wa~ the issue that signalled the beginning ~f thi·s country's 
.· . . - . . .· . . . . . 
'~environmental revol~tion':. Approval-had been ·giv{m by the National Governm~nt to 
establish an aluminium smelter near the Port ofBluffin1960 as part of the ~eries of large~ 
scale national development;. · To power the smelter, additional eleCtricity had to be 
generated, and a proposcil was put forward to raise the level -of Lake Manapouri in 
. .- . - . - ·. - . 
Fiordland National Park (Gilbert 1986, Memon 1993, Palmer 1995). By 1969 the 'Save · 
. -. -·- . . . . ' 
Manapouri Ca~paig~' was-under way, and}n 1970- a 265 000 signature petition (9% of the 
. . . . 
population at the time) was presented to the Government Following the 1972 national 
. . 
. . . 
election, in which Lake Manapouri was a major issue, the newly eleCted·Labour 
G~vernment reversed the decision to raise the. lake (Gil?ert 1986, Memon i 993}. 
•. In the sam~ year, the world's first 'Green' p~rty,known as the Values Pa~y, was . 
founded in New Zealand. The Values Party advocated; aniong other things~ environmental 
prot~ction and wise resource use (Gilberti 986, Mannio~ & Bowlby 1992, McCormick · · 
1989f By .1975 it was cont~sting all.ofthe se~ts in the national ~lection, and wonS2% of 
th~ vote. However by 198.1 this share was reduced to 0.2% (Gilbert ·1986, McCormick 
1989). This ~rop in popularity maynot necessarily have reflected a drop in envirorunental 
. . 
concern by ~ew.Zealanders, since environmental battles were still being fought throughout 
. ' . . ' . 
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this tinie2, and the memberships of environmental groups were_ growing (Waghorne 1977) .. 
Tile envirpnmentwa~, however, becoming increasingly politicised, and both the National 
and L~bour parties·beganto accommodate environmental concerns and form policies to · 
answer those concerns (Bell1994,Britton eta!. 1992) ... 
. ' ' • I . . 
What followed· on from this series of events was the establishment of an · 
. environmental administration in parallel_with similar developments worldwide. Follow!ng 
tb~ir ~lection iri 1972; the Labour Government, st~~nglyinfluenced by the National 
Environmental Policy Act passed in 1969 ?Y the U.S .. congress, 1ntroducedth~ position of·.· 
Minister of the En~ronme,nt. Later, that year the independent position of Commissioner for . 
the Environment. was established to oversee environinental assessment and advise on 
. . . . •· 
environmental policy. At that time neither post had specific powers, supporting legislation, 
. ~ . ' . . 
or a ministry (Gilbert 1986). 'In the saine ye~r, the Enyiroiunental Protection and . 
- . ·. -
Enhancem~nt Procedures {EP&~P) were i~troduGed. A method of assessing the 
environmental effects of activities, the EP&EP wereinitial~y used by g<?vernment. 
departments andwere.not specifically mandated by any supporting legislation (qilb~rt 
1986) .. 
. . 
The~e deficiencies were not remedied until the mid.:1980s when, having spent nine 
. . . ' - . . . . . . ~ 
years in opposition with the-opportunity to develop. a :comprehensive enviroiunental agenda, 
. . 
the Labour Party came to power (Britto~ eta!. 19.92).· During this.time.the Labour. 
Go~ernment attempted to separate· conservation from commercialisati9n. of resou.rces by 
setting up State·.Owned Enterprises and Departme~t of ConserV-ation. These measures have. 
. . . . . 
had their critics because all ar~ subject to market-led, .neo-classical economic programmes 
with accountability o(costs (Britton eta!. 1992). · 
The most recent, and mostimportant part ofNew Zealand's environmental 
. . 
administration is the Resource Management Act· (RMA): Although passed into law by a·. 
N ~ti~nal Governnient in 1991, the RMA originated with the Mimst¢r for the Environment · 
of the preceqing Labour Government That the. Minister. was also the then Deputy Prime· 
2 An example was the protests against using So~th Island beech for~sts for chipwood export (Britton et a/ .. 
1992). . . 
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Minister was "indicative of the importance that Labour placed on environmental issues" 
. (Britton et al. 1992, p .194 ) .. More importantly, from the point of view of this research, was 
·the fact that over 3500 submissions on the proposed legislation were received,indicati:ve of 
. . . . . . . 
the importance with which the legislative mamigement_ofNew Zealand's naturai resources.' 
was reg~rded by the general publiq. 
The RMA is 'important for a variety .of reasons. It is regarded as· a world first in that. 
' ' ' • I ' • • 
one ofitskey concepts is 'sustainable management' (Palmer 1995),-_a conc.ept prev~ously 
embraced _by Labour in its election manifestos (Britton et al. 1992). · 'S~stainable _ .-
. . . . . 
development' was first evoke4 internationally as responsible environmental behaviour for 
. . . . . . . . . . . .. 
~ nations by the Biundt.land Commission in t~ei~ 198 7 report, Our Common Future. 3 This 
was rapidly a~sorbed into the language ofthe'Ministry oftheEnvironmentin a publication . 
the following year (C~onin-_1988); ·and-ultimateiy resulted in the adoption ~fthe sust~lnable 
management concept so central to the focus of the RMA. 4 
. . 
Another important part of the R¥A is·that it makes the assessment of environm.ental. 
effects, modelled on the EP&EP methods, a legislative requirement for many clas~~s of 
·activity. This had the effect of making the conside~ation of their impact on the environment 
a day-to"-dayissue for many New Zealanders (Britton eta!. 1992). 
' . . ' . . 
. Finally; the R.¥A requires "an identification ofthose persons interested iri or 
affected-by tl?-e proposal, the consultation undertaken,_ and an; respo~se to the views of - . 
. . . ·. . . . 
those consulted" under the Fourth Schedule. This constitute-sa legislative.·requirement for. 
public participation, and ·gives individuals and communitie~ legai st~nding. · . This effectively · 
allows New Zeal~nders the opportunity to voice their opinions on how the environment is 
managed and developed, an ayenue: never 'previously as accessible .. 
. . . . 
. . 
It seems that interest,. concern, and awareness <?f envirorun~nt!ll problems have 
apparently changed the environmental attitudes of New Zeahiriders ·sip.c.e our settler days in 
' . . . . 
the 19th century, and "[while] public interestin ~nvironrriental issues h~s waxed and ~.aneq : 
. . 
_ 
3 S~stainable development was defined as ~'meeting tli.e need~ of turrent generations without compromising . 
the ability- offuture generations to meet thei:i" own needs" implying responsibilitY to 'sustain the resource . 
base and recognising the limitations of the .biosphere to absoi:b the effeets of human activity (WCED 1987, 
p.7-8). . . . . . . 
·
4 Sust~nable management is defined in the RMAas "managing ... ofnahual and physical resources in· away,· 
or at a rate, which enables people and ·communities to provide for ·their.:. well. being and for their health and· ... 
safety while-( a) Sustaimng the potential ofnaturat an.d physical resoui:ces ... to meet the ... needs offutun:: . 
generations; arid (b) Safeguarding the life-supporting capacity of air;·water, soil," and ecosystems; and (c) 
Avoiding,_ remedying, or mitigating any adverse effects of activities· on the enviromil.ent. '' 
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in response to particular concerns of the time, the environmental move~ent has gradually 
. acqui~ed a pu~liC standing comparable to. other pressure groups ~uch as those r~pres_enting 
farmers or manufacturers" (Memon 1993, p.44). 
-1.1.3 · The .Nuclear J:)ebate: New Zealand's Involvement 
Environmental ·concern in New Zealand can be described as primarily concern for 
p~otecting unlque landscapes, resources, and endangered species in this country: ·Indeed it 
would seem that the nation's environmental conc~rn ·is an issue ofprotecting New Zealand's · 
natural-heritage. Yet the n~clear debate is dlfferent in this resp~ct. Con~ern over nuclear. 
testing does not focus exclusively ~n New Zeala_nd, orov a single issue such as · 
environmental degradation. It e~compass.es, in this instance, the South Pacific region, -and, · 
among others, the issues_ of peace, indigenous peoples' rights, and disarmament. As such it · 
. . . 
·is-treated separately from general environmental eoncern in New_Zealand int}Iefollo'wing 
. . . . . : . . - . 
section due to its apparent ambiguity as an environmental issue. (see ~lso Sections 3. 6 and · 
4.2)~ The international' nuclear debate is: one in whi~h New Zealand has·taken an outspoken 
. . . ' 
role, and in doing so, has stamped the nuclear-free stance firmly into the New Zealand 
identity. ·Over time, however, a somew~at different position has metamorphosed from the · 
. . . . . . . . 
original reasons for the protest . 
. During the 196Qs Francewas·only cine offour nations testing nucl~ar weapons.· The 
red glow of the aftermath of atm~sph~ric testing at Moruro~ Atoll-was visible. from nprthern 
- . . ' . . . . 
parts of New Zealand, arid New Zealanders, principally church groups, began protesting 
und~rthe peace bann~r cLangel990). Ini963, 80 000 people signed apetitionto end·· 
nuclear testing in the Southern Hemisphere (Lange 1990) .. Despite the fact that public : . · 
. . . 
~oncem over the testing was widespread, little was done to directly confront the probiem. 
~n 1972 Labour was elected to_parliament, and de~ided to take_ on the nuclea~ issue.·--· 
"In a striking move _designed to focus wortd attention on the testing at Morurmi; _the 
government sent two of its small fleet of frigates into the te~t zone" (Lange 1990: 17). The 
following year· both New ?ealand andAust~alia c4allenged France in the Interri~tional Court. 
. - . . . . 
of.Justice as to its right to explode nuClear tests in the at~osphere. 'France c~nceded, and, 
declared that in future all tests would b~ conducted beloW' the ~utfac~ ofthe at~ll {Lange 
]990) .. 
By 1975 Labour was proposing to set up a nuclear-freezone irithe South Pacific, an · 
. . . . . . . . ~ 
action which ~as adopted in principle at the South Pacific Forti~. The election ofthe ·. 
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National Go~ernmi:mt late that year, however, saw the idea dropped (Lange 1990). The 
~lu'eat p~sed by nuclear weapons was not forg~tten by New Zealapders _though, and when. 
I> rime Minister Robert Muldoon invited the visit of a nuclear-powered cruiser from the· 
United States, it sparked massive protest. The American policy ofthetime was to neither-
confirm nor deny the presence of nuclear weapon's aboard-their vessels, and this appeared to 
. . 
heighten publie concern (Lange 1990, Small 1979) .. 
In .1978 Labour took this con~ernto heart, and fought_its election battle on a 
promise to eloseNew Ze~land'sports to nuc_lear,..powered or nuclear-weapoQs-carrying 
. . 
vessels. This was viewed as a hostile ·move_ by the Americans, who declared that if such an 
action was put in place, their partic~pation in the ANZUS alliance could not be guaranteed_ . 
(Lange 1990). Although the Labour party lost that election, the nuclear issue was not 
dropped. Wh(m David Lange became leader of the Labou_r Party 1h1984; he tried to·. 
convince ·membersto allow nuclear -powered vessels, though not nuclear weapons. Thi~ 
met with such a wall of ~pposition ~hat he quickly backtracked, and continued with a totally · 
nuclear~freepolicy (Lange 1990). 
·When it did come to power in 1984, haviQg fought the el¢ctionwith the nuclear 
issue as one of its main platfor~s, the Labour Party quickly put the policy il)to place . 
. . . ' . 
(Britton .et al. 1992). "~y inteniation~l law, QO foreign·mi1itary vess~l or aircraft coulq 
enterN~w Zealand Withou~ the pen:itis~ioil of the g~vernment" (Larigel?90:59): In the· 
. . 
saine year94locat b.odies declared them.st;~lves nuclear-free, which meant that over half of . 
the popula~ion ofNew Zealand lived in self-proclaimed nu~lear-:-free zones (Lange 1990), . 
' -. . . . . 
and by 1985 the New Zealand Government had declared its anti-nuclear stance to the 
. . . . .. . . . 
United Nations (Palmer 1990) .. 
. . 
The Ameri~ans test_ed the water in 1985 by ptoposing to,send the.USS ,Buchanan to · 
New Zealand but would neither corm~ nor.deny wheth~r nu~lear weapo~s would be on 
board. New Zealanders protested with a vengeance, with. over 15 000 peopl~ walking· 
through downtown Aucld~nd chanting "If in doubt, keep it out" (Lange 1990)~ T.heLabour 
government subsequentlyinsisted that if the ship was nuclear-capable it would not be 
. - . . . . 
allow~d in: Despite this (or perhaps because ofthis), New Ze~land's internati~nalimage, 
imd self-image, as a 'clean and _green' country was cemented into place. 
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Greenpeace5 anti~nuclear protest activities to Momma Atoll, which are guaranteed 
to graq international media· attention, were often launched from New Zealand.- The. 
resultant political, diploin~tic, and:pllblic preSSI,lre ultimately resulted 'in the French bombing 
o(the Greenpeace vessel, Rainbow Warrior; in Auckland Ha,rbour in July 1985 
. . . 
(McConnick 1989). Although this attack was directed- at the Greenpeace activists, New. 
. . . - .· . -. -
Zealanders took it as a personal attack on their anti-nuclear stance as evidenced by. public 
discussions anq 'letters to the Editor~ at the time. 
· -Since that time; the New Zealand public has continued to support this country's 
. - . . . . . .· . . 
nuclear~free status.· .Although initially the ailti~nuclear policy was associated with. support 
. . . - . 
for Labour, by 1989, when support (o~ the Labour Party was) ow, over 80% of the _ . 
- . -
population were in Hiyour pfthe nuclear-fteepolicy'(Lange 1990). As i~cently as 
S~p~em~er 1995, New Zealanders actively supported arid participated in the peaceflotillato 
. . . . - . . 
Moruroa- Atoll and petitions protesting at nuclear testing in the South PaCific, attracting 
. . . . . . - . - . 
world wide attention_ (see Section 3.6) .. 
1.2 Aims and Purpose of this R~search 
As Dunlap and Mertig (1992) suggest, concern for the environment appears to have . 
. . - - - . - , . . . 
become fin1)1y. entrenched in the way <;>fthinking of vast populations of people in Western 
. . - . . 
society, .Have we, as _New Zealanders, ]oined in this massive uprising of concern for the 
envirorime~t,. or are: our pubiic ·displays of o~trage • simply-a localised response to a currently 
. - .· . . . 
topical issue? How strongly do we hold our beliefs about the rights of the environment? 
. . . . . . . - .· . 
Are there differences in the attitudes held by different segments of our society? Thes~ are 
the questions to which this research .will respond ih relation to the· sample population 
chosen. 
. . . . The aim of this research is two-fold:. to pro~ide a 'snapshot' of the environmental 
attitudes of the sampkpopulatidn, and compare some asp~cts of these attitudes with the 
results of published studies._ .. this research 'is descriptive, and attempts to answer the 
questiOJ:_i of 'what does this sample population thi,nk and believ~ about their natural ·. 
5 Greenpea~e is a radical environmental group which appear~ in the 1970s wheitenviro~mentallegisl~tive 
reform was seen to be failing. It was formed to represent the interests of activists wanting to take direct · 
forms of action and protest, while.not ascribing to the violent' "monke}'wrenching" sabotage of other pro- · 
environment ·groups such as the Sea Shepherd Conservation Society and Earth First! (Nash 1989); · 
Gn~enpeace has a philosophy of "ecology as religion" (Nash 1989), and uses non-violent,- high-visibjlitY · 
protestactioii to draw international media attention to environmental problems.and issues. · 
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environment?' . While some attempt is made to explain the response to specific questions 
. . 
· with, regard to saiient events, in ·general, .causativ~ factors are not i~vestigated. 
The purpose ofthis.study is to attempt to define the variables that identify · 
. environmentally concerned i~dividuais in the population sampled, not to define why they are 
concerned: In some respects· this- may limit the usefulness of ~he res.earch be~aus~ interested . 
parties c~~ot identify and. address the ca~ses of environmental concern: H~wever, given 
. . 
that little research has investigat~d the g~neial environmental attitudes of particular. 
. . - . . . . . 
:·segments of New Zealand soc~ety, this study fills;a need. It identifies the character and 
. . . . . 
extent of environmental concern find illustrate~ its importance to these respondents. This is 
relevant particularly .in t;.elatiQn to assessing enviroimiental policy priorities and 
. . . . . . . 
. . 
implementation options for New Zealand communities (James 1993), and for identifying the 
. . . . . . ~ . . . 
valuable resource ofpublic support (Dunlap ·1992)·and input-(Tucker 1978) that is so often 
lacking for regional and· central government decisions. This research is pla.ced in context by 
comparison with results of overseas studies. 
1.3 Thesis Format 
. . ' . 
. . . . ' . . 
Chapter 1 has provided an introduction to environmental concern as the basis for 
. ·. . . . . . .. 
understanding the current -level of concern· exhibit~d in the sample respondents .. This 
chapter h~s also explain~d the PUrPOSe and aims of this research, including its limitatio~s 
. . . 
and context Chapter 2 reviews the literatme in sections which deal with the defiiutions o( · . 
. environmental concerti, attitudes, and beliefS, the influence of population char~cteristics,.. 
_and aspects of environmental concern as a measu~ed phenomenon. Ch~pter 3 de~tribes the · 
methods ~se9 to ·obtain data on envir~nmental attitudes. This chapter mov~s in a logical 
. p~ogression:rrom design and testing, through.to.tiniing and response rate. Chapter 4, the 
results, is set out in four .sections. The first three .are descriptive statistics illustrating.the 
. . . . 
characteristics ofthe respondents, and how they answered the questions of the survey,. The 
" I • • • 
fo1,1rth s~ction de~ls with the~ re~ults cif statistical tests. This is followed by Chapter 5 which 
. . . ' . . 
disc).lsses the results and interprets them in comparison with publlshed. studies. Fina1ly,. 
. . . . . . - - . 
Chapter 6 surnma;ises this study, explains the conclusi~ns~eached,-~nd sugg~sts ar~as for· 
fut;ther research. This is followed by .the Bibiiography. and Appendices. 
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CHAPTER2 
Literature Review· 
As has ·been suggested in Chapter. 1, the environmental movement has become an 
entrenched chara~t~ristic of modern West~rn sO~ie~y .. This is ~ost graphically illustrated by·. 
. . . . 
- the findings of an international survey ofenviro~ental attitudes conducted by Dunlap, 
Galiup, & Gaii~p (1993). They con~Iude that t~ere is dear evid.eric.ethat c<;>ncernfor the 
environment-has become a ~odd-wide phenomenon, that citizens see environmental 
· problems ·as increasingly serious and threatening to health, and that environmental quality is 
. . . . - . - -- '. • I .. 
per~eived as deserving a higher priority than economic growth. This worldwide 
environinental concern and awareness has· apparently manifested itself in the public. actions 
· of New Zealanders. ·But what characte?ses enviro~entaily conc'erited_ individuals? · This 
: chapter will describe in some detail the· findings ofpublished studies in an attempt to · 
detenillne the param'eters of environment~} concern and the features of enviroiilnentally 
concerned individuals. 
-2:1 Definitions 
2.1.1• Environ~ental Attitudes, Beliefs, and Concern_ 
· Although ilo-one states it·specificaily, environmental concern must develop from the -
-attitudes and beliefs of an individual about the environm~nt. ·Bruvold {1973) defined-
attitude as "the gene_ral affec~ive ;espon,s~ to'a denotable psychologic(llobject" (p.204), and 
. belief as "statements about e?clsting s~ates of nature which the individual accepts ~s true or 
' . . 
factual" (p.205). Similar definitions are presented by !'J"ewhouse (1990). 
. . . . . . . . 
·:Beliefs can be cl~ssified as positive or negative with-regard to_the attitqde object 
such that; if, for example, the attitude object is the result of desirable antecedents or the 
cause of desirable conseqtiences, the belief will be positive (Bruvold 1973): . Similarly, 
. attitudes can· range from eXtremely negative, associated with a behaviour that the individual 
would haveto be coerced into doing, to extremely positive _associated with .. a"behaviour•that 
-the individual would have to be coerced to not do ( Guagnario-; Stei~~ & Dietz 199 5). The. 
. . ' 
relationship between beliefs and attitudes is coinplex, and for the purposes-o:f this research 
they w!Il not be considered separatelY: 
With regard to the env!ronme~t;-beliefs and attit.udes have been defined in many 
. . . . . . . 
. •ways .. Syme, Beve~, & Sumner(1993) defined environmental disposition as a series of 
. general attitudes towards environments of different physical arid psychological attributes, · 
and th~ person's enjoyment of interacting with them on a da)r-to;_daybasis. Ramsey & 
Rickson ( 197 6) identified four types of attitudes which iead to corr.espondi~g reactions to 
. pr~g~amm~s on environmental quality. these typ~s are: passionate interest; favourability, 
, . , • I . . - , 
resig~ation, and trade~off where the. costs of the programme are ~~use for debate. Lansana 
. ( 1992) defined environmental awareness· as an individual's perceived degree of . . 
·understanding ofissues concerning the environment.· However, Mclnt~sh .(1990) suggests-_ 
-thaJ the level of awareness is not. necessarily positively related to the level of environmental 
concern.- . ' 
'· 
Environmental concern has also be~n defined jn various ways. Yearly (cited in 
·Martell 1994, ·p.l33}suggests that "environmerttalconcernis a response to the experience· 
,·. . . 
. of loss of control ovet our surroundings as a result of new ecol6gi~al difficulties which 
cannot be solyed through the. normal processes of probiem ~ol~ng". ·Hays ( 1987) describes 
. . . 
. environmenta1 co.ncern as a chaq.ge in values from a· concern with the standard of liv.itig as 
deterinined by m~~erial well~being arid physicitl security, to ~concern with the quality of life ... 
This,· he claims, grew out of a concern fo~ the quality of places, of particular physical · 
·settings; especiallyiocafones. Caro &.Ew~rt (1995) define environmental concern ~s "the 
level of perceived harm being done to the natural enviro~entby a specifi~ act or acti~n'' . 
. . -. . . . .. 
(p.14). .•·· 
··Attitudes have_been de·scribed as ap~rsonallty trait which serves the_basic function . 
. . 
of organisi~g and aiding the individual's understanding ~fthe world by providing a 
. . 
framework for·conforming to subjective n~rms and serving as expressions of basic values 
. -
(Horsley 1977): In the same vein, envirorimental attitudes have been described by Hines, 
Hungerford, & Toni.era(1987) as an individual's.beliefs,. values, and feelings with regard to 
- . . . . . . . . 
particular asrects of the. enviromilent o~ is-sues. related to it. This does not distinguish 
. between beliefs, attitl,ldys, or values but cmnbines them· into. ali all encompassing personality 
chara~teristic which could-perhaps more accurately be labelled ~eiwironmental concern. ·This· 
is the defimtion to- be used in this study, and is supported. by writers who suggest. that 
·envir<?nmental attitudes are multidimensional and complex in nature (Berberoglu & 
Tosunoglu'1995,,Kuhn & Jackson 1989), the individual asp.ect~ of which cannot easily be 
. measured separat~ly. 
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2.1.2 Social Paradigms 
As described in the previous th3;pter, throughout history Western· society. has 
develop~d a "strong anthropocentric tradition".(Albrecht et al. 1982, p.39). Although.we 
can attempt to define.enyironmental beliefs and attitud_es, it is somewhat more complicated 
to describe the ideas t_hat a:ctually constitute those beliefs and attitudes. Catton & Dunlap 
.(1978) and-Dunlap &VanLiere (1978} attemptedto do just that. Based on the work of 
Steph~n Cot grove anci others, they postulated the existence of three s<?cial paradigms,· the · 
. . . . . 
Domin!lQ.t Social Paradigm·(DSP), ~he closely rela,ted Human ExceptiorialismParadigm 
(HEP), and the New Environmental Paradigm'_(NEP). __ Olsen et al. (1992) define a so'cial-
paradigm or worldview as perv~sive l>eliefs about the nature ?fsocial reality and values·. 
·conceffiing desirable 8:nd undesirable social conditionS. They claim that a DSPi.s held by _ 
- _, . . . . . 
most members of a society to sonie extent, and consists of common values and beliefs about. 
physical and sociatenvi~onrilents-~hicb collectiveiy provide a le~s through which ·. 
' -
'individuals interpret the world. . 
Olsen ,eta!. (1992) go .on to desci-ibe ~he existence of what they call the 
Techllological Social Paradigm and the Ecological Social Paradigm, ·but as they see~ to be 
-· . . .· - . . 
versio~s ofthe qimensions of the DSP and NEP, they will not be co~sidered in detail here. _-
The industrial DSP ·is described by Catton & Dunlap (1978) and Dunlap & Vati' 
. . - - . . . . 
Liere (1978) as a belief in limitless availability of resources, andthe indefinite future 
_progress of material growth. ' It supports the rights of priva~~ property owJ}ers 'and . 
individuals, a laissez-faire government, andthe status quo. It has faith in the problem-
solving abilities of scienc·e and technology, and believes that progress and growth are · · 
- - ' . . . - . 
normal and necessary. The HEP is~ constiil}ent part of the DSP; ~nd consists ofbeli~fs -
,. 
that people ar~_separate from and above the rest of nature, unaffected by ecological · 
const~aints. 'It supports the id~a that people are unique, and have a progressive culture. · 
.· - : . ·. . . . : 
·which can eliminate problems and coriti~ue without limit. 
- Albrecht et al. {i 982) and White (1'967) argue that among other things, Christianity, 
. . . . . -~ 
capitalism,_ and industri'alisin have contributed to the formation. of the industrial- OSP, while · 
Dunlap (1993) a~d .Gigliotti (1992) comm~nt that environinental problems rna; stem fro in- . 
. . . . . 
materiaiism,. growth, and progress. With an understanding of the. developine~t. of West~m 
so.ciety; s attitudes towards the environmenf (see Section 1.1.1 ), . it is easy to see how thi~ · 
could arise.· Gooch (1995} co~ents that the DSP-beliefs could be labelled primitive beliefs. 
which·are thought to be "some of our most deeply internalizt;ld and most' determinative of 
. . . . . 
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beha~iors" "(Gray, cited in Gooch, p.56). ·Gooch go~s on to say that a~cording to Gray, 
"these primitive beliefs, together with general environmental conce~, with beliefs abouf the 
·c~sts and benefits of individual or societal actions on the environment, and With beliefs 
about individual responsibility and rights are ''primaiy beliefs". , These can be. placed at the 
. . . . - . . ' . . .· 
base of~n,environmental belief system and lead in tum to derived beliefs concerning 
. conservati<?n, pollution_ and populaiion, and to general environmentAl attitudes." (1995, 
. . 
·The groWth of environmental concern has ·se~n the development· of a new set of 
corripeting values lab~lled as the NEP~(Albnicht eta/. 1982). The NEP is an alteriiative 
social paradigm which asserts the· desirabilit? of restricting growth, protecting ecosystems, · 
and promoting a more harmonious relationship between people. and nature.. Jt hol~s ~he 
ecologicaJly i~tegrative view that humans are one species ~motig niany, interdependent arid · 
interconnected, subject to the limits to groWth and firute nature. of the earth. It also believes 
thatthere _are limits to the ability of scientific and technological progress to solve 
- ._ . -· . - - - - . . . . . r 
envirorimental problems (Catton & DunJap 1978, Dunlap & VanLiere 197~). _ · 
· Dunlap& Van ·uere (1978) constructed a s~ale consisting of16 items measuring the 
. - - . . . 
. different aspects ofthe NEP,_ Bal~nce ofNature, Humans Over Nature, and Limits to . 
. G[~Wth (see also Sectio~s3 .. ·1.2 and4.J). They fou~d that,in·a sainp1e of the ge~eral 
pqbliC, large majorities accepted the beliefs ofth_e NEP ... This.led them to suggestthat · 
p~rhaps the DSP was in transition. It seems increasingly evident that, in fact,· the NEP is 
slowly makingthetransition int~a newDSP as a maj~rity (56%) ofth~ public bold or 
. . } . . 
· aQcept the beliefs of the Nf:P (Olsen eta/. 1992). 
· 2~1.3 . Types of ;Enviroi:mientalists 
O'Riordan (1989) describes envir~nnientalism as a tension between two . 
world~iews: that ofnaiure as 'l,lslifruct' and that ofmiture as nurture. He divided 
en~iromnentalism into the twomain parts of techno centrism and ecocentrism based on. these . 
. - - \ ·.. . . ·- . 
worldviews. Technoceqtrists have th~ characteristics of arrogance and a lack of feeling, and 
. . . . 
support exploitation.· Ecocentdsts are supposed to have more compassion arid hope, and · 
suppo.rt conservatism and sustentation. 
Technocentrists are diyided into two groups, the interveners and the more. moderate· 
. - . . . . : 
accommodators: The intervenors (10-JS% of the population) believe in the ability of · 
humanly devised systems and managerial ingenuity to conquer .adversity, have faith in the 
application of science and market forces, Accommodators (50-70% ofthe population) 
. : . . . . 
support modesfreform while retaining the status quo ofthe political· economy, but are 
prepared_to rriake concessions to environmental demands using theadaptability of 
institutions, assessment, and evaluation. Th(W are socially responsible but still 
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· futidanientally manipulative and exploitative. According. to O'Riordan, this position is the. · 
. safe haven of the cautious and the amdous, and a~commodato;s constitute the majority of · 
Western society. · 
.. . 
. .Ecocentrists are also divided into two groups, the colnniunalists arid the deep 
ecologists or Gaianists. Deep ecologists {0.1-3% of the population) are afthe opposite ~nd · 
. ' . . . . 
. of the continuum to .interveimrs, ·and believe in the rights ·of nature and the ~ssential need for 
. . . ' ~ 
the co-evolutio~ ~f natural and human ethics, C~mmunalist~· (5-1 0% of the. population) are 
more moderate ecocentrists~ and have faith in th~ cooperative capabilities of society to 
. . ._. -
establish self.:reliant communities based on r~newable resource lise and appropriate · .. 
technology. They support federated politics and economically self-:-contained communities, . 
the central unit of which is the household. 
·Despite the~e differences, O'Riot·dan claims that all fourgroups are· · 
environmen~alists, as·eventhe most stau~ch intervenerbelieves th~t he/she is :improving or . 
. . 
enhat{eing the environment. E~ch position simply occupies a different point on the 
' . . .. 
environmentalism continuum. 
- . . . 
Heylen Research (1992} identified similar groups within New Zealand ~ociety, as did 
Colmar Brunton Research (1993). The results of the Project Green report, the results of : . 
• ·. . . ' - • . . •• e 
~hich are very similar to that found by Hey len Research (1992); are presented below.·. The . 
. ·Green Indifferents, analogous to_ the intervenors, rated all environmental problems less ·. 
. . . . 
seriously, at~· not interested iri learning more, 'and would otily buy envirohmentally friendly 
products is t~ey weie cheaper and more effective. Colmar Brunton found that this group . · 
comprised _18% of their sample. They are·rriore likely to male,. young to midclle age~~ and-
less well educated .. They are also more likely to be blue collar workers or not working, on a 
·-tow-personal income, and from Aucklimd or Wellington. · 
GreenPragmatists comprised 27%.ofthe sample) andareanalogous to .. 
• 0 • - • 
accommodators. Members ofthi~ group would not consider buying environmentally, 
friendly products or performing enyironmentally -responsible behaviours, and are least . 
concerned about global environmental issues, but show higher levels of concern for other 
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problems. They are more· likely to be female, over 60; poorly educated, and not working or 
. ' ' . 
retired .. They are more likely to have no children and live in South Island main centres such· 
as Dunedin and Christchurch. · 
. The Green-Faddists, analogous to the O'Riordan's communalists, make up 31% of·· 
the sample, and are almost. equally divided by genqer. They showed the second highest 
l~vels ofperforming "green action~", and make some effort to buy environme~tally friendly 
- . . . 
products. Theyare·more likely to be well-educated, full time professionals, with high· 
incomes. They ar~ also more likely to be married with children and come from the smaller 
. . - .• . 
U;rban centres such. as Hamilton, Timranga, etc.- _·. 
. . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . 
Lastly,. the Deep Greens~ who are analogo.us to deep ecologists, comprise 24% of 
the sample .. They are.most likely to have perforined·an of the "green actions", wi~l pay 
more for ep.vironm(mtally friendly products, and.· fate' ~~ny enVironmental issues as very 
. . . . . . 
·serious. They are more .likely to focus on global envirorimental issues, be activists1 and 
. . . . . - . . 
want to le~rn more about environmental issues. They are overwhelmingly more lik~l~ t9 be 
wonien, well-educated,· and co~e· from Auckland orWellingtori, ·althoughthey ~realso 
~ . . . 
more. likely to have low persohal incomes and be not working or employed part time .... 
. .- . 
Of the HeylenR~search (1992) sample, 9% strongly oppos-ed arid 9% mildly 
opposed conservation and environmen~alisn'l. A ~rther 3 8%. were in mild support and. 9% .. 
strongly supported conservation: 
. . . ' . - - -
2.2 :The Characteristics ofEnvironmerital Concern 
. - . . . . ~ . . . . . . 
Born & Wieters (1978} suggest-that environmental concern tp.ay· be superficial in 
. . . . . ·. . . . . . . 
nature for relatively large numbers ofp·eople. To use Ramsey & ;Ricksort1s (1976) te~ms,. 
most people are in favour of protecting the e~virorimertt,. though few have a 'passionate 
interest' iQ. the problem.· This is· supported by the results of Maloney & Ward(1973)who · . 
. obtained results which show that while verbal commitme~t to.' enyirorunent~l protectio'n and 
environmental concern are high, actual commitment (as· demo~strated by behavioui}and · 
knowledge are low. Similar results were obtained .by l_ounsbury & Tornatzky (1977). • Sale 
. . ' . . . . . 
& F oner ( 1993) .report a poJI which indicates that while s s% of Americans are sympath~tic . 
. - . - . . 
to the aims of the environmental movement,. only 7% are environmentally active. 
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Krause (1993) found that few people wer~ willing to accept lifestyle changes as the 
diffi?ulty ofmillcing those changes increased. He concluded that environmental concern · 
was still largely superficial, and that people still believ~d nature existed for the u·se of people . 
. . . ·. . 
(Krause 1993 ). White (1967) was of the-same opinioo,. and claimed thatthe ideas of people 
. . - ~ . 
ha~ing dominion over nature-have "perm_eated society so fulty that eyen those who profess i . 
. no religious faith cir endorse other faiths may still tend to view humans as. sepa~ate from the .. 
. rest of nature and as having the right to use nature for our purposes" (p. 724). 
. . ; . 
. . . . 
. In the New Zealand environmental movement, self-' professed Christi~ns stressed that 
any beiief in the values of putting nature first, ~r people as equal to and part of nature . 
would be un-christian (W~ghome 1977). In addition, ha}fto-three~quarters ofWaghome;s. 
respo~dents chose huinan needs as top of their priorities. In·general,_.hqwever,'the 
~ovement' s view of nat_ure ~as that human's were intimat~ly tied to; or part ofnature, and 
. . . . 
. . . 
that the environment was m.ore th~ resources to be used. They invested m~.ture with some 
spiritu.al, · retreatist, and re-charging qualities .. Respondents who ~ere non-Christian, · 
sportsp.eople, or anti-capitalist were· more li~ely. to want a compromise between quality._of 
• I • ' • 
·life and personal freedoms (Waghorne 1977). 
Lansana (1992) foundthatalth6ughno~-recy~lers would not go to the ~xtra effort 
. . 
or expense to recycle, both they C~rnd recyclers agreed that the quality of the environment is 
i~p~rtant. . Sirnilady, .Vitiin~ & Ebreo (1990) found that both recyclers and ·~on~rec~clers · · 
thought that r~cycling should be done for environmental reasqns .. However, they went. on .. · 
.to suggest thatprotectirigth~ ~nvironment-is viewed by many a~ aimrury; and coneluded 
t~at environmentally protective actions will orily be taken by those with strong 
enviro~entalvalues, pr, to use Ramsey &Rickson's (1976) terms, those with·"passionate 
. . . . . - . . - . . 
intere.st"; 
: J:his widespread, general enviro~ep.tal concern is-apparent fro~ a very young age~ 
·with children acquiring knowledge and qeveloping attitudes. about environment~fissues as 
·early as· kindergarten (Leeming,· Dwyer, .& :Bracken _1995). Thls finding was confirmed. for 
New Zeal~nd _childre~ of whom more than a· third spontaneously cited pollution and other 
environmental problems. wheri as~ed what they thought ~four- country in 1993 
(Somog}rvary ·1993). 
·. VanLiere &:Dunlap_(19Sl) conclude that while environmental conc~m is a broad 
Concept it m~y be best represented by concern ab~ut polh,ition. and. natural resources, and 
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. . 
this approach is followed in this study. Both Gooch (1995) and Kuhn & Jackson (.1989) 
• • 0 
comme~t,. however, that beliefs and attitudes concerning s_uch a comple~ issue as the 
environment are niost likely to be complex and multidimensional. . 
2.3 Aspects of Measured Environmental Concern 
2.3;1 Salience ·ofEitvironmentai Issues 
. . The salience of an issue in the minds of the public is difficult to judge. Public 
opinion analysts hav~ argued· that ''vol~nteered responses to most important problem {MIP) 
~uestions - that i's, op(:m-(mded questions asking the respondents what they see as the . 
country's most import~nt'problem or problems ... are the be~t way to ~easure the ~alienee of 
. . - . . . : 
an issue" (Duruap 1992, p.92-94} It has also been argued, however, that the·resport~es to · · 
. . . . - . . . . . .. . 
M1P questions are susceptible to media attention to particul~r problems (Duni~p-1992): 
. . . . . . . . 
This seems a·.particularly relevant. considerationfor issues which elicit a strongly emotive 
. response,. h~nce attracting readers, and i~. an important consideration for the nuclear issue .. 
. . 
. . . 
(see Sections 1.1:3, 3.6, ll:nd4.2). 
. . . 
In 1968, only 2% of a sample of the American publiy spontaneously mentioned 
environmental probl~ms or issues-in respon~e to the MIP questiqn (Dt1l)lap _1992). By 
1970, thishadiricreased dramatically to 17% (D~nlap 1992), and in 197i to23% (Simon 
'· ~ . . . . . ' . 
. . 
1971) in similar sample populations. Erskine (1972) found that although conservation had 
. moved up the1isf of'mostimportantproblem(, it was stillbel~w the "pere~ally massive 
worries"· about. soeiaJ unrest _.a~d economy which are· dominant in people's mind~. In 1983,. · 
m~ntionsofenvironmentalissues had dropped bac~to 2%, but ro~e to 16%.in1989, and 
2i% in 1990 indicating the re-emergence o{en~ironment as a salientissue (Dunlap 1992). ·· 
' . . . 
. . 
As Dunlap points out, howev_er, ''despite the relatively strong consensus in support of 
.. environmental p~otection; the state· of the environment was viewed by only a minority of th~ 
. . 
[Atnericim] public as one of the_ nation's most important problems'' (1992, p.96).' This is. 
confirmed by Gooch (I995) who reportedonly 10% offespondents fr~m Sweden and the 
Baltic Stat~s indicated environmental issues in response to MIP questions. 
Dunlap & Scarce ( 1991) comment that environmental problems still· fail to· re~ch the · 
top· of-MIP lists of the American public even though levels of measured concern a~e the 
highest they have e:ver been. In their 1990 survey, ·19% ofresp~ndents merttioJ?, .· 
. . . 
environment.as the MIPfacing the riation,-while 63% mention environment a:s one of the . 
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top three or four problems. Dunlap, Gallup, & Gallup (1993) found that r~spondents from 
. . . . - . 
16 of 24 countrie~ rate the envirollinent as· one of the top three problems facing their nation .. 
The o11ly concerns consistently· mentioned more often are economic_issues and -
violence/crime. Keys Young (1994) found that the environment is rated as one oftwo most 
-. - . . . . -
important problems by 23% of their Australian sample .. ~rivironment ranked fifth behind 
. . . . . 
unemployment, education, health, and crime. . 
In New Zealand; the majo_rity of respondent~ (74%) expe_ct that there will be very 
. serious environmental problems whichwlll affect them personally, that peopte are becoming 
. . 
more ~ware of environmental problems and issues (93% ), and that the _'Green; m~vement is · 
not just a passing phase (93%) (Colmar-Brunton-1993) .. Heylen Research (1992) found that 
one-third of adult ~ew Zealanders spontan~ously mentioned 'the emnroriment' or 
_'conservatio~' i~ some form as amongst the niost iinportaQtissues for peopl{}. Howev~r, .. 
the same report also found that 3 8% agree that unemployment is a m6r~ pressing problem 
' -
than tli~ threat to the environment, a similar response to the 31% rating ~nemployment ~s -. 
the mosdJ?portant issue in the Colmar Bruntorireport (1993). Mininstry for Env~ronment 
- . - . . . 
& New Zeaiand Manufacturers Federation (1994) draw the conclusion that while 
manufacturers in New-Zealand snow an appreciation of what can and is -being-achieved i~ 
. . . 
relation to environmental issues, some are still not convinced of the importance of resolving 
. . . . . . . 
conflicts -betwee~ enviro~ental:quality and the ~rtvirofunental effects of manuf~~turirig. It 
seems·obvious that while envi~oiuntmtal iss\jes are as salient· as they ha~e e~er been, they are 
stillnot the most important probiem for the-public. 
2.3.2 Specific Environmental Issues-
Lounsbury & ,Tornatzky (1977) comment that peopl¢ are more concerned .abou~ 
. . . . . . . 
spe~ific li;Spects or i~sues·ofthe environinenfrather tha~ the env:ironment generally . 
. Certainly pedple perceiye different-envird~tmtal i~sues ·or problems to be m~re of a 
. proble~ t~an others. 
. . . . . . . . 
Oskatnp et aL · ( 1991) found that 86% of American respcm_dents considered air-
pollution to be the most serious environmenhil problem. Castles (1992) .also fou~d that air : . 
pol_lution was· the most important _environme~tal ·pr~ble-m for Australians, foliowed by the 
. - . : . . . 
·destruction of trees and ecosystems, and ocean pollution. Of the top five·environniental 
. . 
problems mentioned, three related t~ pollution issues. Another Austnilian study reports that ' 
pollution concerns, particularly those relating to water are most dominant (ANOP Research 
· _1991), afindin~ supported by Keys Yo~ng{l994). Erskine (197.2) observes a doubling of 
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the perceived seriousness of air and wa~er pollution from 1965 (28% and 35% respectively) 
to 1970 (69%and 74~ respectively) in American samples.·. 
New. Zeal~nders appear .to have ·concerns about -similar environmental problems. 
Gendail, Hosie, & Russell (1994) found that 90% of New Zealand respondents agree thaf 
pollution is e_ndangering the environment.· When q~estioned about the sources of that· . 
. poll~tiohi majorities ·agreed that industrial.air pollution (~5%), water pollution.(90%), car 
~inissions (88.% ), and agricultural ch~micals and pesticides {85%) a~e ·a problem. The . 
. Projec~ Green Report (Col~ar Brunton 1993~found increasi-ng concern and a high degree 
of perceived. seriousness for toxic waste disposal, air and water pollution, native forest 
· p~otecti:on, and miclear testing, with womenin the 15-29 year age.gr~up showing most. 
concern forth~ lattedtem. Ja!JleS (1993) found that 51% of her Wellington sample 
. . ., . . .. 
· identified water· pollution, particularly 'the sewage problem; as the most important 
·. envir9imle~tal issue ·racing the region, This is followed by poliution in general (22. 5%). · . 
. MfE & NZMF .(1994) found that. manufacturers ·consider waste management. and · 
recycling the major environmental issu~s~acing NewZ~aland(68%). L~gislative and · 
government issues ranked second (37%), followed by air and water quality {27%), 
sustainability ofresources (23%), and p~llution control (19%). 
Castles (1992) found ozone depletion is th~ most frequently menti.oned global 
environn1entalproblem in Australia, :and is mostJikely to be ~entioned by those in the 18-
. 24 year age group, and least likely to be nientioried by those over 65. · ANOP Research· 
. . . 
(l99l)r~portthat ozone depletion ra.tedthe_ second most concerning._~nvironmental · ·. 
problem,· and' comine~t that it is a better understood, more immediate, and more personal . 
. . . ~ 
concern~ t~an o~her globa_l cohcerns: _However, the _importance .with which ozone depl~tion 
is rated as a global is·sue is a worldwide response (Dunlap, Gallup, &·Gallup 1993), -Bell 
(1994) comments that ozone depletion reappeared on the-New Zealand public's agenda in · 
. the late 1.980s. :He goes on to ~ay: "Depletion o{the protecting ozon'e layer was personally 
and. soci~dly significa~t in a nation which was accusto~ed to spend sl.unme~ tanning in the 
- - . - . . - . 
sun ht.it which already had an incidence ofresulting s~n··cancers· among the highest in the 
w~rld'' (p.3 5): .This is confirmed by the Project Green Report (Col~ar _~ru~ton 1993) 
. which found increasing concern aboutthe ozohe hole,'espec.ially inwom~n aged 30-39: 
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-2.3:3 Stated Personal Environmental Concern -
Krause-(1993) found a high level '()f concern about most perceived environmental-
proble~s, and most (57.2%}respondents considered themselves to be environmentalists. 
ANOP Research (1991) comment that w4ile econo.mic issues and unemploymenf-still rate as 
. . . . . ·. 
· mOfe pr~ssing conc~rns in Australia, the environmeht now also is a- permanent focus for 
. . 
· cop cern. Castles.( 1992) found that 7 5% of Australians .were _concerned· about the 
. . . . 
environment, while Keys Y ourig ( 1994 ). found-that 35% of their Australian sample were . 
- ·. . . . . . .. 
concerned 'a great deal'_ about the.envirotiment, with a further 50% concerned 'a fair _. 
arrtounf. Heylen Resear·c~ (1992) conclu~e that New Zealimders have an ill-:-defined view 
of conservation which i$ apparently interchangeable with ·environmentalism. _While 18% 
indicated strong or mild opposition to conserVation, and 3 ~% ~ere neutrai or ambivalent, -
47% ~ndicated mild or .strcmg support for. conservation. 
zj.4. The Effect of Proximity 
. - - . 
Studies by Cary (1993), Hay & J~hnston (1972), Keys Young (1994), Mcintosh 
.(1Q90), and Murch (197l)cc;>irlirm.the thesis that the perceived seriousness of--
environmental problems tends to decrease with cl6~er proJtimity. -In their Christchurch 
study, Hay & Johnsto~ (1972) foupd that a majority of respondents beli~~e that there is an 
air pollution problem in Christchurch,. but that it affects areas other than where they live. 
. . . . .. . 
. . -
Murch (1971) found that pollution· is seen as least .seriOU$local1y and most serious 
. . . . - . 
nationitlly, and suggest~ that this pheno·menon may be· du-e to the broad national or global' 
focus oftnost mass media itemsonenviro~ent_alproblems. ·cary _(1993) takes· a slightly· __ 
d!ff.ere~t approach. While-his findings support 4ecreased perception of seriousness of a 
II. ' • • • 
problem the closer it is, he suggests that this is because people oveiestiinate the-seriousness •-
ofthe envirqnmental problem the ~ore 'it is removed from their locale. This is presumably __ 
. . . . 
_due to a lack of first-hand-experience ofthe problem, but couldjust'as easily arise due to 
. . . . 
the differential media attention. -
Intermsofenvironmentalquality; respondents displaythe_same effect.- ANOP · _-
. . . . . 
Research (1991)~ Dunlap (1992); Dunlap, Gallup, & Gallup (1993), and Keys Young· 
( 1994) found that respondents. are generally in ore: likely to rate their local envir~nment most .· 
positively, followed by their nation's enVironnient, with the global env~ronment generally 
rated negatively. Keys Y o~ng (1994) found that Au~tralians r~t~d ~he quality of the world. 
environment least positively compared to the national or local- environment, with only 12% 
. . . . . 
rating the world environment ~sfairly. or very good. Seventy nine percent rated the national 
2<?. 
· · environnient a~ fairly or very good, with a similar response for their local· envirorup.ent 
(81%).· Dunlap,Galhip; ~Gallup found that respondents in wealthier nations are less likely 
to rate local environmental conditions as seriott~. They comment that "citizens living in · 
. nations widely acknowledged as having high .quality environments· are especially likely to · 
perceive ~he-global ~nvironment as verypoor ~in fact~ they are well a~ove averal$e in this 
regard" (1993, p.13). 
2.3.5 Concern for Environme~tal Degradation 
· .Jn New Ze~land, 41% ofrespondents agree that ~~almost ev~rytJ:iing we do in 
·mode~ life harms the envi~onmenf; (G~dall,Hos~e; & Ru:~sell1994), :whUe theaw~reness 
.· 9f degradation is hlgh interJ)ationally (Punlap, Gallup, & 9allup 1993). 
. . . - - ' 
. - - -
2.3.6 Economics v~rs~s Environment Trade-offs · 
wan (1995) states that"the incorporation of a: notion oftrade.:offs into measures of 
~ . . . ·. - . 
environmental concern by forcing people to choose b~tween environmental quality and . 
. . ' . . 
other desired goals, such as employment and job security~ was seen to provide fora more 
rea1istic undeistandi~g of determinants ofenviro~e~tal'attit~des" (p:299). She suggests 
~ . . ' . _. . . 
. that workipg class people may be more concerned about the econmnicconsequences of 
giving the environment priority . 
. However, in 19?8 ·extensive studies of Ameri¢an samples showed that most. 
respondents preferred ~n impr~vement ~f'enviroJ)ffiental conditions to ecortomic growth 
. . . . . . . 
(Hays 1987), afindirig repeated by W.all (1995) who found that three-quarters of the 
. . . . . . . . .· - . 
A.nlerican public belie\t~dthe nation should make a m~jor. effort io· improve environmental . 
quality, even it that meant sacrificing economic groWth. Sale & Foner (1993). r~port a, poll 
. - • . . • . • •· • . I 
which found thai 45% of Americans suppor:t the idea that protecting the envi~ofl!Ilent.is· so 
· important-that improvements must be made regardless of the costs. Dunlap:& Scarce 
'• - • . I • . 
. ~ . . 
(1991) found :an increasing preference in sampled populations for enviroritnental quality 
. . 
over economic growth where th¢ respondents were f~rced to choose between the options. 
. . . . .. 
·In 1976, 38% ofthe sample preferred environmental quality to economic growth, andby 
1990 this had increased to-64%. Dunlap, Gallup>· & Gallup (1993) found thatthe 
·. . . . . . . 
. p~rcentage of responses-favouring e~vironmental protection over eco_noinic growth tends to.· 
. . . - . . . -· 
increase with the income level of the nation. 
. ' 
· Castles·(1992) found that 70% of Australians thought environmental quality and 
economic growth were equally important ANOP. Resear~h ( 1991) report similar findings, 
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\ . . . . 
comme~ting that a balanced approach is preferred~ with many advocating more 
. . . 
development tempered by adequate environmental safeguards. Those who prefer economic 
gr~wth (7%) are more likely to be old~r tha)125. Those who prefer environmental quality 
(19%) are.· more likely to be in the 18-i4 year age group, and least likely t~ be In the 55-64 · 
yea~ age group. In NewZeal~nd, 64% of respondents agr.eethatthe government should 
legisl~te anq use stronger measures to protect the environment even if it ~urts economic 
groWt~ (Gendall, Hosie~ & Russelll994) (see al~o Section 2.3.7). Mernon(1993) 
. . . . . . 
comments that New Zealanders ate still more interested in econoinic issues than . 
. . 
e~Vi~onmentalissues, although he gives no indication of the source of this inforination .. 
I ' ' ',_-. ' 
· 2.3. 7 . · Gov~rnmen.t Regulation·· 
· Oskatnp et a!. ( 1991) found that 82% of respondents favour government regulation 
. . . . . 
ofenvironmentai problems; For speCific problems, Simon (1971) fou.nd that 80% of 
• • I • ' ' • 
. respondents advocate new· regulations and stricter: enforcement by government for ~ir 
• • • • • •• -- 0 • -· -
polhition,·while 50%·advocate the sain~ for water pollution: The research of Dunlap & · 
. . . . . - . . - . 
. Scarce. (199l) show that majorities believegov~rnfnental regulations do not go fa~ enough,: · 
.. and that there· are not. enough of theJ?. In addition, they·. comrilent that the public ~ees 
government as having primaryresponsibilify f~r environmental-protection. · . 
- . . . - . : . 
Horsley (1977) eomments that although Am~ricans haye acceptedt~e environmental 
. - . . . . 
·.crisis as a va:lid societal and political is~ue, th~y have r~legated 1t to goyernment for 
_solution. This is cmrllrmed by the findings ofDmilap, Gallup, & Gall~p(199J) who. 
. . 
co~ent that citizens iri the low-income nations' are more likely to strongly favour ·a wide 
. . . . . 
range ofthese government action~ than those in high~income ~ations. ~pecifically they 
found that, when they have a choice between governnieilt, business and industry, or 
individual Citizens arid citizens gr9ups having p~mary responsibility _for protecting the . 
enviromrient, majorities choose government. 
An Australian study found ovenin support for Jetting the national governm~nt s_et 
national standards, guidelines~ and n~guiations for environmental protection (ANOP 
Research ~991) .. In New Zealand, 68% dfrespondents beli~ve that th~ govemmen~ should 
take stronger measures to protect the environment even if it interferes with people's rights 
·to make decisions. Seventy-nine-percent agr.ee that the government shoul9 pas·s stricter 
. . . -
i~ws; and 88% wanted stronger measures to r~gulate the enviro~ental effects of . 
. - . . . - . . - - . . . ·. 
businesses (Gendall, Hosie, & Russel\ 1994}. Heylen Research (1992) found that older 
people ar_e more likely to look to government for guidance in relatjon to environmenta1 ~~d .. 
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conservation issues, rather than leaving it up to the individual. In Wellington, 64% <?f . 
. respondents considered that some sort of restriction .should be placed on outdoor recreation 
. . . . . . 
. activities, primarily becaus¢ of their affect on the environment (Jame.s 1993). 
2.3.8, Locus of Control 
.·Most writers define locus of co~trol(LOC), or a variation.ofit, in terms of two 
.. states: internal LOC and.externalLOC. With regardtoenvironinental conc~rn, LOCis 
. . . . . 
. ge~erally considered in ~elation to enviro~ental activisrp. or ·environmentally responsible . 
behaviou~. ~ewho~se (1990) defin~s LOC as an individu~l's perc~ptlon oftbeir'ability to 
bring about change through their. behaviour. ~ndividuals with internal LOCbelieve their 
activities are likely to precipitate change, while individuals with external LOC attribute 
. change to pow~rful ~thers, for exainple, God, p~e~ts,. government, etc. They feel there .is 
little they can do that~ill be effective. Smitli-Sebas~o & Fortner (1994) ~sea si~lar .·•· .·. 
definitimt DunlaJ?, ·Gailup,& Galhip (1993) fou~d that barely halfthe respond.entsoftheir 
international. sample believed that :individuals COU;ld have an. effect on SOlving environme11tal 
.: problems. · . 
. . Newhouse {1990) suggests that having·an internai LOC and'~ positive attitude· 
. . . 
·towards the en~ironmentwould have a positive influence on ·environmentally responsible 
behaviour. Hamid & Cheng (1995) support this, commenting that "more general beliefs: 
. - . .-. . - . ' .- . . ~ . 
. about personal control may be more useful in predicting the . .likelihood of engaging in ·• 
. . . ' . - , . . 
.specific acts as 'well as intentions t~ behave in a generally environmental1y friendly manner;'. . 
. (p.684) (see ·also Section 2A7). This suggestion is· supported bytl~e results of Hines, 
Hun.gerford~ & Tomera {1987), Smi~h-Sebasto & Fortner {1994), and Tucker{l978)who 
. . . . - . -. . 
report a positive relationship between some measure ofLOC. and environme!lta~y · · . 
. . . . 
. responsible behaviour. Arbuthnot (1977) found that an internal LOC predicted recycling 
. - . . . 
behaviour. Schahn & Holzer ( 1990) us~ the term ·'internal attribution of responsibility'; and .. 
. . . . . . . 
found that it predicts self-reported actual.commitment in a sampl~ of both ·the general public 
and environmentalists, 
,Heylen Research (1992) found that younger New Zealanders were polarised 
. . . . ~ . - . . . 
. between having heightened concern for the environment and.feeling somewhat helpless at 
. . . . . . . . . ·. . 
the perceived ~cope ofthe problem and their lack of skills and knowledge about what to do 
to help. 
Syme, Beven, & Sumner (1993) suggestthat environmental aCtivism in~y be 
moderated by perceived control or political efficacy. Put more simply, if an indl~idual 
. -~ . 
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thinks they will be effective, they will get involved .. ¥cStay & Dunlap (1983) and Arcury, 
.. Scollay, & Johnson (1987) fourtq that men demonstrate higher levels of public behaviour · 
. . 
. and active concern, and Mohai (1992) found that men show higher levels of envit:onn:iental 
. . 
activism: On the basis of these findings, orie could _be led to e?Cpect that men would 
· 'consider the~selves more effective and therefore show highedevels of internal LOC .. 
2.3.9 ·Science and Technology . . . . 
Although the ~upp~rt for NEP beliefs is increasing (see Section 2.1 ), the expected 
.-. * - . . • . . • • . • ... :-
corresp<mding decrease in support for the science and tec~ology advocated by DSP beliefs· 
:is not always apparent Martell (1973), howev~r, cnmments that peopl~ "r~ly on s~ience to· . 
. under"stand environmental problems yet are increasingly scepticai aboutit and see it as part . 
of the problem" (p.133-P4). Olsenet al. (1992) describe the Technological Social . 
. . . - _- . 
. Paradigm which is said to consist ofb~liefs about the. desirability ofscience and _technology, 
and its efficacy in solving contemponiry problerp~. ln support ofMartell's·comment, they 
found thatmen and older people. are more likely to hold this social paradigm, but only 7o/o 
. . ~- . . . . . 
of people actually ascribe tp these beliefs, whiie 21% weakly support it; and 72% reject ~t. 
.However; Dunlap, Gallup, & Gallup (1993) foundthat respondents aCtually see 
. . . - . . ' . . -
governm~nt ~uppori ·for. scientific re~earch to control pollution as. o~e ~elution to 
environmental problems. Indeed, modern environmentalism is in~reasingiy characterised, · 
particularly in· the united State~, by the _deployment of scientific and technical knowledge 
(Buttel & :Taylor 1992r · It appears-that desp~te the fact ~hat science and teehn~l~gy were· · 
born and developed in·a society subscribing to the transcendence ofp.eople over natu~e 
(White 1967), .the science and ~nvironmentalnmvement now "exist iri a state of mutmil 
dependency and.contradicti~n. At' the most general level, ~he environmental movem~rit 
depends-on persuasive environmental scien~e knowledge chiims" (Buttel & Taylor 1992, 
p.221). 
. . . . . 
In her study of the Ne\V Zealand publi~' s attitqdes towards science.and technology, · 
Burns (1990) fou~d that although there .was a distrust of scientists and a desire to exercise 
more: influence ov'er what they do, ~ll-:respondents h~d positive attitudes tp scien:ce and 
technology. Althoughmost respondents agreed.that science and technology should be· 
. . . 
. supported, they also ·believed that animals should not. be harm~d and were sceptical ab()ut 
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the truth of scientific theories. Women· had stronger views in this regard, and were more 
concerned than men about_ the negative impacts ofscience and technology. 
2.4 _The Environmentally Concerned Individual. 
. . . -
VanLiere & Dunlap (1980), in their review of studies ofeiwironmental concern,. 
summarise that most associations between sociodemographic variables and environrriental 
' . - . . . . . ., 
concern are_tentative and niodest. They_conclud¢, as does Wall (1995), that ·concern is· 
widespread and not typically associated with ~ny one grpup ofpeople. However, the. ·. 
findings described below give an .indication dfwhat characteristics one nftght expect to find 
~ . . . 
. in·an ind1vidualconcerped about the environment. 
2.4.1 Age. 
Most studies tend to show t.h~t age is i:uig~tively related to envjronmental· concern 
. . ' - ~ 
. . . . . 
·although the results are inconclusive (VanLiere & Dunlap _1980). -That younger people are · 
. . . . . . 
more lik~ly to be cohcerned a~ out the enviro~entor hold positive environmental attitudes . 
is supported by the results of ANOP Research (1991 ), Arcury (1990), · Caro & Ewert 
. . . . . . . . . . . 
(1995), Duruap & Van ti~n~ (1978), Heylen Research (1992), Keys You~g(1994), 
Tognacci et af(l972); Tucker (1978), and VanLiere & Dunlap (1981). Car6 & Ewert_.· 
. . . . . ', . 
. (1995) suggest that the_r~asonfor~thi~ relationship.may be t~at a~ people grow olde_r,. · 
~nvironmental c~ncems ·are replaced with other more sal_ient concerns such as· health and th~ · 
. . . 
econonw In additiqn, Wall (1995) round that age was not as iinportarit as education in _ 
~ . . 
. influencing environmental concern,. and suggested thanhis ·was. due to the widespread 
. . . ·. 
·availability ofiriformation·in all forms of media. . ·_. 
. . . 
In New Zealand, Heylen Research .(199~) (ound that older people are more likely to · 
focus on unemployme~t ·and standards-of-living issues; ~hile younger people are more . 
lik~ly to express concern for conservation and the environment. In addition, younger 
. - . . . . . 
. . 
people display a higher level of concern across all attitudes ·and issues: 
. . . 
Schahn & Holzer (1990) found that environmentalists were younger, ·while 
Freud¢riberg 0991) found that:younger people were less supportive oflocal development1 
were more mistrustful ofindustry, and were less opposed to governmental environmental · 
regulations: Castles (i992) foundthat age did not influence environm~ntalconcern of 
Australians up to the. age of 54, while people in the 55+ age groups-~ere less concerned; 
~ . . 
Keys You~g (1994) found that Australians in the 15-24 and 25-34 age groups were more . 
likely to mention.the environment in response to MIP questions. The ·exception to these 
studies were Gooch (1995) who found an inconsistent correlatio~ between age and the 
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. support ofNEP.beliefs, and Arcury & Christianson (1993) who found a positive correlador.. 
between age and support for NEP beliefs. · 
.With regard to.environmentally responsible behaviour, the relationship seems less. 
clear. Larisana (1992) found.that people who recycled were plder ( 40-64 years )than those 
• who did not, as did Arbuthnot (1977) and Vining & Ebreo (i99.0). Lansana suggests th~t 
·this may. be due to the fact that homeowners tend to be old~r, and that homeowners are . 
more likely tore.cycl~ tha~thosepeoplewho rent. IDnes, H~rigerrord, & T~~era (1987) 
. . . -
. foun.d that the rel~tionship between y~uthand the reporting of environmentally responsible . 
. . . . . . ' - - . . . 
. b¢haviours ~as ~nly slight Howev~r Oskamp eta! .. (1991) found that as age decreased, 
the motives' to recycle became stronger. 
· 2.4.2 Education 
The ~elationship between education _and envir~IID,l~ntal eoncern is one of the few 
which demonstrated a consistently positive; moderate association (VanLiere & D~nlap 
·' . . - . . - ; 
i980). The find!ngsreported below support this for different aspects of enviromilental 
concern, attitudes, and behaviour. 
Arcury (1990) and. Arcury & chri~tianson (1993). found that the better edticated 
·people are, the. more likely they are to hold positive envir<)Iimental·attitudes and have high· 
lev~ls of environmen!al ~owl edge .. · Oskamp et al. (1991) reports th~t as education . 
· .. increased, pro-ecology attitude~ incr~ased, and tlie· denial of environmef~:tal.problems . · 
. .. . 
decreased. The positive relation~hip between envirmimental concern and education is"alS9. 
• . ~ . . . . l 
.: supported by ANb.P Reseatch(i991), Arcury (1990), Ar~ury & Christianson (1993), ·. 
Castles (1992), Dunlap &VanLiere (1978), Keys Young (1994), Ma~ell (1973) Tognacci 
. e.t al. (I-972);·VatiLiere & Dunlap (1981), and Wall (1995) .. Gooch (.1995) found a positive 
. . . ~ . •, 
correlatio~ between education and suppqrt for~P beliefs, ~while Waghorne (1977) found 
. that New z'ealand interviewees described the.members oftheir envirortmental groups as 
having ."above average" or professional,qual~ficatioils .. 
Wall (1995) considers that those with higher education would be more likely to 
understand and retain information abou.t environmental problems. The ~esults of Arcury. 
(1990), Arcury & Johnson (1987) and Arcury, Sc~llay & Johnson (1987) seem to support. 
. . . . . 
this, as they found a p~sitive relationship between education and environment~! knowledge. 
.. The relationship between education and e~vironmentally responsible behaviour is · 
less certain .. Simon (1971) found that better educated respondents were more likeiy to 
perceive ~nvir6nmental problems as more serious. Some studies h~tve found that the 
. . . '· .. 
relationship between education and environmentally responsible behaviour'is slight at best 
(Hines, Hungerford; &Tomera 1987). Others have found a-positive ;elationship between 
education and recycling (Arbuthnot 1977, Lansana 1992): . 
2.4.3 E_thnicity 
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Little has been written about the effect of the ethnic backgro~nd of an individual on 
levels of environmental concern. One would imagine thatthe different cultures would hold, . 
. - _. . . ' .. 
with diff~ring degr~es of strength, to variations of the NEP,.HBP, apd DSP. However the 
- . . . .. . . . . . -
res~lts ofD~nla.p, ~allup, & Gallup (1993) did not indicat~ any difference between As.ian 
nations and European nations in their levels of environmental concern .. The research of 
. - ·-
Caro &Ewert (1995) shows that acculturation does effect envirorun~ntal concerns such 
-- . . - . - . 
that~ increasingly over time, foreign-raised people will tak.~ on the level of concern of the 
country iri which they are. r~si~ent. They go on the· suggest that class; or ari indiviqmil' s · 
.• ' • J • • 
. perception. oftheir social status, i~ a better predictor of envir~runental concern than._ 
ethnidty because the _iatter is n:ot necessarily based on any distinct cultural background. 
FJ:owever,.iritheir A~stralian study, KeysYo~ng (1994) foundthat respondents from non- · 
- ·. . . . . . . . . . 
English speaking backgrounds were less knowledgeable and less concerned about the 
- . ' . 
environment. 
. . . 
. ' 
. With regard to_ this research,. sinc.e any individuals with.a foreign ethnic identity 
·.responding t~ this que.stidnnaire will be emersedto. some extent in the New Zealari4 culture, 
. . .- .- . - . . . 
it seems reasonable to assutjle that oveitim~ they will begin to take on the environmental 
atti~udes ofthe New Zealand culture.: However,. since the sample population is first- and 
sec~nd-year Classes (see Section3.~) ~nyforeign-raised respondents will orilyhavebeen. 
·resident in New Zealand for, at mosf, a few years)and· may'therefore show-a difference in 
. . . . . ' . ~ --
the levels of environmental concern. 
2.4.4 Gender · 
. The argument for differences in the environmental· concern and ·attitudes of_ men and. 
. . ' . 
. women stem from theories on the effects of~ocialisation. Arcury, Scollay, .& Johnson. 
. . . - . . . -
(1987), McStay & Dunlap (19.83), and Moliai (199~) ·a~gue that men are socialised· 
differ~ntiy from women. Men are purported to b~ socialised to hav~ "unec;oiogical · 
attitud~s" stich as the traits of rationality and competitiveness, They· are supposed to aspire 
.3.3 
to accumulation and active mastery of their environment, particularly through sCientific and 
. . ' . 
technological ptoblem.,solving. This position ·is solidified by men's coinnland of. techno-
s~ientiflcinstitutions, and other positions that "reward a "market-place.mentality" which' 
values economic growth and sees nature ~s a means to obtain such growth" (McStay & 
·Dunlap 1983, p.292) regardless ofthe environmentaLcosts. 
·women, on the other h~md, are,supposed to be socialised as nurturers who an~ 
ecologically benign and less inclined towards technically controlling nature~ Women are less 
. likelyto be employed-in i~uential positions in economic, political, ands~ientific or. 
techriical institutions m~king them less corrimitted to,growth which compromises the . 
environment (McStay & Dunlap 1983). in addition, wom~n are'more likely to be· employed 
in_ maintenance jobs which reflecfcultur~l attitudes towards wonien as carers (Salleh 1993): . 
·On 'this basis, women were expected to. be more concer~ed ~bout the environment but have 
. . . . 
a lower_level of environmental knowledge. 
This was supported. to some extent by theresearoh of Arcury (1990);Arcury & 
Christianson (l993), Arc~ry & Johnson (1987), Arcur:;,, S~ollay, & Johnson (1987), K~y~ 
. . .. 
Ypung (1994) and Schahn & Hol~er (1990)who found that men have higher-levels of 
concrete knowledge of eiwironmental probiems ~inch was not due to education levels . 
. Howev~r, 'the ·latter study found that women scored higher. on affect, verbal commitment, 
.. and self~reported actual commitment than men did: This combined to make being female as 
. . . . . 
a pre~ictor variable for self-reported actu~l conllnitment in a sample ofthe general publ~c. ·. 
While Arcury, Scollay, & Johnson (1987).f~:mnd no difference between the · 
. enVirorun~ntal concern of ~en and ·women; ANOP Research (1991), Colinar Brunton 
(1993), McStay& Dunlap (l983), Mohai{1992}, Ray (1975), VanLiere &Dunlap.(19SO, 
. . 
. . . . . 
·1981) and Waghorne (i977) found that womenwere.more coitcerned about the · 
. environment .with differing degrees· of strength of association. Specifically women were 
~ -.' . . 
especially ~oncerned about local enviro~ental issues, and all issues of per~eiv~d severitY: 
. and~erceived future sho~ag_es (Mohai 1992).· ANOPResearch (I991) :thundthat womeri,. · 
especially mothers, are more likely to choose the environnient in MIP questions. In reading 
. . . 
newspaper articles,.a poll found that women were more likely than men to be interested in 
. . . . . 
reading· about envirorunental issues (Herald 1995). · 
. Waghof!!.e (~977) found that women i~ the environmental movement were more 
likely~to be pro-nature on a nature-humans continuum, a finding· supported by Colmar 
. .. . ' . 
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. . . 
. . 
Brunton: (1993) who foundthatNewZealand women are the most environmentally aware, 
iritere·sted, and active g~oup, whileHeylen Research (1992a) found that women are rh~re 
likely than men to be concerned about endangered species, water pollution, and the ~~eds of 
. - . . ~ . 
future generations. Freudenberg & Steinsapir (1992) comment that the member~_oflocal, ... 
. . . 
· specific~ issue ~roups ate disproportionately wo~en, particularly housewives and mothers, 
who emergewhen-they·_feel that the hea~th of their families and community is at stake.· in 
spite ofthis,. howev-er, wom~n consistently .score lower foi- all mea~~n.,;sof acti~sm (Arcucy, 
Scollay~ & Johtison 1987~ McStay:& :Dunlap 1983, Mohai 1992) . 
. · ' . 
With regard to environmental· beh~viour, Schahn & Holzer.(1990) comment that 
"gender differences will be more likely where a differential familiarity with a task can be 
. . 
established" (p. 778). They we~t on to-suggest that women would show more positive · 
. -
·environmental attitudes,- especially towards environmentally responsible behaviour, because 
. . . . . . - . . 
· most questions of what is environmentally appropriate b~haviour arise in the course-of. 
-:hou~ework which women d~ more often. - J:his '-Vas supp~orted by ~he results of their study · 
-~hi~h found that women demonstrate higher ievels of concern in. all areas. qftopi~al 
. . . . .- . . . . . . 
environmental concern related to household behaviour, for exarriple, recy~lins, energy-
conservation, ·etc. 
The theory of gender differences due to differentia] familiarity is not supported hy 
Mohai (1992) who found that the differences between men and women remain regardless of 
whether the women are homemakers ot not. Perhaps more telling though, was the meta- .. -
analysis of Hines, Hungerford, & Tomera 0~8~)whofourid no relationship between gender·. 
. . 
. and environmenta1ly responsible behaviour. 
~.4.5· Knowledg~ _, . 
Arcury& Johnson.(l987) and Maloney & Ward (1973) co~ent that,in g{m~ral, 
although awan~nes~ of environn,ientid problems is high, enviromuental knowledge is low. 
. - . . 
Despite this, k~owledge does ·seems t? influence both environmental behaviour and · _ -
attitudes. Afcury (1990) and Rams~y. & Rickson ( 197 6} co-ncl~de that. enVironmental 
at~itudes a~d knowledge are directly and pos~tivefy related, while Hamid. & Cheng (1995) 
. found thatthe relationship betweenthetwo is rixed but not strong. 
. . 
. . . . ' 
Ramsey &Rickson (1976)suggest that elementary knowledge: leads to attitudes, 
which in tum motivate the iridivid~al to learn niore; and so on~ They suggest that ~h 
.. inc~~ase in knowledge_ is considered m<_>re likely to lead to 'favourability' towards the 
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. . 
envimnment, rather than 'passionate.interest' (see Section 2-.1.1). Mcintosh (1990), on the·· 
. ot~er hand, suggests that while information allows pe?ple to better articulate 'their views, it. 
. . . 
does not necessarily determine what those views will be. Hamid & Cheng (1995) indicate 
that attitudes develop fT0ill beliefs rather··than knowledge, whl.ch suggests th~t 
misconceptions about the existen~e, seriousness or magnitude .. of envimnmental problems . 
. col:Jld affeGt attitudes to the environment. . .Syme, Beven, & Sumner (1993) found that 
increased knowledge of environmental i-ssues leads to ·an increased assessment of a pmblem, 
which ·in turn leads to increased amusal and predicts i-eporte4 behaviour (see also Section ... 
2.4.7). 
. - . . 
The meta~analysis performed· by Hines, Hungerford, & Totnera (1987)indicates that 
· ·greater knowledge of issues, or how· to ~ake action on those issues, leads to an increase in · 
- - . . 
. . . . . . '• . . 
engaging in responsibk environmental-behaviours.· This is support~d ~y the res~arch of 
· Vining·& Ebr-eo (1990) who found that recyclers have more kno~ledge o( recycling than 
· llon-recyclers . 
. With respect to ecological knowledge; Munson (1974) found that siudellts carry . 
misconcepti~nsaboutl?asic features of ecology, which Corral-Verdugo (1993) labelled 
environmental myths. Munsbn (19J4) mentjdns, among others, the mi~guidedconcept of 
. ecosystems as limitless resources, and so'me speci~s within the system:'as haVing more 
. -
importance than others. ~n additi()n,. he found a lack of understanding of the fundamental 
interdependence of species. I:Ie concludes that these misconc.epti~n_s are stable and resistant • 
to change. Horsley (l971),draws a simihtr conclusion, commenti~g that the lack _6fchange .· 
in .stud~nt environmental behaviour could be attributed in part to "the ignorance or lack of 
acceptancy of the position ofmah (sic), his culture, and the natural environmentas one. 
operating interdependent coi:nmu~ity .. :[that are] syste~atically harmed when one member 
.. . . . . . . 
was degraded"(p.352). 
2.4.6 Rural-Urban Differences 
. In general, most studies found that urban residence is positi~ely associated with · 
· environnientalconcern·~i attitude.s (Al'~OP_ Research 1991, Albrecht et a/.1987, Arcury-
. ' 
1990; Freudenberg 1991, Lowe & Pinhey 1982, VanLiere & Dll:nlap_ 19.80,:1981, Wall_ 
1995). Lowe & Pinhey (1.982) suggest that.this may be because \lrban residents ar:e u~milly · 
exposed to' more degradation and ppllution than their rural c6unterpaits,· ari·idea: supported 
. . . 
by Memon (1993) for New Zealander~. Freudenberg (1991) took a, diffe.rent tack, and 
suggests that' runil residents have a mdre utilitarian focus and urban residents a recreational 
. . ' . . . . .. . 
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. . . . . . 
. arid appreciative focus towards the environment, which would influence their respective 
·levels of environmental concern .. 
· L~we & Pinhey (1982).hypotliesised that the place .of socialisation would determine 
. . 
the level of environp1enta:I concern, artd found that as the size of the place of socialisation 
increased, environmental· co.ncern increased even when age, education, and gender were 
c6ntrolled for. Interestingly, the size of the place of residtmce was not related to . 
~ . • ' . . I' 
environmental concern. Size of place was also importa,nt in Erskine's (I972) study · 
· although in the opposite direction. She found that suburban residents seem to be.rriore 
aroused about the environment than big city residents. Van Llere & Dunlap (1980)fortird · 
that this relatiohship was·more pronounced whenlocaJ en~ironmentai co~cems w~re . 
· specified, as opposed to national or gl~bai issues, while· Simon {1971) r~ported no 
· . .; . . 
difference in> perception of pollution as a probiembetween ~ral and urbim respondents·. 
In New Zealand, Hey len Research (1992) fo~nd that people who live in smaller 
t~wns and· cities ·are more likely to focus on eco~omjc ~nd unemployment issue~, while 
· those who live in larger .cities, particularly the greater Auckland region! express a· much . 
higher concern for conservation and the environment. 
· 2.4. 7: Th~ Attltude-~ehaviour Relatimlship. 
Maloney&: Ward (1973) suggestthat environmehtalproble~s are not.so much a 
. . . 
technical. problem as a cri~is ·of ,naladaptive behaviour; and ultimately all research into 
. . . ~. . ' . . . 
. environmental attit~des must confront the .issue of how those attitudes affect beh~viou.r. if 
· <m individqal ~an.so~ehowbe inf1uenced to exhibit ~ore ·positive attitudes towards.the 
' . 
· envirotUilent, will this iead to an increase in their motivation; ability, and desire to perform · 
. . . . . . . . . 
· erivironin(mtally !esponsible behaviours? . 
Although it seems intuitively appropriate to suggest that positive environmental 
attitudes. will leadto environine~tally re.sponsibl~ behaviours, studies have ~hown that the 
re~atiori.s~p b~twe~n the ~wo is corJused .. ~b'Riordan(~989) comments tha,ta~titudes rarely 
provide a guide to actions toward nature, and suggests that, despite the theories of 
~ognidve dissonance (see:below), some kind of schizophrenia exists.· .()skamp.et al. (1991) 
state that"[eJnvironmental attitu~es and enviroiunental behaviours constitute .a disparate se~ · 
of only slightly related factors" (p .. 50~)~ afinding supported by a New Zealand study 
(Mcintosh 1?90). ·. ANOP Research (1991}conclude that while most' evidence points to 
. . 
. behaviour preceding' attitude change, only m<?dest behavioural change has accompanied .a 
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huge ·change in att~tudes toward the environment and areco$nition that more needs to be· · 
done, a conclusion also ~rawnby Dunlap (1992). However, Hamid & Cheng 0995} 
. suggest that attitudes, which develop from beliefs, ·tead _to behavioural intentions, which lea.d 
to behaviour. Subjective norms, the perception ofthe ease of performing the behaviour,· 
'· . . . 
and past behaviour are also suggested to interac~ and influence environment~! behaviours; 
although the strength ofthe influence of each woul~ depend on the situation, the particular 
behaviour, and individual differences (Hamid & Cheng 1995) .. 
. H~rsley (1?77) post~Ilates the influenee of cognitive dissonance in changing 
. . . ., -
behaviour. He co~ents that cognitive dissortance·forcesthe individual to reduce 
dissonance regarding enviroiunental issues by changing beliefs about the degraded state or' _ 
the. environment; or the .priorities of societal' issues.- He suggests this leads to a change in 
attitudes towards the environment, which may lead to a change in behaviour. Hamid & 
·Cheng (1995) also seem to suggest some influence of ~ognitive dissonance whe~ they 
suggest that there is support for the fact that people desire to attain a general and a specific 
consistenctbetween their attitudes and :their behaviou~s; and vice v~rsa. 
The level of specificity seems of inost importance in the .a~tual measurement of any 
correlation between ~nvironinental behaviour a~d attitudes. Cary (1993} suggests that. 
envirorimental' attitudes. will be abie to p~edict environmentally responsible behaviours 
accur~telyifthe IT1easurementofboth is scaled at the satne level of spedficity: 
· -·Bickmari (1972) also found a Wide disparity between expressed'cotnmitmenttothe · 
. . - . 
environment and actual b~havi.our. In their ·meta-analysis, Hine.s, Hungerford, &Tomera. 
(19,87) found, on the other hand, that po.sitive attitudes towa_rds the environment are : _ 
positively related· to taking environnt~ntal action. · Lounsbury & Tormitzky (1977) found 
- . . . . . 
that concern f~renvito-nmyntal ~egradation an~ ~rivironinentalaction.is positively correl~ted 
w~th household behaviour~ to maintain e~vironmental quality even though·verbal 
commitment is high~r than behavioural commitment. • ._· · -
. Scliahn ~ Holzer (1990) found that the perceived severity of·envir()nmental · 
problems and knowledge of environmentally responsible actions are predictor variables for 
self-reported actual cofumitment for a sample ofboth environmentalists andthe general 
public. · Syme; Be~en, & Sumner(1993)- report similar results, finding that reported . 
beha~our is predicted by arousal, which is influenced by-increased knowledge, which · 
increases the assessment of a problem. ,Mcintosh (1990) reports studies which found that • 
th~ perception of seriousness of the problem of energy consumptio!l influences energy 
conservation, · 
2.4.8 The Business Community 
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Shetzer,Stackman, & Moore (1991) found that, although prior research iii 1971 and 
.. _· . . - . . . 
1981 had ~ho~n a shift towards materialistic priorities, pro-environment.aJ attitudes were 
filtering into the business commu~ty, fostering th~ growth of the 'green capitalist'· 
philosophy. Using a Business-Environment Scale, they also found a strong pro-
. environmental stance iri undergraduate business students, in. addition to ~ hig~ fevel of 
endorsement for the NEP. 
2.5 .. · Summary· 
. . . 
In su~, the results of the studies review~d ~hove can allow a tentative prediction of 
. . - .- . . . . . . 
·the characteristics of the environmentally concerned individuals. We can safely expect the 
._.·. - - - . ·. . 
majority of the sample to be in favour of environmental protection and mai!J.taining 
environmentai quality .. They will be very concerned, and ~uite ~ware.ofthe problems, 
,· - . . . ' 
though not pa~·sionately interested or particularly knoyvledgable. They will tend to support 
. . . 
the beliefs. of the NEP., altho11gh they m~y show ambivalen~e t~wards science and 
technoJogy. ·Eve~ though they will prefer to choose envirorime~tal quality over econontic · . 
. growth ifforced. to· make a trade-off, they may stiil view protycting the environinent a5 .. 
something of a luX.Ury~. More sa1ient concerns, such as the state of the economy and social 
unrest, will tend to take priority over.environmental concerns. The envirotimental.issues of. 
. ;. .. . - .. 
interest Will be mainly pollution-:-related problems, particularly water and air polhitiOI.l, and 
o~orie depletion will dominate thetrglobalconcerri.s .. : . 
. . They will tend to perceive the quality of local environments more po~itivel~ than. 
. - . - . . . . 
distant environments, but be concerned for environmental degradation generally. ·They will 
prefer to delegate the responsibility for regUlation and control of environmental problems to 
governhlent: They will tend to be yotlng, well educated; and raised in urban areas, although 
the effects oftpe first two characteristics may be attenuated by the skewed nature of thls 
sample (see s.ection 4.1). Women may ~emote concerned about the environment, and 
~ore concenied about the negative· impacts of sdence and technology but men will tend to 
be more knowledgabl.e, and. may exhibit. higher levels of internal locus of control. . ·There is 
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not expected to be a significant difference between foreign-raised or foreign-ethnic and New 
. ·. . · . 
. " 
Zealand-raised or -ethnic respondents in their levels of environmental concern. 
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·cHAPTER3 
Method 
A suryey of-Commerce stude~ts at the University of Canterbury was undertaken in 
. . 
September and OCtober 1995 to measure environmental attitudes, assumptions, and beliefs. 
. . . . . 
-.The aim of the data collection was to gather information on variables ~easuring different· .. 
. .. . . . . . 
aspects of environq1ental attitudes, and a self-a~ministered survey wa·s the method chosen to 
achieve this. 
· This chapter will ·qescribe th~ methods u~ed to measure the environmental cohcern 
. . -. . ' 
of the sample population. It will detail the ?esign ofe~ch se~tion. of the questionnaire, as 
well as its testing, organisation~ wording, ~dministration, a~d response rate. The .selection -
.. of the survey population will also be· de~cribed, in ad~ition to a brief overview of certain 
events that may have had an effect on ~urVey responses. 
. . 
3.1 Questionnaire Design 
· · A questionnaire was chosen as the method of d~ta collection because the aim ~f this · · 
research was todescribethe attitudes ofthe sample population (~ee Section 1.2). . .· 
Questionnaires are a relatively easy, quick, and structured way to obtaip.-suchinformation 
. . 
(de Vatis 19SS), and can ~e conducted on a: faiflylarge scale to analyse therel~tio~ships 
between· certain variables (Oppenheim 1966). Questionnaires also allo~ the co~parison of 
' . . . . ' . . . . . . ' ~ . 
· the responses of groups of respondents with particular characteristics (de Vaus 1985); 
These features metthe.requirements ofthis study.· .In addition, qilestionnai~es were chosen 
. . . . . . . . . 
. as t~e method of _survey iri preference to in~er-Views due to time constraints, . 
. . . -
Within the environniental concern literature,_ there have been problems with the. 
-limited ability of researchers to explain the-variance ·in environinental attitudes with 
demographic and socioeconomi9 variables (VanLiere & Dunlap 1980, Wall 1995). ·.This· 
'·. . . . . . . . 
h_as resulted in widespread. calls to· remedy this problem by focusing o_riattitudes to local 
. . . -~ . . . . 
environmental issues ~nd responses to local environll1ental problems rather than "abstract 
and hypotheticat measures· of general environmental concern:' (Va~ Liere & Dunlap 1980, 
. -
Wall1995) as this studywill do. The,decision by the researcher to lise generalrather than 
.· ' . . . 
. . . 
specific and local measures of concern was made on the assumption that the University of 
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. C~nterbury population contains a high proportion of non,.. local and foreign students, for . 
. . . . 
. . . 
·whom the local issues would be little known .. This, then, limits the degree to which the 
influences of demographic variables can be attributed,· in addition to limiting the extent to 
which th~ is-sues which provoke envir~nmental concern can b~ defined. 
. . - . 
. . 
the questiontiaire (see Appendix l}C.onsisted of three main sections: Section;I-
~ntro.ductory Questions, Section II-Main Survey, and Section III~Person~l Details. '!he 
. . . 
questioiU).aire was headed by a letter int.roducin~ the researcher and stating the purpose of 
the_ study. Confidentiality was assl)red, and an opportunity given to obtain a copy of the 
results if desired. The respondents were urged to answer all. questions and use their own 
. . . 
answers . 
. 3.1.1 ·. Section I 
The initial questions of this section assmp.ed no prior knowledge of the 
questionnaire's content. They were designed to 8.auge how important·environmental· 
problems were to the respondent (2 items), what erivironmental pr6blems were salient (1 . 
item)~ their stated level of concern {l.item); and. how they perceived the quality .of the-- . 
natural environme~t-{3 items). These questions were either designed by the researcher or·· 
. derive~ from publ_ished studies. 6 · 
3.L.2 · SeCtion ll 
. - . -
The rn~in body of the questionnaire consisted of statements to which there was a 
. - . . 
five-point response scale rangin_g from s~rongly agree to strongly disagre~, with a ~eutra1 
midpoint and a 'c:lon't kllow' option. SpeCific. ~tatements were col~~ted from publi~hed 
studies (see Footnote 6} on environmental attitudes to give· a total ofl io items if115 ... 
categories. These included the NEP categories.ofBalance_ofNature, Humans Over Nature,· 
and Limits. To Growth .. The other categori~s were Urba~ism, Pastoralism, Techno centrism, 
- . •. - . . . . 
Legalism, Environmental Powerlessness; Economics, Tinie Orientation, Concern for 
Environinental Degradation; Environmental Concern, Scarcity Awar'eness, Education, and 
. . . . . . ' . 
Environm~rital Resili~nce.· E_ach category c~nsisted ofitems designed to trieasqre different 
aspects of envir~nmerital attitudes and concern, and ~r~ described in greater detailin 
Section 4.3, 
6 Thesepll;blished 'studi~s include: Albrecht et at. (198-2), Arcury (1990), Berberoglu & T~sunoglu·(1955), 
_Castles (1992), D\u;1hip & Scarce (1991), Dunlap & VanLiere (l978), Erskine (1972), Gigliotti (1992), .. 
Heylen Research (1992), Kuhn & Jackson (1989), LOunsbury·& Tornatzky (1977), McKechni~ (1977), Ray 
(1975), Simon (1971), and Weigel& Weigel (1978). 
VanLiere & Du~ap. (1981) found that concern about pollution and natural 
resources tap similar aspects of environmental coQcem, and the items in Conce~n for 
Environmental pegra~ation; Scarcity Awar~ness, Environmental- Concern, and the NEP 
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. ·variables were chosen to reflect this. Items· considered unsuitable for the sample population. 
. . 
in terms ·oflanguage, content, 9r context were eJiminated to give a t9tal of 46 items. For · 
example, many items r~ferred to environment-al issues or pr.oblems specific to the United · 
:·States or Europe,· such as acidrain,whichwo~ld ~ave been inappropriate for New· zealand 
. . 
. respo~dents.· Other. items were tad spe9ific in their focus on issues rather. than measuring 
~ . . . . . 
general attitudes of environinental concern. 
In addition, 22_items in 3 categories were added to ~easure aspect~ not normally· 
considered iri environmental attitude literature .. dne of these categori~&, E_cological 
. . . 
Concepts, included statement~ regarding ecological reality as expressed by Barry . 
. Commoner (The Royal Commission on Social Policy 1988).. The second categ~ry,: · ·· 
Assumptions, al~o derived from The Royal Commission on· Social Policy's April Report· 
. . . . 
(1988), included .statements regarding assumptions about human technological capabilities. 
. I . ' . ' 
The final extra ca.tegoty, Gender Perception; included statements about gender perceptions 
. with regard to envirolitnental attitudes. This gave a total of 68 items to be included in.the 
. . . - . - - .· . - . 
preliminary questionnaire forthe pilot study (see Section3.3) .. 
. The value of these three categories is lin;lited by the fact that no attempt has been · 
made by the r.esearcher to develop operational definitions oft~e key concepts of'eachitem. 
The items were exp:ected to be. taken at face val.ue by respondents, and, therefore, could . 
~ . . ... . . . -
suffe~ from low reliability if each respo~deht interpreted each statement differently.· 
However, none of the. statements in these categories were included in the first group of 
statements of the qtiestionna~~e, and most were in: the middle ofthe'questionnaire .. 
. . . : . - -
Respondentswere,therefore, assumed to inte~pre(tbese stateme~ts in the corite~ cifthe 
• 0 
surrounding questionnaire statements .. Internal reliability of variables is discussed in Section 
4.5.2~ . 
3.1.3 Section m . 
This section consisted of 11 questions requesting personal details of the respondent, 
· as well as providing an opp~rtunity for coffiment. In addition io questions. on age. and 
. . . . . . ' . - . 
. gender, details about where the respondent spent most of their .childhood and their level of. ·. 
. . 
education were requested. These questions were included to obtain details. about the 
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respondent-s in order to categorise subgroups.ofrespohdents. These subgroups could then 
. . -
be used to assess the extent to which these variables influence the types of responses given; -
. - . . . . ~ . . 
3..2 -:u~m ·organisation, Scoring, and Wording 
-·The items were numb~red and then ordered randomly using a random number table -
-and a pair of dice to indicate the st~rting point. However, where items from the same ·-
. category were placed together and this would be obvious to the respondent, the seqond item 
. - -
was ignored until it occurred agai~ randmnly: _ 
_ _ Appr~Ximately half the statements were framed negatively and half positively with 
r~gard to _environnientalcortcem to a\ro~d the "halo effect" described-by Oppenheim (1966). 
If all th~ questions are framed -the same way, ·"the respondent -: having o'rice made up his· 
-mind that he -is favorably disposed towards the object of the ratings - may run down the 
p~ge always [ticking] a position on t~e·l~ft or vice versa Without_ actmilly reading the_items · 
-or giving each of them separate thoughf' {Oppenheim 1966, p. 85). 
' -
Born & Wieters (1978) comment'ed that most instruments convey clearly to the 
respondeq.t what the researcher is atte~pting to measure. To the extent that the 
respondents can identify the object ofniea~ureme~t (that is environmental attitudes) and 
. judge the social desirability of taking aparticularstance inrelation to those attitudes, -·-
-regardless_ ()f anonymity, they may respond in a :vay which makes the identification of r~al 
environmental ~ttitude changes very problematic (Born &Wieters-1978). To ·counteract: 
this to some ext~rit, each item was randpmlyassigned a p'ositive or negative format. 
-.The response_s: to positive items wer~ scor~d 1 for ~trong agr~erhe~t, _2 for 
agreement, 3 for 'neither agree nor disagree', 4 for disagreement,-and 5 for strong 
_disagreefl1ent. The responses to negative items were rev~rseq :With 1 for strong 
disagreement through tg S.forstrong agree~ent.; Alow score theierore, wotildindicate 
-strong support or concern for' the environment, while a high score would indicate a lack of -
- . 
support or conc~rnfor th~ environment (see Section 4A). · 
. - . ~ 
Consistency of~ording was checked periodically throughout_ the process of 
questionnaire design. The terms 'humans'' 'man'' and 'mankind' were ch~mged to 'people'. 
Except int~e Ecological Concepts category, any reference to the.environment or natur~ 
was changed to 'natural environment'-. ·'Economic growth' replaced 'the economy', 
. . ' 
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'developmenf, or 'growth'. However, itis· important to note that the style-~nd wording of 
questions varies both within the literature, and between this. questionnab:e and others. 
~ompai-ison of the res4lts1 ~herefme, is at best suggestive rather than indicative. 
3.3 Pilot Study · 
The pilot survey was administered to Environmental Sociology and Environmental 
. Science students who w,ere to lei the purpose of the survey and asked to co~ent. on items 
they felt should be excluded or inc:lu~ed. These students were as~urried, by their ch<?ice of 
·class, to have. pr~-environmental attitudes, ·or at least to have a basic awareness o.f 
environm~ntal issues. Questions eliciting inconsistent patterns of response could be • · 
eliminat~d, however none were excluded from the final' guestiohnaire for this reason. Other 
. . . . . 
items were eliinJnated as described below. 
The Gender Perception category· was reduced from 13 to 3 ,items·as C<?mments · 
indicated that these items were very repetitive. The Assumption and Ecological Concept 
·categories were not changed. The remaining 46 items in 15 categories were reduced to 25 : 
. . . .. : ... ·. . . . 
. ·. items in 12 categories to elinlinate repetitive items, based on the respondents; comments.· 
. . 
As a result, the categories _ofPastmalism and Envirmunent~l-Resilience were._eliminat~d. 
In addition, the single item in :the Education· variable was eliminated because it was . · 
considered by the researcher .to be in?ons~stent with the focus of other variables,. and did .not 
. appear .to measure an aspect of environmental concern. However, ~ost categories still 
consisted of multiple items to in~reasereliability(Oppenheini t"966). At~his stage sonie 
items were selected in_preference to ~thers because.oftheir use in:published studies whi~h 
would allo'Y comparison. 
3.4 Survey Population· · 
The University ofCanterbu_ry st~derit popula:tion were selected for this.study due to 
· their a~c~ssibility. Enrolmeritinformation indicated that ofallthe.fa~lties, Commer.ce arid 
Law had approximately even gender ratios at first year level, while Commerce and :Fine Arts 
had everi gender ratios over all years. ,On this .basis, and due to the fact that it is nuin~ri~aliy. 
larger than both Law and Fine Arts·, the Commerce faculty was selected as the target 
population forthe survey. The gender proportions were importimt i.n the selection of 
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. . . 
potential target popul~tions because gender was initially. intended to be the primary variable· 
' . . 
.ofconcerrt when analysing the questionnaire datafor differences in responses, 
. . . . . - . . . : . 
After taking into ac~ount students enrolled in more than one· of the classes to be 
. . . . . . 
sampled, the 11:umber of potential responqents was 956, of which 61l.wen:i stqdents ·enrolled 
. . . 
. . 
in 100-le_vel classes. Two 100-level and·six 200'-level classes, which incorpo'rated the cote 
classes of the Commerce faculty, were selected from the Department ofAccountancy, 
Finance, ·and Information Systems. 
3~5. · Questionnaire Administration and Response Rate 
The questiomiaire was self-administered and, as s~ich, the instructions were designed 
to be self explanatory and ~asy to follow. Questionnaires were distributed at:the.beginning 
of class, at ':Vhichtime a short announcement was made by the ~esearcher. The 
announcement informed the class t~at the questionnaire was being undertaken as part of a · 
. _:ry.raster' s thesis, .and that it asked the~ questions about their attitudes to certa:in issues. (but 
not which issues) and the ~trength ~f those attitudes. They were a~sured that their personal 
details would remain confidential, and urged to ~omplete all the questions. Finally the clas~ 
was told when the questionnaire wquld be collected, and appreciation was expressed. in 
·advance for their partiCipation. 
• )n chi:sses of two hours or more, where it was usual to takea mid-class: break and 
the lecturer was amenable, the questioru:iaire was completed· during the break and ~ollected ·. 
. .. . . . . .... . 
at the conclusion of the· class: In most classes, however, the questionnaire was handed out· 
at the beginning of class and ~ollected at the beginning of a subsequent class .. 
. • I , . . . . . . . 
Of the 956potential r~sp~ndents, the actual' number of questionnaires handed out 
. : - . . -
was 645_ indicating a high level of absenteeism. The pnal number of questionnaires 
collected was 287, of which 4 were discarded doe to·inappropriate or insufficient resp_onses. 
This~ was a useable.resppns~rate of 43.8%. It is pertinent to note that because response to 
the qu~stionnaire was essentially voluntary, the respondents ~e self-selected; The non-
respo~ders in~y represent a subgroup which systematically avoids being. samp~ed' 
. . -. ., : . 
(Oppenheim· 1966), an~ therefore these results' should be interpreted with caution. In: 
addition, a bias against those who_were .absent from Class mayals6 represent a: subgroup ·· 
. ' 
with particular characteristics that have not b~en represented in these ·results. This· 
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population was not:rando~\y selected·nor representative of the New Zealand ·public, but 
- . . . . \ 
was selected for its availability, relative size, and ev~n gender ratio. 
3.6 ·· Timing in Relation to Prominent Events 
. . . 
The questionnaire was administered to the students. over a period of thre~ weeks . 
• o • I • 
··. from September to Octob~r 1995. It was prior to this petiod that France informed the · 
. world of its i~tention to conduct .a series of nuclear tests at Moruroa Atoll. As described 
. . ' . . - - . 
earlier; this attracted an immens~ amount of media attenti.on and protest action, particularly 
· · by the well-known environmental group; Greenpe~ce .. This-p;otest action was both highly 
visi~l~ and actively supported by actions or the New Zealand public in.theforins of the 
peace flotilla, petitions; an<l protest marches. The first nuclear test was exploded on .. 
. . - : . . . . . 
September 5, 1995, and~he ·second on0ctober:2, 1995. This is suggested in the results 
reported in Section 4.2: . · 
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CHAPTER4 
Results 
. The aim of the data analysis was to describe the features· of environmental co~cern, 
and to determine what characteristics define an environmentally concerned individual The . · 
data was also used to gain an overview of how concerned the sample population was about 
environrile~tal issues; and the extent to which they Were !egarded as important. The data 
was processed usingthe statistics package SPSSfor Windows~. 
This chapter is divided into four main sections. The first describe~ .the . 
charactt~t;istics. ofthe sample population in terms ()f how th~y were. categorised into certain · 
. -. . - ~ . . . . . 
demographic variables. The second and third sections d~scribe Sections! and II of the 
sui-v~y using descnptive statistics to sho~ how the respondents. ans:wer~d the questions~ . 
The fourth section, Statisticaf Tests, describes ~he tests used. and the influence of 
d~mograp.hic variables on th~ response given to particular questions or variables: · 
. . . 
Please n~te that, except where its inclusion~s relevant, the 'Don't Kn~w' response 
was t_ecoded as a '~ssing' response .. 
4.1· Descriptive Statistics: Population Characteris~ics 
4.1.1 Age 
· The average age oftl?lssample population was 2L8·years, with t.heyo~ngest at 17 
years and the oldest at ~64 years. The modal age was 19, comprising 23% of the population.· 
. . ' . . . . ·.. . 
- . 
. . 
Age was recoded into. age groups so: that age corresponded approximately with.years of _ 
enrolfi\ent. Thl,s resulted in five age groups: 17-18 y~ars," 19-20 years, 21-22 years, 23-29 · . 
years, and 3 0+ years. 
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· 23-29 years 
. 19-20 years· 
. ) . 
··. 
·. Figure 1 :· Age Group~ of Resp6ndents 
· · 4.1.2 .. Years of Enrolment and Status 
·The mean number of years of enrolment at a Univei"sity was2.4 years, with a: range · 
of l.to 26 years . . The majority (35.3% ).ofthe population wei·e in their first year of 
University with 29% in·their second year. 85~9% of the respondents were. full-:-time 
. students, and the remainder were part ..:rime students. 
Second 
. Four or imre 
·,. . . 
· · Fi~e 2: ·Years of Enrolment of Respondents ·· 
. 1·. 
Figure3: Enrolment Status of Respondents . 
. . . . . . . 
· · 4.1.3 . Country of Childhood and Ethnic Ide.ntity 
. ... . . ' 
. 86.2~ of the population spent mo~t of their childhood in New Zealand, a11d 83% 
. considered themselves to be New Zealanders orNew Zeal<i~d European/Pilkeha. 
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· Interestingly, 5.7% of those raised in New Zealand considered themselves tOhave a.foreigri 
. . ' . . 
· ethnic identity, arid 15.4o/~ of those raised overseas consiqerea themselvesto hav~ a.New . 
. . . ' . ' . ., 
·.· Zealand ethnic identity. Of those with a foreign ethnic identity, two..,thirds were Asian, 
· principally . Chirtes~, while' around one-fifth were European. 
Figure 4: Ethnic Identity of Respondents 
so j 
4.1.4 · Region· of Childhood 
Of ti10se who spent most of their childhood in New Zealand, 16.2% originated from · . 
. . . . 
the Nohh lsland. the percentage of i·espondents raised outside Ne~ Zealand is low~r in . . 
. this chart than the previous one due to some r~spondents . indicating that part of their: 
childh9od was sperit in New Zealand and part overseas. 
Figure 5: Region of Childhood .of Respondents 
·t 
4.1.5 · Area Type 
Respondents were asked tQ indicate whether they had spent most of their childhood 
in. a: rurai, srri~ll urban, oi· large urban: ar~a, and to include the name of the town or city. 
According to Statistics Ne~ Zealand ( 1995), a mi·aLarea includes corrimunities o~ under . ·· 
1000 residents. This categm)' comprised 16.2% of the sample population, which is not 
diss.imilar to the figure of 15.0% of New Zealanders livingin mral &reas at the .1991 census 
. . 
. . ·. 
(Statistics New .Zeaiand 1995). 
On tpe .basis of the St~tistics New Zealand definition of urban, respondents w.ho .· . 
. · indicated they had spent rriost of their childhood in urban areas were divided into small 
urban centres of 1000- 39 999, and large urban centl;es of,40000 and·oveL This division 
. wa~ made on the basis of the list of New Zealand'.s twenty largest urban centres as at the 
1991 cens~s (Statistics 'New Zealand 1995). This list indicated a gap be.tween smaper · 
. . . 
centres with p~pulations . peciking at around 32 000, and larger centres with populations 
. beginning at arom1d 42 000. Using this definition, those raised i.n small urban centres 
.·. comprised 22.8% of the sample population, whiie those raised in large urban centres made 
. ; \ 
up the remairiing 61.0% . . Ov~r a third of all respondents spent most of their childhood in . 
. Christ.chui·ch. 
' . . 
~--Srmll Urb~n 
MiSsing Values 
Large Urban 
Figure 6: Childhood Area Type of Responde.nts 
4.1.6 Marital Status 
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Most (78.4%) of the respondents were ~ingl~, w&ile 18.4% described themselves as 
married or living with their partner. 
Figure 7: Marital St:atus of Respondents . · 
4.1.7 · Qualifications 
·Most (84.5%) of the respondents were undergra~uates who did not have previous 
. . . . ' . . 
qualifications. However, 10.2% of respondents were post-:graduates With ·a.Bachelors, 
. ~ . . 
· · M~sters ; or Ph.D. degree, and 5.3% had other qualifications such. as a trade Certificate or 
. Teachers College training. 
Undergraduate · 
. . . . 
Figure 8: Qualifications Heid by Respondents 
4.1.8 Gender 
. The gender ratio of the sample poj:nilation was somewhat more even than that .· 
indicated by University statisFics for the Commerce faculty, with 48.8% of respondents 
female and 51.2% male. Of those respondents raised overseas, there were almost twice as 
. . ' . . . . . . . .· . : ' 
many females as males. Ofthe p~i:~time students? there were more than twice as n{any 
females as . males, and in. the oldest age group of 30+ years, there were also more feniales . . 
than males: Allthe other categories within the variables displayed relatively evyn g~nder 
ratios. 
For further details .on the relationships between demographic variabies, please refer . 
to Appendix 2. · 
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· 4·.2:- Descriptive Sbiti~tics: Se~tion I 
. The introductory questions of the questionnaire produced some interesting results. · 
'The)irst.question .asked was whlch proble~ or issue the res~ondent thouglit wa~ the:~ost. 
. - . . '· . . . . 
. important in New Zealand today. The response to this vcuied_widely ·as shown in Table.l, ... 
and included a ~man nttmbet 9fyoung males C9n~erned about sporting losse.s regarding the 
Ranftirly Shie~d. Tbeflve ~ostfreqtiently me~tio~ed pioblems, howeyer; -w~ie r_aciaL · 
. . ~ . . . . . . . . 
tension at 19,6o/o, followed by nucfeartesting at 13.1%,. Treaty-~fWaitangi!_M;aori 
sove~eignty/iand chiimsat 11.0%~ Violeilc~ and crime-at ~.8%, ~nd'un~triploymeilta.t 9A%: . 
Ehvironmental issue~ perse, weie qnlyregarded as the most irnportant. issue by 6. 5% .of. 
resp<mdent~,.rating it 8th ofth~ 12 ·cate~orieslistedhere. However, i3.4% of re-spondents· . 
. did not answer the question.-
·. _. ~ . 
. _ .. :0 . 
. Table 1: J\rfost Importrtn(Issue F~cing New Zealand 'I'oll.ay- Unprompted 
,. _.;.. __ 
Most _I!Dpo~ant Issue 
Raci!il Teq.sion 
·.• :··'· 
NuClear :r~sting 
Treaty ofWaitangi!Ma?ri. · ··. 
Sovereignty/Land Clain}s 
. . .·. . . :·.. . 
· Violence/Crime · , .. 
Unemployment · · 
EducationfHealth/W elfare Issues .·. 
. ·-· 
Econo~yJnstability · 
Environment 
Moral/Ethical Issues-.. · 
· Polit~cal InstabilityfN.IMP · 
Rich/Poor :Division. · 
Relatiort~hip/Fainily Breakdowns~ 
Other 
Tot~l 
Missing 
. . 
N1lmber.of · Valid 
Responses · · Percentage •. 
48 19.6- . 
.. 
32 . 
27 .. u.<r. 
. .. 
24 . 9 .. ~ .. 
.9.4 
19 .7.8 
17. 6.9.·.· 
.16 6.5·. 
. '13 . 
·.53. 
.. 9 
. ' . 3.6 
6 ·-2.5' 
.. 
.. 2.0' 
2J 
245 .·· 100.0 
38 
. ',. 
. · .· The differences in the responses wven by particular subgr~ups are described in . 
·Section 4.6.1. 
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.• In re~pohse to Question 2, only 4.J%.ofresporidents rated environmentat"ptoblems ·. · 
a~ the 'trios~ important issue' facing New Zealand: Note that this figure is lowei' thanthe 
. ·.'- . .. . . . . . · .. -' . . . . .. 
6.5% ofresponderi.ts ·who chose 'environn1ent' as.themostitrtportant issue facing Ne~ 
. Zea~~ndin Q~~stion f. This di~~repancy may iiuiicatethat around: 2% ofrespo~dents read 
' the quest~opnaire prior to coinpiet~ng ~t, thus influencing their choiceof answer. 
. . .. . -. -. . ' - ., 
'··'. 
. . . 
· . However, 64.5% :ofrespondent.~ nitedenvirontrtental problelns as·a 'velyimpprtan( 
. . ' .· . . . - . . . . . . . . 
issv~· 7 ancf25.~% as~ '_quite import~nt issue',. while 5,0o/orated enVironmental is~ues asa:· · · 
.. . . ' ' . . . . . ·. ·: . . . 
. '.le8s important issue', ·and ·0.7% as a 'not at: all important issue'. ·On a scale of 1 to.·5, 'most 
. . ·-· . . - . -. . . -· . . . . 
· important' to 'notat all important', the·~eanresporise _was 2:33, indicating that, while 
- - r - _·: . . . . :_ -. :. - . -. . - - : . . - -
·envir.onmental i.ssoes were not unimportanttothese_resp.ondents, they were not qfeX:treme 
. ._ . . . - . . .. ' -. . . . . 
• importance either . 
. . 
. When this response is compared to that for Question 1, perhaps the most interesting .. 
point is th~t of those .r~spondents who:ci~~q riucleartestifl!~ as tbe lllOSt im~m:tant problem, . 
orily 6:1% rated eriviroiunental proble~s as the 'most important issue in New Zealand, 
. Themajorityofthose concerned about nudear.testing. c·onsidered en~imnmental issues to 
be very or quite inipoi-tao.t, 87 ~s%, ·but not the· most important Issue. This indicates some · · 
•, . . .. ; .. - . ·.· .. ' .. ' - . ·. . . 
ambiguity about the nuclear issue. as. a~ envirorunentai issue des pit~ the fact that the anti~ -. ' . 
• • I • • o ' 
nuClear campaignis p~rhaps:mostvisiblysupported byo~ertly pro-e~yirdnmeptal groups 
. .. .' . . . :·.· - ..... -,. . -_ ; . . 
.. · __ 
. Respon~ents were asked in Question 3 to indicate the .first three: environmental 
pmblem~ that came to mind,· and ~~ain the.responsesv~ned wideiy: . T~ese responses~ere 
categorised as>shown inTabie 2 . .The mostfrequently rriention.ed probl~m was ozo~e ... 
. depletion at 1? .5%, followed by P()ll~tion in gene~al at 13_, o%, a.nd nuClear testing/~asU:: at 
. . . ~ 
10.4%.· 
To. geta,rUndication of how theyyiew their ef)vi.ronnient, respondents. were .asked · 
·. (Qu~stiori 4 a,. b, ~) to ;ate the qllality of the natur~l· environme~t in e~ch. ofthtee sett~ngs: 
the wo~ld; New .Zealand; and·Cariterbury.' Oriaveiage;th~·respond€mts viewed the world 
-en'0roriment negatively ori a scale.of'very good'. to· 'very bad' (1-~5), ~th·a mean.of3:~5~. 
Most resportd~nts,. 49.1 %>gave the world environmerita ni.ting. of 'bad;, ~tid a further 9.1% 
. . . 
Neither Good Nor Bad 
Missing Values 
.Figille 9: Perceiv~d State of the World Enviro~nt · 
' . . . . . 
. . 
. Figure 10: Perceived State ofthe New Zealand Environment 
· Neither Good Nor Bad 
. . . 
. Figure .11: Perceived State of the Canterbury Environment · 
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gave a 'very-bad; rating(seeFigur~9}· The quality oftheNew z;ealand environment ~as. · 
. . . 
'rated mu~h monb positively, .With· a mean rating of 2.11 .. ·Most respondents gave a.rating :of· 
. - . . . . . - . . . . 
'good.';'59.4%, with a further 17.7%giving arating of' very ·good' (see Figure 10t t~e 
quality o:fthe Canterbury. environment was rated slightly•lower thari theNe~ .Zealand . 
. ' - . . . . . . . . 
· envlr~rim~nt with a mean rating of 2.15. A total· of 73 :2% ofiespondents gave a ~ating of .. 
. :. 
either 'good' .or. 'very goqd' (see Figure il) .. · 
. - . . .· .. ' .• . . 
' .. 
. · ·. Table2; FirstT.br~e-Environmentru.Problems To Come To Ml~d-:" Unptom~ted7 
• • • • • • ' • • • • ~ • • • • .3 • • • • • • ·.- '. • • 
First Three En:Viromnental Number of .. Valid· -
Problem$ ... · ·Responses.· Per~enta~e · · 
Pollution·... 100.· 13.0 · 
· · -:.Water Pollution .71.·· .'. 92:· 
... -:: 
• - AkP0llution 68. 8.9 
- ChemiGal!Toxic Wastes: 22 ..... 4.9 
- Other: •Biot9xins, ·.Oil.Spills 
. .• . 
8 1.1. 
Inten:iational Issues -Ozone Depletion · 119 .. · .J5-.5 . 
. . . :_~ ' . . .·. 
~ Nucle.ar .Testing/Waste·· · 80 .. 10'.4 .. 
- Global Warming. 21 .2.T-
. . : . . . 
·. 
:Resource ¢on.servation · . 31 . .4.0 
. . -:Deforestation 66 8.6 
·.·. 
-:. species Conser\ratiori · ··56. .· .-7.3 
. . 
~ pther:- Milling; Non;.Renewables : 23 3.0 ... 
,. Jtainforests 19 2.5 
W~ste.Disposal 61 · .. 8.0 
_.-.\ 
· .· Overdevel9pll1~ilt · -
". ·." 
.1.0 ·. 
. Sustainability · 6 ·os·· 
·- -· 
Popu~ation issu¢s 0.7 
Other . .;·Acid :Rain, Envir6nment_al .· · 4 0.5 .·· 
·, .. 
Groups, 'etc: · . ". 
·Total ·· 765~ . 100.0 .. 
. 
7 These item~ are ra.nked first according to the most fr~uently mentioned cat~g~ry, then by the most :. 
frequently mentioned itein within each category. · , · · ·· . · · . 
8 This total is lower than expected. beciiouse not alJ respondents gave three responses as requested. 
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.T~eresponse to Question 5, which a:sked.the respon4entto·indicate:.their ievel·of 
environmental concern oh a five-p-oint scale, snowed a similartrend to that of Question 2 .. 
whlle 17% of respondents indicated they wer~ 'v_erj concerned' ~bouL{mvironmerttaJ. 
issues; the_ majority of respondents, 62~9%, considered ~hey were only 's<?mewh!lt .· 
·.· .·' . -.. - .· .. - . . . -· . -
concerned'. The rema;ining 20:2% ~ere u~deddedorunconcetnedabQijt envirbnJllental 
-. issu~s. ·.The meanfesponse of 2. 09 .reflects this _mod~ratelevel of concer~. 
• • • ' , ' r 
. 4.3 .Descriptive Statis_~ics: Section-It ; . 
. The Statements that'compris~·eachvariable we describe{Lirt the <u·der in which they . 
. . - . - . - ·. '· ·- . ·-. -_ :' . -. . ·: ·. ._ . 
· appea~ in the_ survey.· ~le~se not~ that-, as describ.ed in Section· J.2, ·they can be fhtined: •_ .. 
. · . . ·.- '•,- - .• .. · .- - .. .· . .. 
positively or neg~tively, ~rid therefore responses will.diff~r according to the fonnat of each 
. . - .. . . . . . . . . . . 
. individual-statement. (The mean responses referred ~o in the co'nd~ditig ·paragraph .of each 
- . . . . - .. - . . .. -· .· . . - .··· . . . . -. · ... ·' : 
su~section are b~sed on: a 'tive,-p~i.ht response scale, where a response of 1 inditate:s str6ng 
supportf~r-envir~nnient~i .vaiues;-anda response of5 indicates a .lacleof support. ' 
' - : - . ' . . 
-__ ' 
-.. 4~3.1 .. ·.Assumptions · 
· · As described in Sectio~ 3.1 2, this varHtble was &~rived front the Royal Commis~ion . 
. on·Social~olicy_'s .April R~pgrt(1988);It consisted offive,st~tements;.four ~fwhlc~W~re 
·. . . . . . ' . . . .. -· 
. adapted from the r~port, ahione df whlcli was desigrietl by the res~ar~~eL This variable. 
. - . ~ ' 
. was inchid~d to measuieJ~ what extent .respondents believed people to be independent of 
- -· ' . . · ... · . •·. :·_ - . . . . . . . . . ·. 
. . 
the environment, espechdly-_Withregardto their technological and sCientific capabilities. · .. To · 
- - . . . . ·- . . . . ' . - . . . . ~ . : . . ,· - . 
the exte1;1t. that each of thesestatem~rits is baied On fact, tbese questid~S· also mea~ure ·the · 
.. · . ·- ' . -. . . ·- . . -· . . ·- .. . 
.respondents'· knowledge of-th~ physical restraints placed <;mpeople by the ~at!Jr~t 
· environ.rlleni: 
.·In response to th~ first statem{mt; 'The earth is finite;, 69.4% of respondents agreed: . 
. . . . . ·, . . . . . ~ . ' . . . . - . 
However, a surprisingly latge 14.8% were undeCided, while 15.8% disagreed,_i~dicating a . 
· hlgh level'ofmisund~r~t~ndin~about th~ limitations:ofiife on e~~h. The se~ond stat~~ent, .· 
: - . ·.. . - . - .... ·- . . ··. :,• . : . .· . . . 
'People ~reno longerdependent~on the n~tural environmeni', drew a more informed· .. -
respq~se. Most respondent; (83. 5%} disagreed widtthis ·statemeht; while' I i. s% ~ere 
~· .· . . - . . ... -· - . - . . . - . . . . : ·-. . . . . . :. . · .. ' ' ' · .. : .. 
. undecided :and 5·.1% agreed ... :· :· 
.. 
The third stateni~ntwas: '·Tl1e.natural environment does notimpo1?e limits on · . 
·. !'o·· 
. econmnic growth:because resour~es are. generally sufficient'. 662% ofrespo~dents_· -. _ , 
dis~greed,with.a large proportion (19.3%)undedded~ and 14 .. 5% in agreeme~t with the·. ·. 
. . . . ' . . ' . . . 
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statement. How(wer th~ next statement, 'Pepple can get along without natl:mtl resou,rces~, 
- . 
p'ioduced :a more unequivocal response. The nia:jority (93. 9%) disagre¢d with tl}is -
. . ' . . . . . - . . . 
- -
statement, ·with only 2.2% undecided and 4.0% in agree1nent. 
the -fifth and filialstatem~nt, 'S~i{mce-and techOOlogical break-throughs have. 
abo1ished resource scarcity'' produced a response similar to ih~t for the s~cond statement. -
M?st responde~ts{82.4%)d1sagr~~d, while 10.3% we;e undecided and 7:3% ~~pressed-
. agreement. ·-
It appears tlialmost re.spondents understoodthe_physicallimitations of ~he earth an~ 
-its resourcps, and our :fundamental reliance. on: scarce n~tural tesourc~s. However, a small· . 
: butpersistentnumber oftespond~nt~-cle~y or ~efuse:to acceptth~se basicfact~. The mean .· 
response to tll.e A~surtl:ptions ':_arlable w~s 2.03. 
.· .. ··_. 
-- To- a~sess the degree of knowledge for this varhiole, :the percentage of Neither Agree 
. . . . . ' . . . - . . . ; - . . - . . . . . 
-- Nor Disagree; Dori't Know; and incorrect Agree/Pisagree ·and Strongly Agr_ee/ Strongly 
• • • : • • - • • • • • 0 
_ pjsagiee responses were added. The .totalrespon~es indiCating a lack of knowledge. or 
- - ~ - . . . ' - - - . 
misu~de~standingntnged froll1 a 49.9% forthe firstit~m, to :36.o%for the.second .. --~ 
. . . .. · . -·.. . . . . . ·, 
-. ~tatement, 3 o. o% for. th~ thl~d sta.tement,- and 23; 7% .for t;he. fourth stateiTient.- Tbe meati 
. ': - . . . ... - ' : ·.- . . . - .· '. ·:· .. : . . . 
- ,. 
lack6fkllowledge or misunderstood response for this~ category was 34.9%: ' 
4.3.2. Balance of Nature 
' Thl~ 'variable is designed to nieastire the eXtent tp which r~spondertts _b.eli~ve that the . 
: . . . ... . . . - ·. ,. . .- . . .. _· . . - . ~ . . .: . ·. . . 
.riatunil e~vironmentrequireshatmony and balanceto_sUNive.· Itis very.similar.to the.· 
E~~rontneritalResiHenc~ variable eliminate& folloWing .the pildt stud~, and consists ofthree. 
, . ~· ' . . ·' -. • I. . • •. , , .. , . - ·~ • -. ·. ' , - , . ' . 
· state~ents derived frotTI the~ew Envirorinient*l Para4igm in.odei. {Purtlap & VanLie~e;·. · 
_197~); 
·. -. The first statement v:.as:- 'Th_e bahuice of the n~tur~l environritentis very delicate and . 
. easily upset'. Most respondents (TJ.7%)'agreed Withthisidea. However, ahtrge group.·· 
. : . ' - . . ' . ., . - . . - . 
(i 7.7%) weie undeCided and 8.7% disagreed withthi~ statem(mt.: The second stateritent; ,-
'People must live.iit:harmonywiththe naturalenvirohnient'in order to survive;. ·produced-a. 
. . . . ·. . - - . 
-similar:.response,''with 74.8% or·res~ondents agre~eing, _16.9%. imdecided, and)3% 
: expressing disagreem~nt with the -~tatein:ent.. 
:The_sarrie was true ·ofth~ third _st~tement, 'When peopl(dnterfere witJJ. thenatural . 
. . . ' . . . . ' . . · .... ·. 
· .environment it _often produces c:Jisastrous consequences';· Again, a high proportion of 
i .' 
. . . .· . . . . . 
r~spondenis (22,8%}were undecided, while 69.4% agree~ ~nd7.8% disagreed. It is 
. important to. note, however, that this statement was ?rie of only three' statem~hts in the. 
enti'resurvey with respondents expressing mod~ratedi~agreement, but none expressing .. 
. '. .. . . . . . .· . ~ . . 
stnmg di.sagreement. · 
.. ·. Most of the. respondeh~S agreed with t~e items inCluded iri this vanable, and the 
niean response was2.2 indicating moderate support fa'r the ideas of people n~eding: a · 
. . . . . . . 
harmqnious ·and bala!J.ced relationship With nature .. 
. . :. 
4.3.3· · ·concern for En'vironm~ntall)egradation · 
· · Thls vari~on~ consists of two statement.s ~dapted :{fom published studies.. As 
' .·· 
·opposed to the Enviteill?lental Concein.v~riable which measures concerti generally, this 
- . -.. . . . ·,. . . ·' . - . . -· ... ·-.· . ' 
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yariablemeasun~s com~em spe_cificailyfor damage done to the'~nvirqnment. The first . 
statement was:. 'Becauseofour polluting ~ctivitfes, wenm ayery seriousriskormakingthe-
. - . . . . . . -~ . . . . ' - -· 
ea.itli unsuitable ·for peqpl~to live 'in'. .Despite the negative ·connotations for ~very.·· . 
. respondent agreeing With this statement; 82. o% were in agreement. :Of the remaining 
·respondents, ~ 1.8% ~ereu~decided,-and 6:2% disagreed with this statem~nt,. · . . 
. The ~~cond stat~ment, ; Although polluted environments inay look and/or smell bad, · 
' . . . . . -· ~ . . . - . . - . . . . ; ' ' . . 
·.they are· not usually hamiful. or darig~tousto the mttuntl. enviromnen.t', prodU:ced llluch 
. . . . . . _.. . . . . . . .· 
stronger support. Half the respon~~nts strongly disagreed with thi~ sta:temerit,. while a 
. . . ' .. . . . . -. . -·. - . . . . 
further ~3':2% showe~:moderate dis~greenieni. This gave a totalof.93.9% ofrespondents 
--: 
disagr~eing "\\'Hh this. statement, while3. 9% were undeCided and 2J% d'i'sagte~d .. 
. . . . ,_. . 
' The me~m-response to this variable.wasthe strong~st ofall·the vilriables at 1.7.' , 
- - . . .. ' . . .. - . . - ' 
Most. respond.ents exp~es.sed ·strong oi moderate support indicating. a h_igh ·awarenes~ of ·. 
environment~· degfadatio~ arid the ~ole of people in cont~ibuting to it. . . . ... 
. -. . . . '-- . . . - - .... 
4.3.4 Economics 
, T~is variable con~ist~d of ~hree·st~teri),e~t~, adapted ~o~ published studies; which 
dealt with the conflict between~ e~onomic· groW.th_ and. it~ re~ulta~t g~mag~. to- the 
e~vironm~nt ~this variable ~ssu~edthat_rheresppndent dia'not believet4at ec~nomic . 
. .. . .. - ~ . . 
growth ahd.envitoninental.protection and/or ~nhancemenfwere compatible, a~d· the 
_. ·- .· ·... . ' . . · ... ·, - . ' . ·.· . . .· ... -
·comments ofmariyre$pondents indicated that; inf~ct, many·betieved the two arelargely 
incompatible. · · 
The :tirst statement was': 'The positivebenefi~s of econo-mic growth outweigh- any_ 
adverse cons~querice onthe riatutal en~ironrtlent'.· While 73:9% disagreed withthis 
. . . . '.- .• .. 
--
statement,. m,ost expressed only-moderate .disagreement, and a_ further -19.6% were 
~tide~tded. _Howev~r, 6:5% 9frespondent~ agreed withthe st_atem_ent. The second 
. . . ·'· . . . - ·.- . . . - . . .. - ' 
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- statement was: 'Sometimes we have to p.l.lt up with_ or accept a certa~n amount of polll}tion 
since the cost.o:f cleaning it-up.or preventing 1t might cause a decline in econoffiic groWth'. 
This pfoduced much les~ di~agteenient tfui.n th~ p~eviouss-tatetn~rit, -with mtl; ;.~5.'3% ~f 
. . .. . -- . - ·- - . . . 
respondents clis~gr~eing;: Again a large proportion: of respondents (17:2_%} were undeciq~d, -
.·_ . ,· . . . . . . __ :.-.. . -' . . . . 
and 27_.4% .agreed with this statement.' 
T-he third statement, 'Protecthi:g the natural' environment shouldbe given priority 
·.·- . : -.. ..· . .. _· --. . ' . . . .. . . . .. 
even· _at the risk of slowing doWn the growth of the economy' pr_odt,Ic~d silllil~r results. 
. . . ... -. : . . . . .. . . . .-. . 
While60:6% ofresp~nclents:agreed-withthis statement~ over_a q~artet (25:9%) were : 
, unde~iqed, ·and 1 J. 5% QiSagreed: -_ ,. • . - - - - - -
:Resp~ndents weremoderatelysupportivt:;ofthe enviro~ent with ct mean response-- · 
- .. - . · .. · ·. ; . . . . . - . . 
of 2.3. These items involved a t;ade-'off -_ b'etw~en the erwironinent and ec~momicprioritl~s, -
. - . . ·: . . . . . ·- . 
. and the mean response indicates that although a ~ajority of respcnidentii s~pport the 
. e~viwnmentover econoJ.illc growth, f!tanY are fiotprepareci'to inak_e th~t sacrifice-. 
. . . . . 
- - -
4.3.5 · ··Environmental Concern _ 
'•. _·' 
As described under the 'Cort~em forEnviromriental D.egradati~n<category, this 
·. . : . . . ·· .. -' . . ·.. . . . . ·. . 
variable .measures enyironmentalconcernin ,general. tertris rather than specific. aspects-or:'· .. 
foci for~oncern. Thisvariabl~ consists of two stateD:!e~t~, ~ner~fle~~ingati awareness-or-" -
. • . •• -. • • .• . . . ·1 • . • . • ~ .• 
_environmental pr~blenis, and the ·other refl~cting an :urtdersta~ding -that the· environment is · 
not.coping with the damag~. · 
. When disagteeingwith the first statern~nt, 'Environnientat problems are not _ - -. -
affecting my life', many respondents commented on winter iirpollution in C_hristchurch ·and . 
. . . . ·• . . . . . . 
car eXh~ust _elnissions. The majority ofrespondents (72."9%) di&agree!i with this· statement; 
whiie 15.9% e~piessed agre~~ent imd-11.~% we~e undecided. -. · · . 
. The second snitemi:mt was:-' Alth9ugh there is-continual· contanrlrtation of lakes,- . 
'I'. , . - . . . .. r •• • • • :. - -
strearris, and air, the purifYing processes of the. natur~l envltonmerit soon return them to : 
. -. . . -· . . . : . . . . . . . 
normal'. It is important tO note that I 0.6% ofthe total responden.ts· chose tpe 'Don't -
Know' option indicating that:these respondents may n~t haye felt cdnfident enough in their -
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kri6wledge of the environmentto ~ake a decision about ~hether they agreed or dis~greed 
. . . . - . -· 
with the statement.. However, ~ftli~ valiq responses, 80.0% disagreed with the statement~ 
. . . . . . .. 
1~ .. 2% wer~ undeCid~d, ari~ 6.8% ofrespop.~ents ·expressed agre~ment. ... 
. While:J;h(>St respondents :w.ere co·ncerned, about the envitonment, this concerp_ was 
· not strong with a mean r~sponse of i2 .. Thi~ is a slightly weaker response than that giveri . 
' .. - . : . . . - . - . •' -· .. 
·.for Question 5 (How cnncern,ed are you personaliy about enViroririlental problems ·8:lid · 
. . ' . . - . . . ' 
issues?) in Section I ofthe questionml.ite (see Section 4 .2), wl:J.ere the rttean respons·e was 
. . - •. . ,. .. . -. . . . . 
2. 09 .. · Both, howe~er, •. indicate th~t whil~ most respondents wen~. concerned about the·. 
·environment, that concern is ~oderate athest. · . 
4.3.6· Environ~ent~i Powerlessness -
. -This ··categorfwas inCludedto give an indication .ofwhether or ~otr~spqpdents felt · 
that~envirorunerital problems, specifically pollution, could be affe~ted.by their ·aCtions.' The. 
. . . . ' ., -. . . . ,. . - •' . . ··- . . . 
sta~e~el1t, adapted fiompubiished studies; w~s: 'There reallyis no point in getting upset· 
·over pollution· as there is littlew~ c~n do to. stop:it'. This producedtpe most positive· 
... -: .. '· . . . . · ... :· ' ' ·: . 
response of any category, with alinost halfthe_respondents (47~-i%)-.expressing strong-
.. ..· - - . . . . . '-' . 
. disagreement With this st~tement. This. produced. a ·tOtai'of 92.9% of respondents.: ·. 
. . . . . . ~ . . . . . . .· . . . .. .. 
. expressing disagree~e~t, W.hile ~mly.4.3%ofrespond~pts wer~ undecided, and 2.9% . 
expressing agreerrieii To the ~xtent that thiS-item measures lo'cus of cont~ol, ibis ·~ample 
cah be said~o have £l hl~hly interrtali1;ecllo6us of control. . . . . 
. ·As :Wi~hthe third ~Bahinc~ of Nature' statement, this ~tatement pr6duced no 
. . ,. . . . ' . - . . . . . .. . . 
.·. .. . . . . • . . ·. . . . . ·j. . ·. ·.· • . ·. 
respondems expressing a l;trong lack of support. As a result, .th~ mean response to this ·. 
. . . ·. . . · .. - . . . . ·• ·. . .. 
. category of l._pJwas the 1nOSt. positive of any category. , 
4.3.7, ··Gender Perception; . . ..··. 
·, ·~ 
· · ·· As descrih~<Hn Section J.l. 2, th~ statements in this category were designe-d ~Y the:· 
resea~cher,' and include~ to give an indication_ or'whetherthe sam~le poptil~tion felt t~ere. 
was a difference between--the·sexes:in terms·of en~irorunelitafconcern .. The first· statement;._ .. 
. . \ 
'Men tend to ·be ~ore: _intere~ted thari womert.in m~nipulating:the • natural el1viro~ent and 
. . ' ... :- · ..... ·. ·· ... · . . . . . ·-'- . . . 
using its resources' produced the least negative response fof this ·category~ :Most . · . 
respondents (28.6%); 4owever,_wereunde~id~d abo~t thi~ -~tat~ment, with .a furthe~ 11.3% . __ 
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ch~osing the 'I?on't Knpw'- option: Of the yalid -res~ondents9, most {3 8 .2%) expr~s~ed -
disagreement with this 'statement, wliile 2-9.3% of ~espon~ents expressed agreern~nt. -
-The second statement, 'Women are more concen1ed about envirpninerital problems' 
and issues than ~en.' ,'produced much the_ ~arne resp~nse as.th~, first staternent~ith a large 
proportion ofre~~onderits(J I J% )undecided ~md 12:7% choo~ing the :'Don't:Know' . -_. . 
. . . . . : . ~ - . •' . . ~ . 
option.. Ho;ever,:42.8% ofthe'va1id:r(1SJJOnses expre~sed <lisagnxm1erit with the statein~nt, -
. . . .· . - . . . ,. ,. --·. ·- . - •' . . - . . .. ·- -
while 21.0% expressed agreement. Tli~ third staiement.was: 'Women are rnoi-e concerned -
>about degradat16~ of the envir~nnie~t -tlia~ men', and _;ro~~~ed -the most11e~ative response-
' -· -_ . ~- . . . . . . --· 
of the thiee statements. Again, large nutnbers ofrespondents'were 1.mdecided or chose the _:: 
-'D~n't Know' option (29.3%. and 13.8%i:~s~e~tivel;)~ -Of the valid:re~p~nses; 19.6% -- -
agreed Witht~s~tatement, ~hile 4s.9%_ ~xpiessed -disagreement. 
. . - . . -- . . . - . . -_ ··- . 
-Most people disagreed With the statement~ in this category, producing a mean· 
- . . . . . . - . . - . - . . . 
. respon~e of3.3\ which was t1:1e inostn~gative re~ponse of anyc'at~gory. Few respondents 
-expressed strong support for these items; while the majority -expressed mo.derat!:' or strong -
- . . . . ' -. .. -__ .. -- - . . . .. . 
dis~greemen( A larg~·proportiort-chos¢.to·-~xpr:essno opinioq or s~lectedthe 'Don~t ·· 
Know' optio~.- Th~se}teni~ ~e~eratedthe most unsoiicited COll111Ierits', most bf~bich -
. . . . . - .- - . - . . 
indicate&th~·respondents refusa1io.attribute~ither ge~qer ~ith mote envirprimental ... · 
. . . . . . - .- ·- ' . - -. -· . . . 
-'concern, _or expresstng concern' that the items ~!:'re sexist. .. 
, . . . . 
-4.3.8 · Humans Over N atu~~ · .-
. This· category consistedor'three sta~ements derived fromtheNew-~nviro~_entai·· . 
. Parad,igni m~d~l (Dutilap. & Van Lie~e i978);. and ~as inci~ded io measure the~xten~ t6 - ' 
. . . - : - . ~ . . . - . . . . . . ' . . . ·. . . - .. ·. 
~hich responde~ts beiieve people: are superior to, and should therefore exploit, the natl!ral 
' ' -, • •' ,•' • '•' ,-· _.- r'., ' -- -' • '• ' ' 0 
e~viroriment: The._fhst staternep.t,was: _'P_~ople -need not adapt to the nattual en~iionment '-: -
b-ecaus~ th~y ·can remake it-to suit their ne~ds': Most. respondents_(74:-7%} :di1i'agreed With · 
. - - . . . . . . . . . 
t}1is statement; while a further 14.5%-wen{undecided.· ·only to:·s%:ofresporidents 
expressed disagreement. 
. . -: 
The second statem-ent, .~The 'nattiral' eiwjronnieni'. is val~able_ in itself, ~nd npt simply 
as a source of resources',_ produced a more positive respon~e .. · The majorit)' ofresp,onde-!J.tS 
(93.5%)expressed agreem(mtwit}l this stateJ;lle~t, _while otily2: 1% disagreed., Ail.Irther .. -
4.3% of respondents ;ereundeciqed: Thethirdstatement was: 'The nattiralenviroriinent is .. 
- . . :. . - ' . . . . ,. . . . . - . 
9 
'boti't Kno~' respo~ses were tecod,ed as missit;i.g: and hen~e riot part of the v~id r.espons(,l percentage· .. 
. -.- . . .; . . . . . . ' 
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a system of resources which people should control,, transform; and organise to suit their : 
.. . . . . . . ' . . . . . 
own needs 1. This ~tatement produced a si~lar resportse to that fqr the first st~tement of 
' . -· ' . . . : . . 
this category. yvtUle ~ost resppndents (68;7%}eJ:(pres~ed agreement, 1S.5%of . · · 
. . . ' 
respondents were undecided· about this statement, and i2.7% disagreed.· 
. The resporis~ to this category w~s very positive, with a m.ean response:of2. 02. Few 
. . . . . . . .· ... .' . . . . . . . ~ . . .. . ' : 
. respondents expressed disagre.ement with.the stateme~ts iri this categoiy, :With most. . .. 
. · choosing to support the idea of the natural eh~itOJVllCUt aS more than simply resources for. 
. - ' - . . 
human use:· 
~ . . . 
,·: Tlfts categoiy, which COJ1Sists ofol1e statemen~ derivedfrom.- published.stUdies~ was 
includ~d to measure the eXtent. to which respondents believe stronger laws are required to 
. . . . . . •· '· ' - . . . . . 
·solve poiiution probl~ms .•. 'rhestatement wa.s: LWhat.is need~4:arestronged~wst0 force . 
· i~dustries, Goveffiment, ·and individuais to decrease or eliminatepolhition'. ·. imsp;9duced · 
. thethirdm~stpositiv~ n~s~ol1se of an; categotywith ~mean response of1.98. Almost . 
two-thirds of respondents ( 60.6%) ~xpressed moderate agreement; whh a further 23 .5.% 
indicating strong agreemen{with this stat~ment: ·· Oflly 5 A% .ofrespondents disagreed, arid 
. . . . . . . . - . . . . . .. -
._ .- ·. -.-- ... -.· --... 
·10.5% were undecided. 
. -. . . . 
· 4.3.10 Limits T6 Growth 
. - . ~ 
.... Thls catego.ry-i.s the third of the· NeW Environmental Paradigm model categorie·s ·. 
: (Duruap .& VanLiere 1978), .al1d c~nsist~ oftwo. state~ents: . They were iricl~d~d to.. . 
meastue. the ~J(fent t~· 'o/hi~h re~pondrints believe th~t the natural environment pla~es Hffiits :.· 
.. - - ·~ . . . 
on expansion.· The first· statement,. '.There are limits to growth ~eyond which. our ·.· · ··. 
- . . . . .-., ' . ' ·. , .. 
·' 
industrialised. society canuot expand',· produced ol1ly amo.derately; positive t;esponse. Ol1ly.· . 
. 6.3% of respondents' expressed stron~ ag~eement With this. statem.ent, ().lthbugh s4 .6% 
. . -. . . . .. 
expressed moderate ·agreement. While .19. 6% of resp~ndertts disagreed with this statement, . 
. 25. S%wereund~cided, an.d 13 .S% of jhe.totai re~pondents. chos~the.·'Do~•'t Kno'w·· option .. · 
· The second statement, 'The earth is. vast with airriost ul1limited natural resourc~s', · · · 
. . ._ . . . . - . . . 
pmd.uced a much trior~ positive response. 9 i.. 7% of respondents dis~greed With this . 
- . . . .· . .- . . -· .... - -. . ··, 
statement, and. the r~sponses were evel1ly·spread'between niod¢rate-andsttong. 
. •'. . . . . . ,- . . ·, 
. . . \ ' . . ' . . . . . -
disagreement. A further 3. 6% of respondents expressed agr¢ementwith this· statemen:t, · .. · · 
·-. .. - . . . . ' . . -· .. · . . . 
whil~ 4. 7% were undec~ded. Like the 'Humans Over.Nature•· 'category, this-category · 
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.produced a ":~ry positiverespons~ with a m~anof2.05. Most respondents expressed. 
~lipport.for the statements in this category, with many of those ~xpressing strong.support:. 
· 4~3.11 ScarcityAwareiless 
.. This category, "Consisting of one statement adapted front. published studies, was_.··.·. 
. . . . . . . ,._ . - . 
inCluded. to measure the extent to which respondents believed that resoi.trces are scarce. and 
. ~~uH be ·.depleted by consumption .. The sta~~ment, 'If our rateof.copsJ.Imption ~eeps 
growing, we· will &qon•e,iliaust the earth;~~ ~at ural resburces;, prod~ced a. number :of 
. ;1- . . • • • ' -. . 
~oniinents. about the meaning of the word·' ~obn'; · Some respondents indicating they would 
. . . - . . . 
. agre~ .with the statem~!lt if' soon' meantthe next,. say; one hundre4 years, but wottld : 
disagree if~ soon; rrieantthe next,. say, twenty years. 
· .·._. ·. Despite this, however, 79.4% ofrespot1dehts expr~ssed agreement with this 
' . - . ~ . . - . . . . . . . . . ·-
·statement,. with 11.1% undecided .. · o.ruy 9 .. 5% of respondents .disagreed with this stat:e~ent; · 
·. . .· '.. ._ . .· 
producing a positive mean response of ~.16. . 
. . 
4.3.i2 Tech .. ocentrisni . · · 
This :~ategory consisted oftwo statements~ derived from P1Jblished studies; included . 
·to ITieasure th~ .extent .to whi¢h respondents question the benefits· of science and technology. 
The first stat~ni~nt,.'Sderice.and technology-~ft~n do asmuch har~.as.godd', produced·. 
- . -·. : : ' - ,_. '·. ·.,._. . - . - . ·- .. 
oruy a' moder~tely positive response: Whiie 5.1._5% oftespondents expressed agreement 
with this Stat~~ent, oruy. 9:9% ofthattotal expr~ssed· ;tron~ agree~~n~, :ALlarge propOfti()O 
of"re~pd~dents(285%)were undecided about this issue, ·~hii~ 2o.o% oisag~eed with the 
', ... ·. ·' .· - . . . ·_, ' . ._ . ·. . . . _-_ ·: 
i. . ·, 
statement.. 
The second_ statement· was: '·Most:envirorimental.problems.can:be solve~ by applying ·• 
:more and bette~ technology': Again al~rge proportionofresporiderits(32.6%J:were · 
. . . . . ~- . . . . ; . - . 
undeCided ab~l}t ~his statement. Bmve~er,46.i>~ expressed- dis~greeimmt, while2103'%. 
agreed with the statement. Most resportdents:.expre~s~d ~od.eratesupport f<?rthe' 
4 -· - • ' -·.. •. ·- •• ' -. • 
statemen.t~ in. this category giving a mean response .of 2. 67 .. Thls result .was due in part to . 
. . . --. ·. . . . . - ·. . . . -. , . . ._- . . . ( 
theJar:ge .prbportion or respondent~ who we~e i u~decided~. a~i:t stmill numbers. expressing 
. . 
strong·support. · 
. . . . . . . . . 
4.3.13 Ee9logical Concepts · 
. - . . . 
. This cat~gO,ry ~as-included. to give an•indication ofthe extent tQ·whlchthe .. ' 
.. 
respondents believe they.are subject to, arid understand, the physical1aws of the earth .. As .· 
. .... . . .··. . . . . . . . 
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_ discus~ed in-Section 3 .12, 'the sta~ements in. this category were derivedOfrom the Royal 
. . . . -- ·. ' . ' . 
Commission on -Social Policy's April. Report (1988), aD:d were adapted for use i~this . . 
·. ' . . . . .. 
survey. As· is the case for the_ items of the Assumption variable, to the extent that each of' 
. . . ·. ; . .· . 
these items is baseq crt fact, these. questio.ns also measure the respondents' knowledge of 
. ·~ : . . . 
the concepts that are the basis of understanding ecologi~alprocesses. 
·- . -· . . . . . . 
. . ·.The first statement, 'Natureknows best', produced a response 'n9table more for its 
. -· ' . . . . 
lack ofresporise .. Altno~t one third of respondents (32.8%) were undecided about this ·• . 
• • - - . • : • l . . . . • . . . :. - ~ . . .. - • ·. 
statement;while 6:?% of the total·r~~p(mdtmts chOse the 1Don't.Know' option. Ho:wever,· 
only i ~. 7% of .respondents e~pressecfdis~gre~inent; With th~ majority ( 5~ .4%) expressing 
. agreement with the:statem~nt. T~e second st~tem~nt, 'Ev~ry ·a:ctio·n anq·~vent has.an effect _ 
on and ponsequence in the natural·.~nviroflinent', produ¢e<;I a ,siiniHtr response. While 21,5% 
'ofr~sp.ondents~were unqeCided, 65.0% agreed:with the. statemtmi, a~d 13:5% expressed-. 
. . -· ' '. . . - .. -.. . 
disagreement: -
. ·l 
. ·, The third statewerit, · 'Directiy·o~ indirectiy, -everything is·: connected to everything', 
. - . . -.. . . . . . . . . - .. 
produced a SOtneWhe:tf mor~ positive ~espouse. ' J5. 9% of respondents. agreed with this 
. . ·-·.' . . . ·. .. , . 
Statement,~~le only 3:9% expressed di~agreement. How~ver; ag~irt indecision ~as high -
(20~2%), with a.I% ofthe total respondents choosing th~ 'Don't Know~. option .. The fourth. 
. ·.··· .. ·. . . . . . . . . . ·,. . . . . . . - ·.. . . ·. . .. .. 
st~temenf~as: 'Everything mustg9 sortlewhere'f and produqed a-sim_ilar,re.spons~ to the · 
. third Statemen( M_ost re~pond(mts (81.2% j agreed :with tills statiment~ with omy 3 .1% -_ ... 
. . . ·. . •. . . ···. 
expressjng dis~greement. This ·was the third. statement of three )n this survey to pr~dtic~ no -. 
. ;espond~nt~ i~dieating a stwng ladk 'or supp~rt, .. th.at is~ stw~gly. disa~e~ing with the 
. . -~ .. ·, ·. . ! . . . . . . . .· . . - - . . . 
_ stat~ment. J 5. 7% of r,espon4ents were. ~rtqecided, and 6.4% ofthe total:te_spondent~ chose. -
the 'Don't.I(now' option.-
- •. The response· to _tbis category was moderately positive,- with a mean r~spot1se of ·-
_2.26. Mo~trespohdeilts express~d agreement~iththe statements iri-this categOry, with · ·. 
only a few indicating moden1te disagreement with .this' group ofsta~ements: 
; .. __ , 
As an assessro~nt of th~ degree of knowledge ~or this variable the percentage of · 
. ! . '.· . . . .-. . . • . . .. - . . . . . 
Neithe~ Agree NoiDisagre~, Don'lKnow, a~d th~ incorrect_Agree/Disagree Emd Strqrigly _· . 
Agree/S'tronglyDisagree responses were added; The total responses-indicating alack of 
. : - : . . . . -.- . .. .. . -·' . . . .-:. . . -' 
knowledge or-~sunderstanding.ranged::fi:om 36.~~ for the third statement, arid 32.8%for. 
-the firststatem(mt, to. 23.0% fodh~ fifth statement, 17.7% for the second statement, ari~l 
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. . 
-7.1% forthe fourth statement. F ddhe category as a whole,_ the m~a:n r~sponse for lack of .. 
. knowledge 0~ rcisunderstanding was 23; 5% .. 
· 4.3.l4 ·Time Orientation-
.. This. c~tegory consisted. of two staJ:ements, one derived. frori£ published studies ct;nd: 
. . . . . . .· . ···. -.: :· .· . . . . . . - ·.·. 
one created bytbe researcher .. ·_'Time.Orientatior{' was included to measure the·obfigation_. 
. . . ·-·' . .. - . .. . . . . 
· respa'ndents fe~t f~r ·futur~ generations ... ·The fir_st staiell1ent; 'NaturalresoU.rces sho~ld be 
· u~ed primarily·fQr the benefit of the presentgeneratkm' ;met w~th a str~n1g response, with · 
. 83 .b% ofrespo~dents expressi~g disagr~ement.:· Only 6A% ~f re~~o~dents agreed ~iththis 
~ . .. . . . . . . ' . : . ., . 
· shttem~nt~ while10.6% ~~r~\.mdecide& ·The sec~iid stat~m~ntwas: 'whether or notftit11re 
. . . . ·. .. - -. . - . ~ - . . . . . . . 
. generations can solve environniehtal problems, we ~hould not put therninthe-position o{ 
. . . . . . . ' . 
having t~ do _so' .. Thi's.product(d an ideritlcalrespo~se:to that for tht( firsi.statement, with : . 
. - . . ' . :- . . ' . 
83.0% ofresponde~ts _expressing ·agr~eriumt. . :a. s% of respondents dtsagr~ed With this . 
··statem~nt,_ arid 8.5%.were qridecidecL· 
this category produced the s.e~ohd most positive: resports~ of any category with a . 
mean response ofL95 .. Whlle mbst resp~n~ents-~xpress~d modenit~ support for this_·· . 
-category, aimost as many expre~sed strongs.upport._. Few respondents expressoo·alaclc of 
. . . - . 
supp.ort or we:reu~cleCide& ·· ·, .. 
. · 4.3.15. Urbanism . 
This_ categoty WM inClude~ io' measiue the ~~ent to whi~h these ~espondents value~. 
urban life over the qualitli;!S 'ofthenatunil eiiyi~onmeht:. It·rorrsisted:of thfee · stat~ments 
deri~ed ftortt published.studi~i; tb~ first b~ing 'The life of the big city is far mom inte_restirig · 
-than tli~ natmal enviroruhent could ever be;. .This produced a strongly positiv'e .response, ... ·. 
. ,. . . .·.. ,. . . . . . . . ·. . 
wi,tli 7 5.2% of r~spondtmts.·expressirig ·disagreenu~nt;' aQ.d these-responses ·were spread . · ..
. evenlybetween n10dera~e and .stron~ disagre~riletit. O~y 5. 3%. of r~spdndents agreed with 
. . :: - .- ·. ·. . . . . . . . ' .. ' ... 
· this state~ent; and~J9.s% wei-~ undecided: .· · · ... ·: 
. The· second statement;· 'Our citi~ have become too big' caus,ed a little cohlusion for. 
tho.sewithexperience oflargy cit~es 0'utside New Z~alarid, as describ~d-in Sedfo~ 4.3.1. _:()f 
- . .. ·. . : . . . . ' . . . . . . - . . . . . 
the. small number who conunente·a, most'indicatedthati:fthe statementreferredto New 
. . ·. . .. . . . . ' ;, . 
Zealand cities they would disagree .. :However, if the statement referred to Cities outside . 
NewZeal~rtd, the~e resp~ndents· i~dicated that they~ woulcla~ree stroJigly._ 
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Despite the response to the second statement, t~e mean response to this category 
was 2.17. Few respondents showed a lack of support for this category; while the majority . 
showed moderate or strong support . 
4.3.16 New Environmenhil Par:.adigm and ()venili Environmental Concern 
When the results for the three New Environmental Paradigm (NEJ?) variables · · 
. . 
(Balance of Nature, Humans over Natury, arid Limits to Growth) were combined, the 
resultant histogtam illustrated the strongly s'ke~ed response distribution (see Figure 12). 
Figure 12 shows the percentage of responses given.in the five-point.response scale for the 
three NEP ~·ariables. The majority ofrespondents· agreed with these items, suggesting 
. . . . . -
· s'upport fo~· NEP beliefs and attitudes generally. 
Figure ·12: New Environme.ntal Paradigm Response Distribution • 
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Ho'wever: to be certain that the respon~e to NEP items was represerwitive ofthe 
. overall expression of environmental concern, the responses to all Section II items (exc~pt 
• those for the Gender Perception variable), and Concern and Importance from Section I 
. were combined.· Figure 13 shows the percentage ofresponses given in the five-point 
. . . ' ' . . . 
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. response .scale fo~ the selected en~!ronrriental concern itemS.· This histogram indicates that, 
. . 
in fact, the respom;e distribution to NEP items is very similar to .that for the overall 
· enviromnent'!.l concern response, 
4.4 Segmenting the Sample · 
The mean responses of each individual were calculated to give an indication o£ the 
mean r'espon~e distribution of the population (see Figure 14 & 15),, This provided the 
opportunity to segment the sample population according to their pattern of mean 
. . . . : . 
responding much as Hey len Research (1992) have done. (see Section 2.1.3). 
. :· 
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. . . . . . . . 
. Figure 14: Mean Eriviromnenta1 Concern Oyer All Cases 
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Figure 14 shows the percentage of mean responses of individuals over the five-
. point response scal·e from Sti·ongly Agree to Strongly Disagree .. To achieve this, the mean 
. ' . ' . . 
. responses of ~ach individual were recoded from the mea:n response into the five-point 
scale. · The mean response of the vast majority of respondents is an expression of 
environmental c6ncei·n, and few fail to consistentlyexp~·ess an opinion ora lack of concern. 
Almost as many respondents exp~ess a mean response of st~·ong agreeme~t. as do those with 
a mean response of agreement. . The Figure lS shows this response scale . as the percentage 
. . . 
of individuals expressing similar mean response~. Th:i~ shows that the mean responses of 
'these respondents forms a normal distribution. 
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. For the p~rpo_ses of segmenting the sample;- respondents expres.sing a mean 
. envirortniental concern score of<t99 were considered to show.strohg concerti or support 
., 
for the envi~onment (44%), while respondents With a ~ean score of2.Q0<2.99were · · 
co~sidered to show moderate support (55%). Therem:aining few respond~nt~ (I%)whose 
mean respo.nse score was 3. o 1 <4. oo were considered to ~xpress· ~oderat~ opposition to . 
protecting the en~ironment,· while there- were no respondents ~hose· meah response Score 
-indicated a ~trong Jack of environmentafconcern. ••. 
· Thi~ result appears to sho~ a discrep.ancywith the resu(ts of Section'4.3, 16 in that · 
. ' . . . 
the mean response to variable~ is moqerate concern, while the rilean response of indiv~duals 
~ . . . - . . . . . . . 
is almost as iikely to be:strongas moqetate. However, this shows that while apercentage 
. ~ '· . -: . . .. . . . . . . . 
of response~ may expres~ ~trongly disagreem~nt for each variable~ few ip.diviqmils .. 
. . . 
consistently express strong disagreement 
•:. 
4.5 · Stati~tidtl.·Test~ ~ Methods of.Ana~ysis · 
. . 
4.5.1 Chi--Square c.-osstabulations 
Chi~square tables artd statistics were chos.en due'to their' ability to assess the 
relations~p betwe~ri Oifferent categories ofnominal variables. In addition; du~ t~ the non-
normal ~haracteristics ofthe .sampl~ poj)ldation, which~as skewed by :age, ethnic'ide~tity, 
. . . . ._ ' . _.· . . . . 
education, andth~ areas in which they were raised, _chi"'sq~aie ati(),lyses· were chosen in. 
preference to.· analyses based on normal distributions. 
The data wct;s analysed initially ~sing chi:..sql.lare cro.sstabulations to-assess the · · 
relationship bet~een demographic variables and the type~· ofr(fsponses given to indi~idual . 
. • ·. . 
'!terns·. However, it was rl:;l_alised thatwhen usi~ga five..:point response ~cale; many of the 
· cross~abulations had cells ~ith C~llnts of 5 ·.or le~s, a number below whl~h the c~-sq~are . 
' . . 
~tatistic is less 6ffective .. T,o ameliorate this problem, the responses were r~coded.so tha:t 
- . . . . -
'Strongly Agree' and 'Agree' ·became a single response of' Agree', and·, Strongly Disagree' · 
. . - . . .. . - . 
and_ 'D~sagre~' bec_ame a single response. of 'Disagree', ~~suiting i~· a.three~point response 
scale. Although thjs w~s e~ective for the 'first series of crosstabulations, when: a third 
controlling variable was introduced, cell counts were r~duced, For this reason; all results 
. . ,. . 
where a third variable has ·been controlled for should be i~t~rprett:iwith caution, ·. 
Irt the sections thatfollow;:the ~esultsof chi-square. crosstabulations between two 
variables, pne demographic and pne response variable, are reported. Each demographic·.· . · 
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variable was initially crosstabulated with all response variables to produce what will be 
. . . ~ . 
termed an initial relationship. All the crosstabulations were then recalCulated controlling for 
a third variabl~ regardless of whether ~r ridt a significantinitl.a~ relationship had bee~ . 
. . . . . . . 
evident . This was d<me to unco~er the ~ehi.tionships that were masked by the ~veraging 
process ofl~okingat the marginal distnbutibn of only tw~vari.ables. 
Alf crosstabulations mentioned are for results With significance levels of p<O. 09 . 
. r·his level was chosen "to obseive ariy trends which the more restrictive significance level of .. 
. . . . -.: .· . . . . . : ,. . . ·. 
p<Q:05 may have obscured.. . . 
4.5.2 . Internal Reliability.: 
~ • Tests for reli~bility 1lleasure the differences in responses to the same question( de · 
. . . . . . . . . ·. 
Vaus 1985).: Since a second survey of the same respondents was not possible,.reliabiiity· 
v,vas measUred Within· eaCh variable since it waS !iSSumed that the items Wtthirt each variable 
measured similar asp~cts ·of environmental concern. Internal reliabili~y was tested fck each .. 
variabie by C!osstabulating each item in a variable with each .ofth~otheriteins jn the' · 
variable. Most otthe crosstahulations result~d i~:a p of~·etweeno~oo ~nd 0.05, indicating .. 
a high level of internal reli~bility. Ho~ever the· following pair of crosstabula#o~s ~roduced 
p value~ indicating that the reliability between these·pariicularitems is low . 
. ASSDM1 X ASSUM3 . p=0.()9650 
. . 
· URBAN2xuRBAN3 ··.:p.=O.l3822 
.. . . Thisresultmay be understandable for the Assumption items which were nottested ... 
prior tq their \1~~ to ensure tha~ they measun~d the same aspects of environmentaLattitudes:· · · 
. . . 
However, the Urbanism ite~s have be.en used frequently .inthe·liti:mitme, and "it ~eemed · · · 
ti:nusual that the type of responses obtained f~r each should be suffiCiently differ~nt tO' 
. - •: . . . ... 
produce such.a i'~sul(. Wheh thecont~nt ~feach it~m is scrutinis.ed," however, it appear~: 
th~t the high p value may result mainly ~o~ the confusion. caused by URBAN ; (;Our· cities . 
have b~come too big') as ·described in Section 4.3.16 of this Chapter ... 
4.5;3 .·!he Controlling Variables 
Each chi::squate crosstabulatipnwas recalculated with athltd co~trolling v~riable ... 
The variable.s controlled for were age and gender. They were used to a~sess wh~ther or not 
.the relationship indicated in the origltialctosstabulation would hold~ oi wheth~r the 
·•.· . . . .. . .. 
differen.ces could be d~e to the charaCteristics qf the respondents. ·Both controlling . 
. . ' ... -. . . 
variabl(;)s were used despite the limitations ofeach as described below: · 
Mimy published studies_ categorise the youngest age group as under 25 years ·and, 
therefore, most-of this Sampl~ population would be considered young. Although miny 
studies (ANOP Research l991, Arcury 1990, Caro & Ewert 1995, Dunlap & VanLiere 
- .' ' . . . . . . . . .· 
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1978; HeylenRese~rch 1992, Keys Young 1994, Tognacci et a/ . .1972, Tucker 1978, Van 
Liere& Duclap 1981) indi<:;ate that youth,was ppsitively associ·~~ed with environmental 
con~ern, recent studies.(Casties.199i, Gooch 1995, Wall 19_95) have shown that the effect'_ 
. .. ' . - -. . . - .• 
of ~ge may havebe~n ~ttenuat~d.- Although gender wa~ notsk~wed ip. this sample,· ·. 
- ·'. -· "' . ,. . .... 
published sttidi~s hav~ not established-a· clear relationship between. gen~er and . 
. environmental concern. 
. . 
· Age. and gender were selected as controlling variables despite th~se limitations 
because; the differences in responses between categories of the remairtillg demographic 
. "a.riables could be a result of the differenc~~ in the age. or gender make-up, ni:ther ihan some 
inherent· ciifference between the categories, 
4~6 Statistical Tes"ts: S¢ction·l 
4.6.1. ·Most Important Problem 
Ih this section; the difference in the respohs~ of subgroups of the population is--
. . . - - - . . . ... . . 
describect . Chl-square valu~s are not reported. There were diff~rences in the issues that_ 
. . . . - . 
particuhtr-groups' of respondents chcise as the most iini)(>rtant iss~~ f;cing New 2;ealand-. . -
. . ... ' ·-; . . . 
today (see Section42). 
:Racial tensimi wa~ more likely to be chO'sen by those raised in urban areas, tl1ose . 
. . . - . .. ,. 
respondents who were married or iiving with a partner, and those in thei; f1rst or .fourth-or-
. . . . ·. . . .·. . 
more year of study. Treaty of W aitan,giissue$ were m_ore likely to be chosen .as the- most 
. . 
important issue, by those rai~ed. in large urban areas, those with a foreign ethnic: identity, a,nd 
male respondents. _ 
_ The envitonm~nt_ was mor.e likely to he· ch~sen by those rai~ed in large urban areas, 
and single res~pndents. Fem~les were o~y slightly_ more likely than males to .cho~se th~ 
~nvironment·overother~ss~es as'the most importanfissue facing .New Zealand.; Nuciear 
testing was more likely to be chosen by the 19-20 'year age group, and, corr~spondingly; 
. . . . . 
thos'e in their ~cond year ~f enrolment .. single respondents and those engaged in full-time .· 
. . . . 
study were also .more li~ely to chopse this issu~ as most important. .. 
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Viol~nce/ crime was cho.sen mor~ often as the most imp<;>rtimt issue in New Zealand 
by respondents ;,ith a foreign ethnic identity, and those" in their first year of enrolment,. 
whiie moraliethical issues were ch<;lstm.more often by those raised in th~_So~th Island, and. 
those in their· second,year of enrolment. -
. The issues _of econ~mic instability and unemployment ~ere more likely to be chosen 
a~ most important by those in the 11 -Is year age groupy while unemployment was also a . 
• • • ' I ' 
high prio~ity for those raised in small urban areas. ·Education/health/welfare issues were 
chosen more often by th9se i~ older age groups (23 -29 years and 3 0+ _year~), t~o~e i~ their 
third orfourth:'or:.more year of study; respondents. eilgaged in part-time study; and those 
. . 
with qualifications. These issu~s were also chosen more often. as most important by · 
. . - . .- . -· . ·- .- . -
respondents who·weremarried or living with"a :partner, those raised infl1ra_l areas, and· 
~ . - . . . .. - . : . . . . 
female respondents: 
Th~ rich/poor. division was the most important issue· to ~esponderits who were 
married or living with a partner, ·wiriie political instabilityiMMP was of most concern to . 
those raised in New Zealand; espeCially those raised in the South Island; · 
:. ' - . - . -· ,· -
'· .-
· 4.6.2 · Conce.-n 
Initially some· exploratory crosstabulation~ were undertaken in order to assess some 
of the factors other th~m demographic _variables which influenced the respo~ses. when.·· . 
Concern (the ltem whichask_ed ~espon~entsto rate their lev~l ofconcer~ for envit;o~ental .. 
·1ssues) w;:ts crosstabulated with all other variables, exceptd~mog~aphlc and ,·perceived .·· 
qualityofthe envir6runent'variables, 16 bfthe 38 achievedp ~altie~i ~fO.OOlo"r less .. A . 
. further 9-yariables ·achievedp values oro·.os orl~ss, ap.d one ofOJ)9 orh~ss:. Only 11 -
. . . ' . ' ' -
variable~ (28. 9%) did not achieve p values of<O. 09 in this crosstabulation; · This indicates 
. · .. -.. . . ,_ . . '.·- - ' -. .· 
that a respondent indicating they have a high hwel of concern for environmental issues when · 
. .-. . .. · . . . ·-
asked directiy, will also. resptind. positively to most statements .m~asuring other "aspects of. 
environmental· concern. 
, 4.6.3 Importance . . 
· When Importance (the item asking how important the respondent thought 
. •. . . . . ·- . 
environmental iss':les were). was cros~tabulated inJhe sanie way with all nqn-d~mographic 
variables, a similar result w~s achieved .. Over a third of thep val~es: were 0. 001 or less, 
whilea fu~her 26% achievedapvalue of0.05 ~rJess, M~st ofthe same vari~~le~that did 
not achie~e P. values o(<Q. 09 in the previous crosstabul~tion, also fail~d to in this 
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-crosstabulation. However slightlymcire.variables (36%)we~e not significant when 
-.-combined ·with Importance, than were ~ot sigriifi~antwhen combined with Concern (see -
-Section4.6.2). This·indicates that Importance is slightly less-indicative of the responses of 
- the s~mple population to iternsmeasuring other-aspects of environmental concerntha~ is--
.Concern. 
_ 4.6.4 _ Perceived Quality of the Environ_ment 
Responses to~t_he questions aboutthe perceived quality of the. environment ofNew-
Zealand- or Canterbury had almost no relationship with the respon~es to other items . 
. Howe:rer, the responses t~ -the questio~ abo~t the _perceived quality ofthe world · 
-environment were relatedto respopses to oth~r items in Se~tion II of the questionnaire. In -
general, resp()ndents who perceived the quality ofthe world environment to be 'b~d' or , 
• • - •• - ••• < • • • • _,' •• 
very .bad:. were more Jike~y to be coticeme,d for enviromn~rital degradation, reject econqmic 
-_growth in. favour of e~viro~ental protection,. and believe that people should live in - . 
. . . ' ' . . ' ·=· . 
h~tmo~y:with the environment".- They wer~ also more likely to believe that the envi~onment -
. ex_ists for reasons other tha~ to provide people with re"sources, and that the present 
. . . . .- .. 
· generation should- _protect the environment t~ provide for future gen~rations. in addition, 
. . . . . . . . . . : ·. . '. . . . 
. they were~ less likely to hold incoi:rect ·assumptions-about limits that the ~hvironment 
impbses on growth;-and~he depep.dence of people OIJ: natural resources, ·and ·were ~ore 
likely to believe that 'nature knows. best', and that everyt~ng we ~0 has·an.effect on the . 
-envirm;nnenf. 
. . . . . 
Tci view these results fromtheopposite perspective; it appe3:rs that tesponden~s 
. with higher ievelsof .envir6Jll1lental concern are more likely to perceive the state "ofthe 
. . . . . . .. · . . ' . . . ~ . ·• 
world ·environment negatively. ·· 
4~7 Statisticai.Tests: Section II· 
· .. · Each d_~mographic variable was -crosstabuhited with the 3 7 items from Section II of 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . ... 
the questioimain~, as well as the three 'perceived quality of the environment' items, 
(:oncem, and Importance fi-~· Section I ofthe questionnaire. Please note that~ as· . 
· previo.usiy discussed, all crosstabulatiori~ mentioned are for result_s with_ significance levels 
p<0.09.· 
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4.7.1 Ag~ 
. When respondents -~ere divided by age, the relationships produced were mixed . 
. The relationship with the. QUA+- item indicated that the21-'22 :and30+ age group~ were. 
more likely to perceive the New Zealitrid environment positively. when gend~~ was .·· 
contr:~lledfor, another QUAL !tern sho~e~ a simiiarrelationshlp with age such that th~ 30+ 
. ' . ~ 
. age· group was more likely to perceive Jhe ~anterbury envirotlm.ent positively. . 
. Of the otherfiveimtial crosstabulations, fourindicated that.th~ i9-20 age group~as 
. ' _. - . . . - . 
least likely to express support or concern :for the environment.. Three of these. items 
indi~at~d· thattheJ 0~ age group Were more likely to· express suppo.rt or concern fo; the 
environment . The. 21-22 and 23~29 age groups were inote likely to express support or . · 
concern in twc)'of these relationships, Most of these reiationships held when gender was 
con~iolied for. In_ addition, fiv.e further items .which did n~t originany·indic'ate a relationship, 
- . . . .. . 
confirmed this result. Overall, the 19,.20~ge group consistently expressed. lower levels of 
con~ern or support for the environment, while the 21-22 and 23:-29 age groups were more 
likeiy to ~xpress supporf or con~ern. · The JO+ age ~;oup had ~ mix~d r~lationship With · 
. . . . . . . ; . . . 
. these items; rather thari the consistently! ower expression of s~pport for the environment 
thatwas expe~tedfrom.the literature findlngs (see Section·~.4.1). I~ fact, thisgroup Was. 
. . . . ' . . . . . . ~ . - . . ' . . . . 
·slightly· more likely than riot .~o ·express 90ncern for the envirOrimerit. 
·· 4~7.2 ·coun_try·ofChildhood. 
· , · . As the number or foreign-raised respondents was small (n ,;, 39), they were·. 
combined _into :a single grol,lp, ancltliese resu.its should therefore be interpreted with caution . 
. Whert· respondentS were divided by C9Untry Of childhood, relatio.nshlps with eight items · . . 
. - . . . . . . - . - . ·.·· . : . 
~ere observed; ·Except for the GendetPerception and Ecological Concept Items~ which 
. . . . . . . .. . -. . .- . . . .· .. - . 
· fqreig~-raised ~esp:ondentswere more ~ikely to support, New Zealand-rai~ed respondents. 
~ere more lik~lyto ·t?xpress ·support or concern for the:erivironmeut: ·.·These results were . · · 
· confiml.ed when age and gender were co~trolled for, al1d ,the result hel~ffor the fifteen .. 
. . . . . -·· . . 
. additional items which had appeared whel1 th€(conttolli~g variables were applied .. Of these, 
two ~dditionalEcologicai Conceptitems indicateq that New .Zealand"' raised respcmdents . 
. · .. . . . . . . ·, ·- -·-. 
Were more likely to agree, contrary. to .. the result for the original Ecological Concept· item. : 
- . . .· ·... . .. 
However .. two. additional Gender Perception .itenis confirmed the result for the original .. 
Gender Perceptio~ item, which Ne~ Ze~i~nd-raised· respondents Were less likely to support. · 
- . .\ . . .· . . . . 
Forth~ remaining eleven items, New Zealand~raised respondents were more likely than their 
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--- foreign.:niised counterparts to ex..pres:s support or concern for the environment·. They were 
also more likely to perceive the New Zealand ~nvironrrtent positively. 
. . ' . . 
·. 4. 7.3: . Region ofChildhood · 
· These ctosstab~lations showedJh~ difference in patterns of ~esponding between · 
. resp~ndents raised inthe.North Island and South Island, while the foreign-raised 
respondents w~re combined into one group. as they. were.· earlier. Hence the same caution iS 
. required in interpreting the~eresults as was noted for the previorts section.. As was the case 
. . . . . -. . . . . ~ 
. "for the previou~ section; foreign;.'raised respondents .Were moni: likely to agree with the . . 
·Ecological C6nc~pt item, and this rehi.tionshipheldfor;boththis item and·ari additional 
EcologicaLCmicept itetn when ageand genderwere controlled for .. In·additio~, when tb.e . 
. controlling variables :were applied, the rdationsijip hetwee~ foreign-raised respo~dents _and · 
all three -Gender Perceptio~ it~ms held, with foreign-raised respondents ~~re likely to -·_ 
• • • • • '• • • ~ • • • ~- , • , , • • , • ' , I ·. ' : 
. support these :items. . 
For four ofthe six remaini~g items, Northlsla11d.;iaised respondents were·m6re _ 
• likel~t~an Soat~ Islarid.,raised respondents t.o expre~s supp~rt or concern forth~ · . 
enVironment. This result seemed uriu~mal in that most (51%). of the North Island~raised . 
. - ·. -- . . . -. . 
· respondents were raisediQ. small.;urban -~re~s .. · The resp~ndents raised in these areas te~d to 
be more moderate in their Support of the environment (seeSe~tion4;7:4). When a~e·~:nd 
gender were contro~led for, most oftheorigi_n~l relationships held. Hoyvever, the .. 
r~lationships that appeared for an additional twelv~ it~ms i~dicated that, infact, South 
. . . . . . . . . . -
Island-raised respondents were m6re likely to express support for the e~vironment. · Most 
( 68%) of the S~uthlshmd':rais~d respondents were raised in large-urban areas,. and this . 
. ' . - - ,·' 
. result is discussea :furtherin _Section 4. 7.4. 
: ·. 
. . . . 
4;7A ·Type QfArea.ofChildhood _-· 
, - Wpen responderitswere divided bythe·type.ofaiea of chil~hood(i.e. iarge-urbat\ 
small-urban, -~~rural), three. ite~s showed a relationship.-·· Of these, the Concern item . 
indicated that ~raf .. rais~d respondents wen~:'most. likely, and large..:urban'-rais~d respondents 
., ·',, .· . . . -:- . ·. ·. . . .• ,· .... ·. . .. _ _._ -_ .. 
least likely, to express personal concern for the environment.· Th.is relatio11;ship held when· 
._. . - -. . . . . . - ·_ . . . . ... 
age ·and gender were controli~d for.:. The r~maining twq items indicated_ that large~ urban- · 
raised respondents were most likely; and rural-raised respondents least likely, to perceive 
th~ New Zealand a~d C~nterbucy environtnents positively. Whe~· gende.r and-ag~ we~e 
controlled for, the response for rurai-:-i"aised -respondents with. respect 'to these items was .· 
. . . . .. 
' confi;med, while the respons.e for large-urban raised resp<?nd(mts \\'as not. . 
When the controlling variables '¥ere applied,-fifteen additional i~ems were 
·significant. For fourteen of' these, large~urban·raised respondents were most likely, and 
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rural.,rais.edresponqerit.s l.east likely, to express cmicern 0~ support for the envir~nment .. 
. . - . '.·. . ., ... 
The last i_tem, Importance, indicated that, similar to the result for the Concern item, rural:. -
raised. respondents were inost likeiy·to yit~w the env~rorurient as the· 'most i_mportant issue'.· _ 
·: t 
_Large~urban~raised respondents were most likely to view the enviroriment as a 'quite' . 
. . . -. . ' . . 
'i~port~mt' or- 'iessimjJOrtant' issue. lienee rural~raised respond~nts_ are ino~e likely to_· -
t;espond positiv~ly tO direct questions about the importance ~f,- or thekp~rsonafconcer~ for 
the ~nvironrnerit, and.they:are ~ore liJ<elyto perceive the Ne~ Zeala~d arid Canterbury -
. . . : . -~-. . . . ·. ' . 
environments negatively. However, this is not ~upported when-aspects of their 
environmental 'attitud~s and b~liefs' are ~easured: 
4. 7.5 ;Enrolment Status . 
When respondents -were divided_by enrolment status (i.e. full~tiriie or part~time 
.· students),_ relationships with six .items we!e observed. Ofthese, five indicated· th~t part~time _-
- . ·. . -~ . . . - ,: . . 
respondents were more concerned for the_environffient, while the sixth indicated that part'" . 
- -- . . . ·• 
time responqents are more likely to view the Canterbucy environment· _ negatively. · This 
. . 
Ia tier relatiOJ1ShijJ held when gender ahd age wet~ controlled for, With p~rt .,time respondents 
. . . . . -- ' . . .. . . . 
alsonior¢ likely to perceive the_qualityoftlie New Zealand environment negatively. When 
. . . - . . . - . -
the controlling~ari~bles .were applied, four of the rerrlainihg five items corifirmed that part~ 
. . . . . . . - .· . . . . 
time :respondent_s ~ere more lifcely to express support or concern forthe envirotmJ.ent. . 
. . . .·: . . . . . 
However, the fourteen additionalitems that were sigrufic~nt when these variables were 
. . . . ,- . . . . . . . . 
. controlled for indicated that, in fact, part~tinie respondents are s'omewhat Jf:ss likely thari 
._, . . . . . . . ' .· . . . . ·. ·.. .·. . . 
full.,time respondents to express .si.Ippprt for the enviroimJ.ent. Part~time respondents are 
ambivalent with.regard tothe Gender Perception variable, showing support for half the 
items. 
- (7.6 . Ethnic IdentitY 
. Ethni.c identity· (New Zealand~ethrlic or fore~gn~ethnic) showed relationshlps :With -
. . .. 
~lev~nitems·: As with th~re.sults for country of childhood, ·exceptforthe_Gender .. 
. Perception item, New Zealand~ethnic· respondents· were more likely to- express coh~ern_ or 
. . . . .· . . . . . . . , . 
·support for the environment. Thqse with a New Zealand ethnic identity were also more 
likely. to ;iew the New Zeahiqd ehv~mnment positively: -This relationshi~ held when the -
:controllin~{variabJ~s were: applied .. In -addition,-wheri age: a~d ·gender wen:. controlled for, .. 
thirteen further items showed that New Zeaiand_-ethqic respondents were rnore likely to . 
express concern or su,pport for the environment.. 
. . 
4. 7. 7 Marital Status . 
· Theresu,lts· fo~ inarital status we_re mixed. For.thi"ee qfthe four relationships, · . 
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. resp~nd~nts who were married .or living with t~eit partner were. mpre likely to express . 
support or ~onceni for th~ e~vjroiune~t. .. When. gender. and age: were ccmtrolled for, slightly 
. more than haJfthe rel~tiohships. (including those which did not appear ih the initial 
cro~stabulation) indicated that single respondentswere more likelyto express concern, 
. while: slightly less than half ofthe relationships ~ndicated that this. was-the. ~ase for . 
. r~spondentswho were_mahied ~diving with.their partner. Inaddition; ~ingl~ respondents 
- . ·. . . 
were less likely to -percei~e the Canterbury enyironment positive!~. , 
·. . . 
· 4. 7 .8. · Qualifications.· 
When the sample was divided by qualifications held. (i.e. undergraduates, 
. . ·. . . 1 . .·. - - . 
postgraduates, .and other quaiifications ), th~ result was mixed. . Initially ~rtly four: ite~s 
:shoWed. a relationship with qualifications,·· and of these, two indicated that 'Oth~r' 
respondents were most likely to express concern .for the environmep.t, while two in(iicated 
that 'Other' respdnde~ts ~~remost ~es~imistic abo~t ~he New Zealan,d ~ndC~terbury.·_· 
environmentS; . Sowever, when age and gender were controlled for~ a different picture 
emerged; -with fourteen a_dditionalitenis. showing relationships. For the 'perceived quality 
of the envirobrnenf .items, 'Other' respondents remained most .likely to view theN ew ·. 
· .. ·. . ·. .. . . . . . ' . . 
Zealand arid Canterbury environments, as well as the wo~ld envi~ohment,negatively." 
Undergraduate respondents were most likely to .view these environments :POSitively. . . 
··The initial r~lationships, showing 'Other' respondents ,as more likely t~ express 
. . . - . . ' . . - . . 
·support for th~ environment, were not confirmed: Infact, postgraduate respondents were 
most likely to express support or conc~rn for the enviroru:bent, though only slightiy more 
. . ' . . - . . . . 
than undergraduates. 'Other' respo!ldents were least likely to be concerned abou~ the 
environment fot these items .. 
4. 7.9 Gender 
_:The gender ofr~spqnd~nts showed aniriitial relationship with sixteen items: 
Women were mu~h morelikely to agree with Gender Perc~ptionitems.than men, andthis 
. . - . . - . . . - - . 
was confirmed· when age ·was controlled for. Except for an Assumption item, for which·.· . · 
. . . . -~ . . . . . . . 
men were more likely to agree, al_l other m~asures of environment~!' conce~ indicated that 
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women weremondikely to express COIJ.Cern forthe environment. This included three of the 
·four Ecological Concept items wliich were d·escribed in Section 4.3 .13. as,· to some extent,· a 
measure of environmental knowledge. Also included i~ this set of cr~sstabulations was the 
Importance item w~ch, due to its response scale, remained in a five.,. point response format. 
. Although men were ~~re likely to view the_ environffient as the 'most itnportal}t issue'' they. 
were also more .likely to view it as a ;quite important'; ·~essimportant', and 'n~t at all· 
important issue'. Women were m!Jch more likely to view the environment as a 'very 
important issue' .. 
When age was ~o~troUed for, these original relationships· held, and nine additional 
. . I 
relationships were: observed. Of these, womenwere more likely to perceive the world 
enyiionment negatively,. ~nd the Cant~!bur}r envircmmentpositively. While wo~en were. 
less likely to agree with A.ssuniptio~ items; they were more likely to expre.ss support or 
• • J . ' '·. • • - - . . •• 
. . . . 
concern in response to all other items. These included; am<mg:·others,"Concetn,. both . 
·' - . . . . ~ . . 
Environmental Concern items, the Scarcity Awareness item, and. Technocentrism Items. ·· 
. . . . . . . . 
However, ·men did rtot express higher. levels of interrtallocus of control in response to the 
. . . . . . . . . . . 
Environmental ~owerlessness item as expected from the iit~rat~ie findings' {see Sectidn 
2.3.8). 
· ·4.7.10 Years ofEnrolment 
. . - . 
· When respondents were divided by years of enrolment at university, only' three items. 
. . . .- . . . 
sh~wed a rel.ationship. Ofth~~e, twoindicated .that tespqndents in their second year of .. 
·.enrolment were more.likelyto express concern-or support for:.the environment, and these · 
results \Vere confiqried when age and ·gender were cohtmlleq for. As this group. 
corresponds apprmcimately with the 19~20: age 'group which was consistently le~s likely tp 
. express concer11 (se~ Section 4. 7.1 ), this result seeme~ contradictory. However, when the: · . 
• • • : ·, ' ' I • • -. ' • • • ' 
controliing variables were applied, twenty.,.two additionalitems ind~cat~d a relationship with 
years of enrolment Of these, two Ge~der Perception· items showed n~ consistent · ·. · . 
. relationship, while t~ethird indicated' that tho~e in their second ·y~ar ~ere more likely to 
·perceive the New Ze~land environment positively. • This resultwas contrary to the · . 
. .. . . ·. . . . .. - . . : 
relationship betwee.n' age.ancl this item· (see. Section 4. 7.1 ); . I{owever; the remaining iteins; 
taken. t:ogether, suggest' that~ !espondents in their thiid year of enrolment~.were slightly m~re, 
likely to express support or concern for the e~vir~ninent, while those. in their first year were 
_, . . . . . .'. . . 
leasflikely .. · 
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·cHAPTERS 
Discussion. 
· ·. The purpose of this study was to identify the. characteristics of ert~ronmentally . 
. . . . ' . . .- -· .. 
concerned individuals,· and de&~ribe the features of the envinmrmmtal attitUdes measured. 
The· recent. interna~ional survey_ conducted by Dunlap, Gallup,. & Gallup ( 19.93) . 
. demonstrated widespread public :concernf<;>t enVironmental issues in many rtati"ons. The 
results.•ofthe.present study have showilthatthlss~mple.was si~larlycmice~ed; imd the;e .· 
.- ·_ . . . . . .-
respondents are concerned about similar specific envjrofunendtl issues. ·However, as· others 
. . ~ . ~ . . . . . . 
(Dunlap 1992, DUnlap,& Scarce 1991,-Erskine 1972, Gooc~ 1995, Keys Young 1992, · · . 
. . . . . ~ . . - . . 
Vining & Ebreo _199.0, Waghorne ·1977) 'have foiuid, 'although it is r~ted as important, and . 
. ·. . . -· . . . ·. . 
_responqents will generally express liighlevels of concern, the e~vironment.is_still not th~ 
mpst sali~nt issu~. .. · · 
The question posed as a guide tothisresearch (~ee Sectio~ 1.2}was: ''Have we, as 
New Zealanders, joined this massive uprising of concern for the ·envirorup.ent, or· ~re our .. 
public displays of outrage simply a localised response .to a Qurtentlytopical issueT' The 
. . . . . .· . . . 
answertq poth ·parts of this ·question appears to be 'Yes' .. As expected, the majority ofthis . 
. . . . l . - • . . . . 
• sample exp~essed personalconcern fm the_ehvironment, includingNEP iteins, and the mean. 
. . ' . . . . . . 
.l~vel ofcoricern. for individual ~espondents was alinost evenly divid~d between moderate . 
. . - . - . . . . 
.. and strong· concern .. · The anoma;Ious res~lt apparently ·caused by the nuclear issue suggests . 
that .Ioc~lised r-esponses to issues ·prought_ t? publk att~ntion by ()nv~n)nmental groups and ~ ' 
the·media do'notne~essarily indiCate heightene4'sal;ience oferivironmental issues .in gene~al. · 
In fact, the salience ofenvironnie~talissues in this sample rates as among the lowest when 
compared\~ other natioris(Dl1tilap, Gallup, & G~ll~p 1993). In ~e~eral, tliissampl~ .. · ·. 
. . . . . . . . . . . ' . ·. 
r~sponde? as expected with regar~ to .salient issues. Socialunrest, as characterised by racial 
tension, Treaty ofWaitangi/Maoti sovereignty/land claims~· and violence/crime issues,' . 
. - . -
compriseq the majority ofthe top five issues. 
· The discrepancy su;round~ng responses-to the nuclear is·sue may be ~xplain.ed by two 
factors. As previo~sly mentioned (~ee Se~iion 1:.1 .3), w~en :p~iled in 1989 ove:r 80% of: 
New Zeal~nders supported the nuclear-free poli(fy. It may be that the nucleai-free policy is'· 
now view~.d, as L~nge (1990) suggests, as part of New ~eal~ndculture a~d psyche·t~ which 
. we ·respo.rid strongly-when it i~ threaten~d. · Alternatively,' it may be that nuclear issues· are 
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:as·sociated more closely withpeace.mqve~ent issues, and issues of health and s~fety (that is, 
·, . . 
self preservatiQn), than with enviroiunentalissues. So,. while attrac~ing widespread support, 
. . 
the· nuclear issue is not necessarily associated with environmental concerns. 
. . . - - . ' . 
--Thls sample resj:>Onded_ as expected with regard to .proximity. They rated the w."Ofld __ 
-environment negatively, and th~ Canterbury and New Zealand. environmel).ts positively.- The 
-- - - . . ·. . . . .. 
lack of a pronollohced :differerice between the perception oflocal and:national environmental . 
· quality, h~~ever, could indicat~ some size effect: New Zealan~ is a small country -_ -
compared ·to the nations o~Europe)he ·.Americas, and Australia. -The lack of differen~e in · · 
theperception oflocal and nati~malenviroikental qualityi~ this.samplesug~eststhat a - . 
. - . - ·,. ' _: . . . ·.. : . . . ·-. -.- ·. -_ - ' . 
. natiomil focus pn: environmental quality conveys 'more distance ahd less familiarity to the 
' 
individual in lm;ger nations than .it does to the Ne.W-Zealand resident; . 
''. • . ' , ', ' ' c', .·., . ·,. . 
The next q~estiort po'sed .as aresearch.guide w_as;: "How st~o~gly do we hold out 
beliefsabout th~rights of the envito~ent?" Although the~e~responsestoindivid11al · 
.- ·. ' :: . . . . . 
and combined variables indicatyd-moderate environmental conce~n, the ~e-an responses of 
. ~esjmndentsintbis sa~ple sho\v ~lmost.eve~ divisi~nbetween tnoderate atldstrongsuppo~ 
for the environment. However, g1ven 'that the environtllentis nophe ll).OSt salient _of issues 
for thes~ respondents, these findings t~nd to· support the ccintenti()n that'ptotecting the· · . 
'· . . . . . --· . . . 
-~nviroiunent is viewed by many as a luxtiryratherthan anecessity.·_ 
· Although most respondents are concerned about the environment, othedssues 
rec~ive ·more attention. The modetate support fo:r · cP,<iosirig th~ enviroriill:ent pver· economic 
growth could-be p~rceivedasindicative oftlii-s. H~wever, the response.io this ~ariable lila~ 
•' ,' •· • • • • • ' I • .-,'. • • • • 
be'due to the beli~fofrespond~nts thatboth.environme~talprotectionm_zd ewnon.Uc 
.. 
growth are possible. 
·_When ~omparedtothe populatio_n segment& foundbyColmar.l3runton(1993), 
Heyl~n Research (.1992),. and O'Riordim (i 989),- the mean responses of individ~ais show 
.· · .. ' . . . . .- . . .. ' 
ext;aordimirily strong support for the environment: One reason for the difference may be -. 
than:he Colmar Bmntpn and. Q'Riordari segments were made ~nthe.basis ofbeh~viom 6~-. 
. . . - . ,_ . . 
. assumed behavio~r patterns, as· well as attitudes and beliefS; In additio_n, it rhay b~ that the 
- ' . . . . . . . . . . . . 
m~an .responses 'to questipns were l}Sed. to segment the. ~ample,- rather than the niean 
. ' ~- - . . . . . . -- ' . . . . 
,responses of individu~ls ~sed in this .stll:dy, The segments indicated by this ~ample suggest 
_that the swing towards the ecocentric end ofthe coritiiuium is gat})ering momeritmn, for · 
. . . . . . .. . . . - .. ·
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attitudes_ and beliefs at least. That this sample is strongly skewed t6ward pro~environment.al 
. attitudes, however, gives no indication of the level of pro-environmental behaviours. 
·_ If the contention ofRamsey & Rick~on (1976), that individuals with i'passionate 
·interest' in environmental problems are ni~st likely to engage in environmentally i.-espo~sible­
-behaviours, is' correct~ one 6ould expect that the. percentage ofindividuals .performing such 
_- behaVio'-mdnthis s_ample -~ould_ be ·slightly Jess than half Howe~er, giv~n that the salience 
. ·. - . . .. . . . . . 
'ofenvironmeiltal_ issues and pro~lems for this sample is low,. this could b~ a vast 
_ overestimation. -
. . . . . . . 
The third q1,1estion posed in Section 1.2 was: "Are there differences in the attitudes 
:held by different segments of our societyT' Although:this sample cannot be considered_ to _ 
. - .. . . -- . . . . . . - . ·- . ' . 
be r~presentativeofNew Zealand society, some comments can b~ m~de abqutwh~ther the 
differericesin-responding bet\ve€m partieuiar subgr~ups corresponds to what was expected---
.from an examination of tile literature. 
' -
- Not ollly dld- age- show no consistent affect- on responding, thepredicted decrease in 
s~pportfotthe environment with agedid not materialise . .This ·m:aybe due to three factors. 
~ - ' . ·• . . ' - ., . . - . 
The way in which the age groups were divided in this study mar have -failed to capture -
accur~tely th,e response· of the older age groups. Many studies (see, for-e~ample~ Castles -
' . . . . - - . . . . . 
1992) use age g~oups'oft{m years, a ~~thod :vhl~h wou~d. have divided the :30+ age group - --
•. ~ : I 
· ofthls study'into two: or three age groups. -Alternatively, _as Wail (1 ~95) stiggests, age may · 
l?e less importa-nt ~s an explanatory .variable due to wiqespread media attention and easily --
. . . -- . - . .. 
accessible information on erivirorimental issues~ This m~y have had an' ·atte_rituat~g affect on • 
the i~~ence of age,_in this sample; · Finally, it rna); be that th~- sk~w~d n~tun~ 'of thi-s sample, 
e~duded older age groups to·the extent tha_t any negative relationship between age arid. 
eiwirOnmental GOnyernwas obscured:. -
_- With regard to eclQcation; the results found were; as expected, somewhat vague.:. 
- - . . . . 
Po-stgraduate respondent~) were oruy· slightly rriore Jikely'than Jllidergraduates to expre~s 
. . .. . . . ,. . . . . ' .. -· . . . 
environmentaLconcern. On-theb~sis of this result~ it se~ms reasonable to suggest'that the 
-. . . . . . . . . ' . -
differences in -expressions· of environme11taf concern are greater between levels of schooling ·_ . 
(i.e, ~espond(mts with iit~le or no secondary scho~ling, re~pondents who cotrt~let_ed. - . · · 
secondary sch~oJ, and -respondents who are u~dertaking terthir)r education) th~m the· 
' o ' 0 L L ' • 
differences in responding ~mong different levels ofUriiversity students (i.~; undetgtad~ate, 
. . . . . . . -_. . 
po~tgr~~~ate, other tertiary qualifications) .. ln fact many studies (see, for example, Castles_ 
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1992) do not separate postgraduatesaQ,d unde~graduates .. Howev~r, the lower likelihood of 
· · 'Other' respondents. expressing environmental concern may suggest a more utilitarian, 
practical focus of the type of applied education available from· technical_colleges, 
. . . - - . . 
appren~iceships, etc. 
· •. 
While the literature had little with which to compare the results for couptry of . 
. . . . 
··childhood and ethnic identity, the inter~ational survey by Dunlap,_ Gallup, & Gallup·(199J) . 
. .. . .. ' . ~ - . 
indicates that there. is little diffef~nce between. the levels ~fe_nviro~~ntal concern in 
Western and· E~ste.rrt nati6ns. However; .the Eastern nations in their study were Japa:n;_ 
• • - • • • - 0 • • • • • 
Kore~; and· the Philippines, ·whereas the 'majority ( 68.1%) of foreign-raised ·and foreign-
- - . . . . . · ... ·• •. . . 
ethn_ic respondents in this study were Chinese fromHo~gKong,. Taiwan, or~alaysia. The . 
. effect.ofNew Zealand-ethnic amJNewZealand~raised respondents expressing higherJevels' · 
'· . . - - . -·. . ·. . ·. 
of environmental concerti ·w~s consistent across many variables. · Accult~ration is said to 
. have aconforniingeffect onem1ionriiental concern (Caro&Ewert 1995};andthe: · 
.. · - . . . . . . . ' 
·. difference in responding between fo~eign and New .Zealand respond.ents suggests that most 
foreign respondents have ~ot been resident'in New Zealand for very long. ·· 
-' . . . . .· . _; - - . . 
Onefeature ofthis difference in respondingbetweert New Zeal~nd andforeign · ·· 
. respondents was the consistently stronger support of the latter for a differ:ence between meti 
. ' . . . . . . .. . . ·. ' . -
. . 
and women in environmental concern (the Gender Perception items). One suggestion for. 
this differencemay be aweak~r etp.phasisonthe political c~rr~ctnes~ofgende.f equality in 
Asian countries, afactor.that;seemed to:d~tninate the comments of New Zealand 
respondents who chose to disagree or express no opinion. · · . . 
The results· for bothtegion of childho~d and type of area, ofchildhood support the 
.· case 'for large~urban-:raised respondents expressing higher le~ets:of enviro~ental concern .. 
·Perhaps surprisingly, this effect was c~rtsisteht w~th the literature fin4ings. despite the fac~ ... 
that the.larg~"'urban areas ofNewZealand might be considered sub~rban areas in larger 
·nations. This result is also surpri~ing in tbatinost New Zealand urban risidentsC).re ~· 
. -. .. . ~ .. 
·c;cimparatively short distance from rura~, coastal, bush~ or river settings, The direct · 
relationship between size of place of socialisation arid env'irofl!llental concern found by 
:Lowe & Pinhey(l982)was ~upported by this study ... .·.· 
Direct questions resulting in a positive response to the:-importartce of envif<mm:ental 
- . ~ . . 
issues and personal concern for rural.:.raisedrespond~nts, were not supported by other· 
l:Ileasures ~fenvironmental cdncern. This· may suggest some degree of ~ociaf desirability. o.r 
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'political correctness' assodated with these questions for rural-raised respond~nts. 
Unfortunately; whether mral-raised res~ondents were raised in agricultural or horticultural 
backgrounds was notasked-ofthis sample, as_-the type ofrunilupbringingmay have had 
. . - .. . . . . . 
some bearing on this,-
With respectto knowledge, ~ostrespondeilts support the ~tatementirfor the 
AssumptioQ-_andE~ological-Co~ceptsy~riables. To the extent that these variables represent 
knowledge of concepts basic to ecological processes and physicarconstntints on the people,. · 
. . . . . - -. . . . . . 
environment reiationshipj_ generally, this samp_leappears to be knowledgeable, Since this 
sal11ple is also comp-~~atively well educated, this could suggest a rel~tionshlp_ between _ .-
educatl.ori and enyironinental knowledge. However, it is important to note tha! up to- half- _ 
the re~ponden~s demonstrate lack of knowledge or niisuhderstanding With rega.rd: to._,_ -__ 
))articular aspectsofknowledge, althoughthis-dilnot"appearto be strongly associated with 
a ·particular subgrdup,- Specifically~ women-did not co~sistently indicate a lesser degree of· 
~ . . . . . 
kiio~ledge tl).an men. 
-· 
-The hypothesis thatwomenare more concenied ab~ut the environment is supported _ 
by the results for this sample, -W-omen expressed higher levels- of stated concern ·and were 
_mor~ likely to choose the environment·a:sthe-'most important problem'. This was 
confirmed by higher levyls of concern expres~d by women -for most aspects of.-
enyironrnental cqncern. Women were also more supportive of the perception 6f a gender 
diffenmce in eiwiroriniental concern to the t:iffect-that women were more cbn~enied for the : -
erivirotiment.-- Whil~ women were: not less knowledgeable with regard to 'ecological 
concepts, th~y _did demonstrate a io~erund~rstanding of aspeCts :of the phy~ical constraints 
on the peopl~"'"envircinment relationship.- 11) addition, the-finding 'of Burils ( 1990), that 
- . . . . . . . . 
- . ' - . ' . . . : . 
woihen were more likely to express concern for the negative impaCts of science and 
technoiogy,-was supported by this study._ 
Men did. not exhibit higher'levels of internal locus ofcontrci{than W~rnen as 
expe-cted: In fact, the big~ level,ofintermillocus of control in this s~mple.(as me~sJred by 
t·h~ Envito.nmentalPowerl~ssne~s item} was -~o111ewhat -incongruous with th~ high level of • 
·support for increased governmenta;I regulation of environmental problems. Ho-\Vever, as the-
. ·. '.. . .. . ·. 
Government Regulati~rt item did not ask respondents to choose betw~en the responsibility 
. ' - . . .. · . 
of gover~ent or individuals to interven~ in protecting the environment, ·this result is not 
. . . ~ . . . ·. . . . . . . . . - ' . 
enti~ely unexpected. 
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This population expresses a high degree of intern:allocus of cm1Jrol, and :are 
therefore likely to believe that their actions to protect the environment will be effective. 
While the mean re~ponse of most respondents is. to express moderate concern, al~ost as 
many expres~ strong concern for the envitoiunent However, it cannot be ~s§um~d that this 
strong concern is akin to Ramsey & Rickson's (197<5r'passionate interest', which is most 
likely to lead to environm~~tally resp6nsible action.· In.addiiion~ the low sali~nc~ ·and •· 
moderate importance of environmental issues, as well.as the strong support for gov~rnment 
- - . . ·. . ' . ~- . . . . . . . . . . 
intei-v.ention, may well indicate that enviroi111).entally responsible behaviour will.not 
necessarily result from even the stmrigest environmentatconcerns. ·. 
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CHAPTER6 
Summary alid.Conclusions 
The environme~talattitudes, beliefs, and co~cernsofa sample ofUniversity of 
,-
.. Canterbury_ Comme~ce students w.ere the subj~ct ·o( this stuqy.- -. This·r~search ·was ~~~cerp.ed 
. with the d~~cription of environnientaily concerii~d individuals and the characteristics of 
environme~tal concern. Specifically measures ofenvironmental toncern were utilised in· an 
• > • • 
-~ttempt to identify the characteristics ofconcerriedjndividuals within the sample population.-
. . . . . ·- ~ 
·These mea~ures included items designed. by the _researcher, inaddition to :those used and. 
·selected from environmental attitude research.· .using a 'questio~mii{eformat With a five-
- . . ' . . . . . -· -~ . . . 
point response scale! resp~rtdents were 'asked to express their ievel of agreement to items,-
·. . . : . . . . . : ·. . . 
. . . . . 
measuring various aspectsofenvironmet1tal concern. 
· . Given· that this sample were skewed by age and -education, sl1pport for prot~ction of 
the environment was expected. In fact, urban individu~ls, worp.en, and New Zealand~raised • 
and -~ethpic :individuals did demonstrate higher leveis of envir~nmental concern. The bias . 
. ,. . . . . : . -·- . . 
towards higher education and yolit~ _is su?gested to have partly ob~cured the true .effect of . 
these variables. . 
·Despite this study being limited by both its generai focus and the self~select~d,' · 
skewed nature oft11e sarp.ple populatipn, it demonstrates that the entrenchment of • . . 
. . 
. environmental concern found overseas has become manifest iti New Zealand. However, it 
~ . - - . ; . . . . . . . . . . . 
inust be emphasised that this sample we~e not normal in composition. They had a very 
. . . .. . . . . - .. 
·. restrict~d- age ~nd educationdistribl}tion; and ~ere exclusively.Commerce ~tudents .. These. 
characteristics -~ill have contributed to' the nature of their response patterns, and may .. 
· indicate that this ·sam pie have more characteristics in coffi11?.6nthan ·characteristics that 
- - . . . .· - ' . . . 
ciitfer. 
. -
The majotityofthis sample expressed supportJor both the New Environmental 
. Paradigm and environmental concenjin gen~raL _Although the mean respoi1ses of indiyidual 
, . • • . • • ' • r ' . • • . 
respondents were higherthari expected from studies which segmented' their samples, the-_ . 
. ~ . . ~ . . 
characteristics of-envi~onmental concern found in this. st_udy were generally- siillilar to that · 
. . . . . . 
_described for overseas populatiqns, However, .. doub.t was expressed as to whether this high 
. . . . .· . .· 
level. of con~erri wbuld be translated into appropriate action. ·-
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In introducing the topic :of environmental concern, Dm;uap & . Mertig (199~) were· 
~uoted as sayin~ that history viould rliarkthe environmental movement as one 9fthe few . 
·thaf produced signific~nt so~ietal change. Theresponse of this population certainly 
·supports this contention. But the value of this change will depend on w:hether the 
. . . . . . 
environmentalrpovemeht can·orchestratea wid~spread mov~ from weH-placed ~oncemsto · 
. . . . . . . . . . . . 
genuin~ commitment. and sustained, appropriate behavioural change. As Duruap & Mertig' . 
. . ··. ., .. 
(19?2, p.S) putit: "[H]istory willjud~e (!:he-environmental movement] in terms ofit~ 
.. success in halting enviro~ental deteri~ration rather tha~ in simply avoiding its own 
. . . . . " ...... '- . . . . 
·demis.e." 
6.1 ·. Suggestions for F~rther Research 
. There a~e three.main areas ~hat require further.~esearch foHowit~g on fromthls. 
study. One of the· original ideas behind this research· was the conviction that bo~h local . 
. . . . . . .. 
authonties and central government have no· concept of the characteristics o( environmental· 
- . - - . . -. . . . -.· . 
concern ofpeople within their constituen~es. ·The following ide(,lsfor f\lrther research use 
this· deficiency as their focus by cqncentrating on 'Y~YS in which this problem can be· . 
amelio~ated, and how ~tudies of this type could enhance the eff~ctivenes~ 'of envlronrrierttai 
-· . . . . . -, 
policies and actions. 
· · . First, the general envirorimental attitudes, arid the .characteristics ofenvironmentally 
:concerned i~dividuals withi~ the New: zealand p.~blic; 'should be established .. As the present. 
. . - . . .· .- •. - ': . 
sample-consisted ofQniversity ofCanteiburyCoirurietce students, whb were not · 
. . ' . . . 
reptesentative ()fN ew Zealanders; this rese~rch cannot claim to be even slightly suggestive 
of the vie~s· ofother groups ofNew Zealanders. A.studyofthis type ~ould confirm . 
. whether environn;,ental concern dQes in factvary'with .age and education.. It would also 
. . . - . . . ' - . . . . . 
. al~ow.~n ~ssessmentofthe effect ~fincotne and occupation not possible·in this study. A 
nationaL'study .may highlight differences betvveen the attitudes and levels ofconcernheld by 
. different regions of New Zealand in a·way that this study 'could not. For ·example; it may be . 
that residents of, say,' Aucldand, a~edtsptQportioriately more concerned for the 
. efivironnl:ent. 
. Secondly, research has shown that general envir9nmenta] concerns are not i11dicative 
of the levei of_loc~l and specific environirtentaJ concern, which is thel~y¢1 at which people·. 
are ·more likely to become involved: I suggest that regional studies be conducted to · · : ·• ·. 
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asc~rtail! the local and specific issues which conceri! New Zealanders, and their attitudes . 
tmyard those issues. Regional studies could specify to what degree conimunities_ or 
occupations which receive information about environmental problems sympathetically. This' 
would allow local ~nd regional authorities. to more ·accurately assess environmental policy 
. . . . . ,, . .·. 
_priorities, and_ to gauge the success with which different types and strengths of 
. implem~htatiort options will be received by. cominuillties. If one kllows ·which issues are of 
.. . -. . . . . .-. . . 
greatest-concern, one <;an JSpe~k to those--concerns arid take the m~st appropri_ate actions. 
- --_The other. side ofthis particular coin is publt~ actionandinvolvement. M&lone~ & 
·ward (1973) showthat_althcmgh ~oncetri for and verbal coffinrit~ent to enviro~ental: 
problems are high~ act~aicolillllitment ~nd kno~ledg~; aboutboth th~ problem ahd what -
' . . . . •. . . - ' . . . 
c~m b~ don_e to help, are Jow. -The third area for further research· -shouJdbe tp'quantify the _- _ 
~0ncrete knowledge of New Zealanders 'in tcions of the problem itself,_ ~s well as the skills : . . . . . '.- . . . . . - . . ' 
-and/or actions required by individuals to amel.iorate the problem .. This ~esearch should also--
quanttfy the levelto which. New Zealan4ers are already performing enVironment~ily" 
. ·:- . . - . .. . . . ' 
responsible ~ctions. This would be.ofvalu~tcdocal and regional authorities when targeting 
. . . . . - . . . . . -: 
groups to promote enVironmentally responsible behavio~r, in Brdditionto avoiding both -
' overkiW and -:-preachlng to ·the co~verted' .. -
... 
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APPENDIX 1· 
·Final Survey Draft · 
Please note that the item codes shown in bold type below items in the example 
questionnaire below are included for the benefit ofthe re~der; Th~y we.re not incl~ded in .. 
~ . . . . . . . ' 
the questionnaire given to the.sample population. 
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- . - . . 
. iji, my name is Louise Saunders, a Master of Science student. This year I am 
compJeting my thesis, of;,hich this questi~nnaire fulfils part ofthe r~q~irement. The survey 
is. being carried out.to_ find o~t how you feel abo~t s~trie ·issues i'n New Zealand. 
. . . - - . - . . . . . ~ 
. You an~ ask~d not to put your name on the questiorinaire so t~at your ans:w~r.s are 
'completely c~nfid~ntial,· artd noindiVidualwili'be able tq be identified in anyreporting of the 
results. Howe~er, ifyou would like a copy of the results, please Write your name and a 
. ._ ·- . . - . . ; . . . . . . 
postal address .when~ you can be reached next year _on the detachabie sheet on the ·reverse o{ . 
. this page, and ~~nd this in. . . . . ·. . .. . . . . . .. 
. . 
. ' . . . . . . . .. . . . . ... .. . . . . · .. 
·. · Please try. and answer all' the questions,. and remember that there are no right or 
Wrong an;wers, . We a~e ihterested'ih h~w yo~ feel about things and, as StJCh~ your own. 
: . . . . . 
answers are most valuable to us. 
i will collect your completed questi~rmaire at the end of your next class, 
· If you haye ~ny con~erns or queries, pleas~ feel free. to contact Louise Saunders ifi 
. . ' . 
. the evenings on 352 5710. 
"' """" ·.·· 
.. 
MA]VY THANKS 1!! o o· 
- . ' . 
·'(___)'· ·· .... 
. . . 
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.• ·_ . 
. tf you .would like to receive a copy of the results of thls survey wheri they becqme ~vailabh~ . 
. . . .·· . - .. -. ., . . : . ' . . 
. ilextyear,_please .fill in your details below andhandi~ t~ssheet witp your que~tionnaire. · .. 
·Postal Address in'I9.96: · ~--------~----~----~----~----~ 
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Unless indicated, .please tick only one box for. each question.· 
1. ·in your opinion, what is the most important issue or pioblerh inNew Zealand today? 
. . . . . . . . . 
2. · Using the.scale .below, please indicate how important you personally consider environmental problems ar 
issues to be in New Zealand: · · · · · .· · · 
·-The most A very. . A quite_ A less -·A not at 
importan:t ·important importan~ _important . all 
issue issue issue - iss"Qe· important 
issue 
D· D D :o .. D .-:.·· 
CONCERN 
3. When you think .about envir~iimental problems, what are the first three (3) probleinst~at come to mind?_-
4. Ove~all, from what yo1.1lmow, how would you rate th~ quality ofthe natural en~itonmeht~ 
yery Good Neither Bad Very Bad Don't· 
Good .. - Good nor 
Bad-
·-a) ·in .the worid as a whole D -0 ·o- -D 
b) in'New Zealand' D D D D 
· -b D o· D ~). m Canter ury _ _ - · 
- QUALlW, QUAL2NZ, QUAL3C _ . 
D . . 
5 .. How concerned are you personally about environniental·probletns and.issues? 
- . 
.0 
D 
-o· 
Know 
0 
D 
:o 
Very· · Some~hat · Neither Unconcerned Very 
-Cmicerned - -Cohcerri~d : Concer .. ed - Unconcerned 
·nor. 
Unconcerned 
D - . -o-_- . -. ·o---- 0. 
IMPTC. 
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Please ·tick the box whichbest.represents your agreement or disagreement with these stateme1 
· · · . Strongly Agree ·Neither Disagree Strongly ·Don't 
Agree · Agree nor Disagree · · 'Know · 
I. Naturalresources should be us~d 
primarily for the benefit of the_· 
present generation. 
:TIMEt 
2 .. The life.ofthe big city is far. more 
interesting than the· natural 
·. ·. · enviromrtent could ever be. 
·URJlAN.l 
3. whether or riot future generations 
cari.solve ¢nvironmental problems; · 
. we should not put them in the 
. . position ofhavil;tgto do so'. 
TIME2 .· .. 
4: Science and technology often do as . 
much hann as ·good.. . 
TECiiN0·1 ·. 
5. Because of our p·onuting activities, . 
Disagree 
0 
-·o D D D 
.· .' 
[J D 
D D D 
·we iun a very serious risk of making D· . . D o· . . . D.. . 
the.earth unsuitable for p~opie to · · · 
live in. · · 
CFED 1 . . 
H:ow. much_ do .. you agree or disagre·e wtth each· of these statements:· 
. Strongly·· Agree. Neitber • i)jsagree 
6. The earth is finite, 
ASSUMl 
. 7. -The positive benefits of econotnlc. 
_·groWth outweigh any adverse_: 
consequence~ oil the natural · 
. environment. . "• : 
'ECON 1 
8. The balance:ofthe natural· . 
environment is veiy delicate and .. 
easily upset. . . . . . . . 
BON1 
9 .. Sometimes we have to put up with 
or accept a certairi amount of · . : . 
· f\..gree· 
D D 
·.D ·.D 
··o· o 
pollution since the cost qf cleaning it . · 0-. . 
up ·or preventing it might cause a ' 
decline in economic groWth .. · . 
ECON2 
Agree nor. 
Disagree. 
D D ' 
D. 
D 
o· 
tJ 
.. D o. 
o·.·. 
·strongly· DoJ}'t 
.. Disagree·· ·.Know 
.o D 
D D 
D 
. \' 
0 
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Please tick ~ne ·box to ·show how much y~u ~gree or disagree with each statement: 
Strongly 
Agree 
10. :people are no l~m~erdependent on· · 0 
the.-natural environment. · • · · 
ASSUM2 . 
11. Our cities have become too· big. D 
URB.AN2. ' . 
i2 .. People.mustlive hharmony with the · . o· . __-
natural envirohmendn order to . 
survive. 
B.ON2 . . . 
13. The ;natllral environment does not 
. .. impose lir¢ts on economic growth 
. becauseresources are generally 
· sufficient .. _· . · · 
•ASSUM3·' 
-o· 
14. People need not adapt tothe natural . . ·o .. ·
· environinC:mt because they can 
remake it to suit their needs. 
HONl. 
Agree · Neither Disagree Strongly Don't 
Agree nor · D.isagree · Know 
. Disagrt;e_ 
D D 0 o· .D 
D D D ·_.o· D ; .. 
o_· ·o D D
. 
. 
·-:·o :.·D ,0 o·· o· 
. 
··o·--
How:much do you agreeor disagree with each of these statements? 
15. People cafi get along without natural 
. . . . . . . . .. 
. ·.resources . 
. ASSUM4 
l6~Although polluted environments may 
· ·look and/or Sfilell bad, they. are not 
usually harmful or ·dangerous to the · 
. natural environment. . 
. CFED2 
17. M{m tend to b~ more interested than . · 
. women in niampulati~g the natural 
• . envir61Ullent and using its -resources: · 
·. ·GENI>ER.l ·. . . . .· 
18. What .is needed are st~onger laws to 
force industries, Government, and .. 
· ·. individuals to decrease or eliminate · 
· pollution, .•. 
.·LEGALISM 
~trongly Agree 
Agree 
D 0 
D . . 0 
D. D 
.. 
D
. 
. 
. . . 
.o 
·:Neither Disagree· 
·, 
Stron.gly :Don't 
Agree nor.· Disagree Know 
Disagree 
.. 
·.·. 
D o·. 0 D 
.~ '. 
·o 0 
D 0 0 D 
0 D D . 0 
.. 
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Please tick one box which best represents ypur a~eement or disagreeJ?ent with these statemt 
19. If our rate ofconsumption keeps . 
growing, we will soon exhaust the. 
earth's natural resources.·· 
SCAW· 
20._There ~r~ limits·to.growth beyond 
which our industrialised· society 
. canriot expand. · .· · · 
'LTGl 
21. Nature kriows best. 
TENETt· 
22. Every action and event has an effect 
. . on and consequence in t~e natural 
_ environment.·. 
· · .TENET-2 . 
.. 
Strongly · Agree 
Agree 
D. D-
D D 
0 D 
-D :D 
Neithet Disagree ~Strongly. Don't 
·Agree nor Disagree Know 
Disagree 
D·· D D D 
0 D 0 D 
D D D D 
.. 
D D. 0 D 
:23. There is ~eallyno point in getting: 
upset over pollution ·as there Is little. 
we can· do to stop it. . . 
o··. 
·D. D··. . . 0 -.o·· 
ENPQW-
24. The earth is vast with almost 
_unlimited natural resources . 
. . LTG-2 
·o· ·-. - ~ 
. · .. 
0 .o· 
Please tick. one box to show how lim<;b~ you agre~ or disagree with each statement: . - -
·. .· . . . .- . . . . \ . ' .. -. - _; - .. 
-2~. Environmental proble~s-are riot 
~ffecting my life .• 
.ENCOl 
26. Directly-or-indirectly, everything is··· 
conrtected to everything. · 
TENET3 ._ -· .. 
27. When people interfere with the 
natural environmel!t it often· . : ._· . 
produces disastrous consequences. · 
BON3--
'28.Everything must go somewhere._ 
- ·.TENET-4• 
· 29. :The native bush l~ndscape is· boring 
. in its sameness. 
URBAN3· 
·strongly Agree· 
Agree · .
.. 
D ·D-. 
D .-o 
.. 
o- D 
.. o· 0 
. D. D 
·-Neither Disagree Strongly 
Agree·Iior _ Disagree· 
Disagree· 
.. D D o·. 
.. 
D- D D 
D D D 
0 D D 
0 [j D . . 
D 
Don't 
.Know 
,0. 
D· 
0-
D 
D 
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How much do you agree or disagree ·with·each of these statements?. 
· 30. The mitural enviroriment is valuable 
in itsel:t; and not simply as a source 
ofresources. . 
HON2 
. 31. Woinen are more coricern~d about 
·-_. environmental problems and issues 
. than. men. _. . . . . . -
GENDER2-·· 
. 32. Protecting the natural environine~t · -
Strongly 
.Agree·· 
D. 
0 
. should be giv~n priority,: even at the . _·. o· ... ·-
risk of slowing downthe growth of .:-
: the ~coriomy. -
E.CON.3 
33 ~Although there is continual · . 
. contamination oflakes~ streams;· and .. ···o. 
··air,the purifying processes of the --
natural enviro~ent soon rettit)l . 
them to normal. 
ENC0-2 
Agree Neither 
0 
.o 
:Q. 
· ··Agree nor 
Disagree· 
.o 
D 
.o· 
Disagree. Strongly· Don't 
Disagree _ · Know 
D o.-- D 
D. ·0 
_D. D 
·.o_·-
_Please tick the box whiehbest represents your agreement o~.disagreem~nt_with these. stateme: 
- -. : . . . . 
Strongly 
Agree · 
Agree - Neither Disagree Strongly Don't 
' · . . :· . : . .·. ·;· . . 
. . . . . . 
3.4. The natural envirorinient is a system _ 
ofresourceswhich people shmdd _ 
control, transform; and organise to 0 
· . suit their own needs. · 
B:ON 3 · 
,35. SCienc~ and technological break-
.o 
·!hro~ghshave. abolished resource D _ _ .0 . scarcity. · · · 
ASSU.M:4 
. 36. Women are more concerned about 
·degradation of the e~vironment thaJ?. _ . D ·. [] ·. 
men. · 
.. · . ·-. ' 
. __ GENDER3·. . . 
3 iMost envirorinlental problems can be 
. solved _by applying more and better ·o· • . . o· . 
technology. •. 
-TECBN03 
..!:bout You!~ 
Agree nor · ·Disagree • Know 
·Disagree· 
D-·· D· 
D D -· - D 
D o o· 
o .. D .0 
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Please answer the following questions about yourself, and remember that: aU responses. 
remain STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL. . 
r. Plea~e indicate how old you are: --~--"-.,._ ___ _.;__:____, __ _:__----=--~-.,-------,--e., 
· 2. What is your sex?. Female .o 
Male D· 
. 3; Which of these categories best describes your marital -status? · 
(Please tick ONE category only). 
· · .single ·o · 
l\4arried/ ... 
Living wi~h · 
. Partner·· 
Other· 
·o· 
. 4: Please write·how many-years you have been enrolled ata·Urtiversity'(e.g: 1 ifthis 
· isyour first year): . · . · 
5. ·Do you have previous Urtiversityor Polytechnic qualifi~ations? 
If no, please go to Question 7. 
Yes ·If yes,. please g? to Question 6. 
· 9. · \Yhlch_ type ofqualiijcatio.n do you hold? 
. {Please tick as many as apply). . . 
; 
. , Bachelor degtee 0 . 
Masters degree . D 
.. -.Ph.D. .0 
.-Diploma D 
. . 
Other (please. specify)_: ------=-....,.o-.,----,-------"----.:-,---
7. ·Please indicate yqur cl,Jrrent enrolment statu·~: 
Full tinie 
!>art time 
D 
0_ 
8. Please describe your ethnic ~dentity (e.g. New Zealand Maori): _ ._ 
9. Please indicate the com:itry in which you spent most of childhood: 
New Zealand· · · Q: ·. Please go to Que~tion 10. 
. . . . . . . 
_ Elsewhere · D - Please specify which country: 
.. 
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10. Ifyou indicated New Zealand at Question 9, please indicate the region in which yo~ spent -
- 'most of-;ourchild~bod(e.g. Bay of Plenty}:· - - - ---· - - --
11:· Whattype'of area were_you ntis'ed in? : 
:Rural 
Small Urban 
Large Urban · 
D 
· 0 · Name town/s: _- -~--'----
·o Name dty/ies:..,.._ ----,------_-.-:-. 
. \ •'_.· 
ifyou have any other comments youwi,sh to add on anyofthetopics·raised in this· 
·- . ~ . 
. -
. questiorl.naire, we welcome ~hem. P-lease write the.Ql. in the sp_ace ~rovided below: 
. - . . . . . . 
-. You have now ·reached. the end of the questiormaire. ·Many ·tQ.anks.for your co~_operation ~nd 
your time. Your contribution to this· study has been greatly· appreciated. Don;t forget to fiir in· 
. thedetachable.sheetat .the.frorit should you wishto receive~·copy oftheresults when they are 
available next year. . 
APPENDIX2. 
·. The Inte.raction of Demographic Variab~es. 
This appendix describes the interaction of demographic vari~bles .iiotset outin 
Section I of the Result~ . 
. . Age: 
.. In ·an age_ groups except 30~ yeats, years of enrolm~nt incre~sed with age .. 
. : . . . . . . .~ 
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However, the 23-29 and 30+ age groups ·b,oth showed increasing numbers ofresponcle11ts in 
. . . . 
their first ·or second y~ar of eiirolmerit; indicating r~spon<I:ents ~eturning to study later 'i~ life .. 
. Not. surp;isingly; .the.·likelihood of a resp.ondent being ma~ied incr~ased with· ag~, and. more· . 
• .' ' • • • • • • : • • • 0 • • ' • • • • • •• • • • 
older.respondehts were_ ~nrolledforparHime study._ : .. 
· ·Country ~f Childhood 
A smaller propmtiori of New Zeal.and respondents ~ere··mafried or en;oiled as a 
·part.:time studentsthan foreign responden~s. Fo~eign respondents were mostlikelyto. be · 
. . . . . - - . 
raised in large urbari centres, and least likelyto be raised in small urban centres; while New· 
. .· . . . . . 
Zealand resp.ondents .were more likely to. be raised in sm·all urbai1 ce~tresi atl(ileast likely to · : 
be raised in large urban centres:' . Of the foreign respmidents, more were feiitale and· in the 
. ·. . . . . . . . . ' 
olderage groups: Howev~r; there were comparatively more foreign respondentsin their . 
. ~ . . . . . . . 
firstyearof enrolment; and fewer,inlateryears .. 
. . . ·. 
Area Type 
· There wetetwice ·as m~nyrespondertts raised in small urban a~eas in thtdirstyear _of 
enrolment, but.lessin their second year, than thos~or~spo~dent~ raised in large urban or .· 
rural areas.: Those raised<it1 ruml ateas wen~ least likely to he .in thei~ dlird:Year, while.those. 
, raise~I in_ large urban areas were least likely to be enrolled.fox four o~ more years·. More of · 
th~se resp6~dents raised in rural ar~~s were :iparried, while tp.ore of those _raised in larg_e 
: . . . . . . 
urban areas were 'single .. 
... : 
. Qualifications 
More· of those respondents raised in smaller ce~tres had previ~us qualifications;. . 
. ~compared to those raised inlarge urban. centres ... Almost four times as many part:. time .as ... 
. . -. ; . . ' . - . . ·. . - -· . ·-.- . 
full-:-ti~e students, arid almost' tWice as·ma~yworn~n as. men, had previous qualifications .. In 
··addition, older resp~ndents, married: ~espondents, and· those· enmiled over long peri~ds, · 
:Were p1ore-likely to have previous qualifications. 
·Gender 
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Fewer male respondents were entolledin long-tetm study,. i.e: 4+years, wliile mo~e 
female respondents were ~nrolled-as paft-tiine stuqt:mts:, had pre~iousqualifications; and· 
·.were enrolled iii long-t~rm study. Females were.mom likely to have been. raised in.rural' ·· 
area~ and least Jikely.to have been:raisedin large urban·areas. :female respOJ?-dents were,· on 
average, slightly older than male respondents, and more likely to be married. · 
·.· ... 
Years ofEnrolinentand Statu's 
Those entolled·inlong~term ~tudy,_4+ years, were more lik~lytobe mai-t-iedor · 
enrolled as part-time ~tudents. Those resj>Ondents without previous quaiifications·were . 
rn~re likely to be enrolled infull"-t~rne study._ . . . . . - ·• 
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APPENDIX3. · 
. . ·. 
··.Means ·and Standard Deviations 
·pategory 
... 
Variable Mean Standard 
.. ... Deviation 
Assumption .. ASStJM1 2.23 r.n·· 
' ASSUM2 1.87 0.82' 
. ·· 
ASSUM3 • . 2)7 0.93 
. ' ASSUM4 1.63 0.73 ·. 
. ASSUM5 ,. 2.03 0:80 
Mean of AS SUM 2.03 0.51 .. 
.. 
Balance ofNature ·BON1 2.16 0.85 
... 
BON2 2.1.4. .0.86 
BON3 . 2.24 0.79 
MeanofBON 2 . .17'· 0.60. 
.. ... 
·. 
Concern for Environmental .CFED1 '1.99 0.83 
begrada:tion .. CFED2 1.58 0.70 
Mean of CFED 1.78. .. o:6J.·•-
•. 
... 
· PersonaL Coricern CONCERN: 2.09· 0.75: 
.. 
. · 
' 
.. 
Economics ECON1 .2.09 0.85 
ECON2 2.50 1:13 
ECON3 2A3 0.88. 
.. MeanofECON 2.31·. 0.73 
. . 
. . 
.. 
,• . .. 
. . 
.. 
Environmental Concern .• ENC01 2.30 0.96 
EN C02 .. 2.09 0.79' 
- •' MeanofENCO 2.22 0.77 
.. 
.. 
Ehvironmental Powerlessl}ess ENPOW 1.63 0.70 
·' 
Gender Perceptions GENPER1 ·- 3.25 1.08 
·GENPER2· 3:37. 1,07 
GENPER3 3.43 1.05 
... : Mean. of GENPER, JJ3 0.95 " 
.. 
·Humans Over Nature HO:NT. 2.14 ·o.94 
'. HON2 ·1:69 0.69 
HON3· 2.31 0.95 
.. 
MeanofHON .· 2.10 1.33· 
Importance of IMPTC 2.33 
,. 
0.67. 
EnvironmentaLissues. · · 
.. 
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C~tegory Variable Mean Standard·: 
,. 
Deviation 
Legalism .LEGALISM. . 1.99 0.78 
Limits· to Growth ·tTG1 2.61 0.92 
.. LTG2 1.66 0.76 
> 
' MeanofLTG 2.06 0.66 
.. 
Quality of the QUAL1W 3.52 0.88. 
Natural Environment QUAL2NZ 2.11 0.76 
... 
.. QUAL3C 2.15 0.82 
,.. 
Scarcity Awareness .SCAW . 2.16 
. ' 
0.84 : 
' .. 
.. 
Techtiocentrism_. 'tECHNOl ·; 2.62. 0.9_9· 
TECHN02 2:73 0.9.1 
Mean ofTECHNO· 2.67 ,0.92 . 
. 
·:. 
Ecological Concepts·· TENET I 2.48 0.92 
TENET2 •' '2.38 0.87 
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